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Lakes and rivers stagnant
Nothing lives or grows like years before
Nature’s disappearing
The world you take for granted ... soon no more
John Mayall. Nature’s disappearing. From the album U.S.A. Union, 1970

1 Introduction
River basins all over the world, but especially in densely populated regions like North-western
Europe, are considered to be among the most degraded ecosystems in the world (Calow & Petts,
1992, 1994; Petts, 1989; Tockner & Stanford, 2002). This is not different for the two main river sys-
tems in the Netherlands, the rivers Rhine and Meuse. For some time, the river Rhine was even con-
sidered to be the sewer of Europe due to the immense drainage of agricultural, industrial and
domestic waste from the vast and intensively used catchment area comprising parts of Switzerland,
Germany, France, Luxembourg and the Netherlands (Van Dijk et al., 1995; Wieriks & Schulte-
Wülwer-Leidig, 1997). Rhine and Meuse in the Netherlands are lowland rivers receiving most of
their discharge from mountainous areas: the Rhine from the Alps and the Eiffel, the Meuse with its
source in northern France from the Ardennes (Figure 1). Both rivers show a similar pattern of dis-
charge through the year: a relatively high discharge in late autumn and winter and low discharge in
the rest of the year. While the Rhine, however, receives a more or less constant supply of melting
water from the Swiss Alps, the Meuse completely depends upon precipitation. As a result, fluctua-
tions in discharge are relatively large in the Meuse and lower in the Rhine. Also with regard to a
number of other physical characteristics both rivers differ (see Table 1). Regarding yet other char-
acteristics, however, both rivers are highly comparable, for example as far as climate and biogeog-
raphy are concerned. Particularly downstream of Nijmegen, the location where both rivers form the
Rhine-Meuse delta and where they become interconnected, they share many characteristics. The
geographical scope of this study is for the larger part restricted to this Rhine-Meuse delta com-
prising the Dutch part of the river Rhine system (including the rivers Waal, IJssel and Lower
Rhine/Lek) and the lower part of the river Meuse, since this part of the Meuse has been a tributary
of the Rhine during most of its geological lifetime (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2001).
The (former) tidal part of both rivers is also left out of consideration since it has its own typical fea-
tures and problems. Figure 2 gives an overview of the study area as well as a geographical refer-
ence for the following chapters.
Both the Rhine and the Meuse basin presently fulfil a broad variety of societal functions such as
agriculture, hydroelectric power generation, drinking water and irrigation water supply, excavation
of clay, sand and gravel, intake and discharge of cooling water, drainage and disposal of waste water
(Bij de Vaate, 2003). The number of socio-economic functions has grown considerably during the
last decades and includes nowadays also nature development and recreation (Smit et al., 1997).
Navigation in particular is an important function for the River Rhine, Europe’s most heavily traf-
ficked shipping river, connecting one of the world’s largest sea ports, Rotterdam as well as the
Amsterdam port, to the world’s largest inland port, Duisburg (Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig,
1997). Numerous alterations in the physical condition of Rhine and Meuse have been made dur-
ing the past centuries to facilitate the diverse functions. These alterations comprise hydrologic
measures, such as damming off river branches, canalisation and normalisation of the main river
channel, construction of river dikes and impoldering of flood basins to protect lives and goods
against flooding and to facilitate navigation and agriculture. 
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Figure 1: The catchments areas of the rivers Rhine and Meuse; the darker the areas, the higher mean precipitation.
Table 1: Physical characteristics of Rhine and Meuse (Wolters et al., 2001; Van den Brink, 1994).
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Catchment area
Length (km)
Length in the Netherlands (km)
Surface area (km2)
Surface area in the Netherlands (km2)
Characteristics at the Dutch border
Mean discharge (m3/s)
Median discharge (m3/s)
Highest discharge measured (m3/s)
Lowest discharge measured (m3/s)
Design discharge (m3/s)
Water-level (m+NAP) at mean discharge
Annual freight of sand and gravel (m3/year)
Annual freight of silt (metric tons/year)
Mean silt content (mg/l)
Rhine
1320
385
185,000
20,000
2220
1970
12600
575
15000
9.7
500,000
2,500,000
30
Meuse
935
251
36,000
6,000
250
160
3000
0
3800
44.9
50,000
300,000
19
2 Environmental values of the Dutch river district
Analogous to river ecosystems abroad, more or less uninfluenced by man, the Rhine and the Meuse
are believed to have been very rich in both terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna species, due to a
high variation in abiotic characteristics and vegetation structure. Gradients from dry to wet, high to
low, gravel to silt, nutrient poor to nutrient rich, open to closed vegetation, and flowing to stagnant
water are - both in space and time - all present in river ecosystems not influenced by man (e.g.
Townsend, 1996), or, as Ward et al. (1999) put it: “a high level of spatio-temporal heterogeneity
makes riverine floodplains among the most species-rich environments known”. Physical deteriora-
tion of these gradients and declining water and (sub)soil quality (eutrophication, salination and
pollution with micro-pollutants) have led to a strong levelling out of flora and fauna diversity in river
systems (Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997; Ward et al., 1999). 
Figure 2: Present river branches and topography of the Lower Rhine and Meuse. The insert comprises the study area.
It is acknowledged that the Rhine-Meuse delta also has a rich cultural history. It is highly esteemed
for its cultural-historical landscape qualities such as winding dikes, scour holes, cropped willows
and duck decoys (Haartsen et al., 1989). The typical small-scale agricultural land occupation pat-
terns and the numerous archaeological sites are of particular interest as well (Van Es et al., 1988).
Although especially natural values have become more and more threatened during human occu-
pation and exploitation history (e.g. eolian dunes, floodplain forests and side-channels), there are
still many natural features of the river landscape that are positively valued, some of which stem
from human activities, such as intensive agricultural grasslands used by geese as foraging grounds
and water-filled excavation pits used as a resting place for migratory waterfowl or as a spawning
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site for amphibians (Lenders et al., 1994). In short, natural as well as socio-cultural and socio-eco-
nomic processes have led to the genesis of a complex of mutually connected components that
together constitute a highly valued river landscape. 
Natural and man-induced dynamics, however, are also responsible for the decline or even loss of
landscape features; for thousands of years natural and cultural processes of construction and
destruction have formed and transformed the Dutch river landscape to what it is today. This
dynamic landscape is still changing, every day. Presently, however, the opinion prevails that espe-
cially the last century, the loss of valuable riverine landscape elements and components exceeds the
origination of new ones: the deterioration of the river landscape in all its magnitude is felt. The
hydrological measures along with the exploitation and utilisation of the river delta brought about –
in addition to economic welfare – unwanted, but sometimes knowingly accepted environmental
side-effects, such as pollution by industrial toxic waste, eutrophication as a result of agricultural
activities and the emergence of exotic invasive species. Moreover, the degradation of the Dutch
river landscape revealed itself in the deterioration of geomorphologic diversity, a decline in charac-
teristic riverine species, communities and ecosystems, and a levelling out of landscape complexi-
ty. However, it was not until the 1950s that the opinion began to form – an opinion that is now wide-
ly supported – that the Dutch river landscape was at stake (Jongman, 1993). Environmental groups
started protesting against the ongoing deterioration of the river landscape and declining biodiver-
sity, nature conservation organisations began founding nature reserves and in the late 1980s a
strong call for ecological recovery of the river landscape was heard following the publication of
“Plan Ooievaar” (De Bruin et al., 1989) and “Living Rivers” (WWF, 1992). Also for the Dutch gov-
ernment, the late 1980s were the starting point for policies regarding the safeguarding and recov-
ery of what can be considered as ‘the typical Dutch river landscape’. 
3 Riverine policies: a common basis for environmental action?
The first international policy initiatives to combat the deterioration of the river Rhine were the so-
called Strasbourg Regulations in 1449, offering a transnational framework to abate river pollution
that was acknowledged in as early as the 12th century (Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997). Real
actions, however, were not taken until the 1930s when Dutch drinking water companies became
concerned about high concentrations of phenol in river water and the threat that drinking water
would become brine (Dieperink, 1998). Initially informal meetings between the governments of
Switzerland, France, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands led to the establishment of the
International Commission for the Protection of the Rhine (ICPR) whose tasks, competences and
responsibilities were laid down in the 1963 Convention on the Protection of the River Rhine
(Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997; Dieperink, 1998). One of the most important actions of
the ICPR was drawing up the Convention on the Protection of the Rhine against Chemical Pollution
in 1976, which aimed at pollution abatement. This convention proved to be a very successful action
since considerable progress was made in reducing the discharge of organic pollutants leading to a
substantial increase in biodiversity in the River Rhine for the first time in the post-war period
(Admiraal et al., 1993; Ruchay, 1995; Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997). The Sandoz accident
at the end of 1986, however, showed how vulnerable the Rhine system still was. This accident, how-
ever, was also the starting point for drawing up the Rhine Action Programme (RAP) – including the
12
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ecological rehabilitation of the river Rhine – which was agreed upon within one year after the dis-
aster. The following goals were defined in the RAP (Ruchay, 1995; Van Dijk et al, 1995; Wieriks &
Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997):
1 To create conditions that will enable the return of higher species (such as the salmon);
2 To safeguard Rhine water as a source for the preparation of drinking water;
3 To abate the contamination of sediments due to toxic compounds, and;
4 To fulfil the requirements of the North Sea Action Plan, as the River Rhine flows into the
North Sea.
With respect to further pollution abatement, the RAP appeared to be very successful: most reduc-
tion aims were met within a few years (except regarding diffuse sources of pollution, especially with
respect to agricultural effluents of pesticides and nutrients; Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997)
and salmonid fish species are back in the river system (although still in very low numbers). After
the 1993 and 1995 floodings and near-floodings, the ICPR was also charged with the development
of an international action programme for the prevention of floods, which was readily acknowledged
as an important international river policy theme (ICPR, 1998). The main aspects of this ICPR-action
programme are focussing international action on floodplain management rather than on flood
management, and on the relationships between flood risk reduction and ecological recovery
(Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997). On January 22nd 1998, a new convention was signed that
a.o. includes new targets concerning protection of species and ecosystems (Dieperink, 1998) and
focuses on a more integrated approach for the river Rhine. A similar programme was drawn up for
the Meuse (ICPM, 1998). For several reasons, however, the process leading to this international
agreement between France, Luxemburg, the Netherlands and the three constituents of Belgium:
Wallonia, Flanders and Brussels, developed with many more difficulties.
In the Netherlands the publication of ‘Plan Ooievaar’ (De Bruin et al., 1989), a private vision on the
Dutch river district aiming at a shift in function assignment of the Rhine and Meuse floodplains
and at actively (re-)developing natural areas, opened the discussion on the ecological recovery of
riverine environments. The ideas of ecological recovery as launched in ‘Plan Ooievaar’ and later on
in ‘Living Rivers’ (WWF, 1992) still form an important basis for river policies in the Netherlands
today.
Besides these national and international initiatives, the concept of ‘sustainable development’ as
launched by the Brundtland commission in 1987 in their report ‘Our Common Future’, forms an
important basis for environmental policies in the Netherlands in general and for river policies in
particular. This concept, defined as “development that meets the needs of the present without com-
promising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”, highlights three fundamental
components to sustainable development: environmental protection, economic growth and social
equity. According to the Brundtland commission, the environment should be conserved and
resource bases enhanced by gradually changing the ways in which we develop and use technolo-
gies. The three components of sustainable development should be in balance to ‘sustain’ them for
future generations. This concept has proved to be an important benchmark in making operational
both international and Dutch national policies regarding environmental protection in its broadest
sense, i.e. inclusive of nature conservation, water management, pollution abatement, safeguarding
cultural heritage and balanced physical planning. In international policy documents and legislation
13
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the concept of ‘sustainable development’ is implicitly or explicitly incorporated. In most national
policy plans applicable to river systems, ‘sustainable development’ or ‘sustainable use’ is translat-
ed into intentions of conservation and development of ‘natural ecosystems’ and the re-establish-
ment of ‘ecological relations’ with other areas (see, for example, Bruggenkamp, 2001). In this con-
text, river ecosystems, for instance, contribute greatly to the realisation of the National Ecological
Network (NEN) as defined in the consecutive Nature Policy Plans (Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
management and Fisheries, 1990 and 2000) and therewith, also to the Natura 2000 network
(Jongman, 1998). Some policy plans leave – at least in theory – little room in riverine areas for other
functions than ecology, especially for recreation, agriculture and sand- and gravel excavations, thus
particularly focusing on the ecological dimension of ‘sustainability’. Other policy plans, however,
(especially the Fourth Memorandum on Water Management; Ministry of Transport, Public Works
and Water Management, 1998) emphasise that, in addition to room for nature development, the
river district should also offer room for navigation and, above all, for a well-considered discharge
of water in order to guarantee safety against flooding. In this respect, national environmental poli-
cies do not appear to be mutually very consistent. 
Working out the details of the ecological dimension is another problem in implementing ‘sustain-
ability’ in national policies. This problem concerns the question what nature should be strived for.
In ‘Plan Ooievaar’ dynamic ecosystems without much human influence are depicted as ideal situ-
ations. The Fourth Memorandum on Physical Planning and the Fourth Memorandum on Water
Management, largely build upon this principle by focusing on ‘conservation and development of
natural ecosystems’ and ‘dynamic nature‘ (emphasis by the author), respectively, therewith appar-
ently dissociating from nature that is more bound to human influence. On the other hand, the
Memorandum on Landscape and the Structure Plan for the Rural Areas in the Netherlands
(Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries, 1995) emphasize the conservation,
recovery and development of a high-grade landscape where identity and sustainability (emphasis
again by the author) are central elements. The landscape must not only comply with strictly eco-
logical but also with aesthetic and functional-economic demands. Furthermore, spatial measures
that may affect cultural-historical and/or geomorphologic values, spatial coherence and/or the
beauty of valuable landscapes are not allowed. This broad area of interests comprises more human
bound nature as well. Remarkably, the Fourth Memorandum on Water Management, as opposed
to its aim for ‘natural ecosystems’, also stresses the need for conservation and fitting so-called
LNC-values (Landscape, Natural and Cultural-historical values). The successive Nature Policy
Plans (Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries, 1990, 2000) and their support-
ive manuals (Bal et al., 1995 and 2001) are even more explicit in designating human bound nature
in the Dutch river district. They distinguish four main categories of nature with increasing human
influence that are – at least theoretically – all considered to be feasible goals in river systems
(Simons & Boeters, 1998): 1) almost-natural, 2) guided natural, 3) half-natural and 4) multifunc-
tional. However, Bal et al. (2001) explicitly state that, given the operative boundary conditions of
safety and navigation, and the limited transversal scale, so-called half-natural areas (spatio-tempo-
rally fixed and heavily influenced by man) represent the maximum achievable levels of ambition in
the Dutch river district. Almost-natural and guided natural ecosystems are considered not to be fea-
sible. Apparently, there are divergent opinions regarding the degree to which human interference
in nature is acceptable and desirable, whether man is or is not an intrinsic part of ecosystems (in
this case, the river system) and regarding the question whether nature is a strictly dynamic phe-
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nomenon or that spatially and temporally fixed patterns may be regarded as ‘real nature’ as well.
This matter requires further clarification before policy and management efforts regarding ecologi-
cal recovery and sustainable development can be judged on their merits.
4 The thesis: aim, scope and outline
In this thesis, the concepts of ecological recovery and sustainability are taken together under the
umbrella of the term ‘environmental rehabilitation’. With the term ‘environmental’, I try to express
that the scope of this thesis comprises more than a strictly ecological dimension. Other aspects of
the physical environment, especially cultural-historical elements and other landscape features that
appeal to, for instance, issues related to human identity or other intangible features, are also taken
into consideration where appropriate. The chemical quality of the water and soil of the river district
as well as ecohydrological aspects only play a minor role in the river policy analyses carried out in
this thesis. These issues are covered by the research of other researchers at the University of
Nijmegen (see Nienhuis et al., 1998, 1999; Smits et al., 2000; Van den Brink, 1994; Kooistra, 2003).
The choice for the term ‘rehabilitation’ (i.e. returning structural and/or functional space to nature,
thereby taking into account the boundaries set by social demands and desires) is explained in chap-
ter 3 by reviewing both the essence of this term and that of the closely related terms ‘restoration’
and ‘enhancement’. As will become evident from chapter 3, ‘rehabilitation’ is considered to be the
most appropriate term when dealing with river systems.
The central issue to be addressed in this thesis is a description and analysis of the concept of ‘envi-
ronmental rehabilitation’ of the rivers Rhine and Meuse in the Netherlands. The final aim is to
sketch an integrated perspective for ‘environmental rehabilitation’ based on this description and
analysis and taking into account both the physical and societal constraints and opportunities.
Outlining an integrated perspective for the future of river rehabilitation requires first a reflection on
the past and determining and describing possibilities. These issues will be addressed in chapter 2
and 3 of the thesis. The larger part of this thesis, however, is contributed to an analysis of the pre-
sent efforts for river rehabilitation. Concretely, this comprises an analysis of so-called ‘river man-
agement plans’ as being important exponents of environmental rehabilitation policies for rivers on
several levels of scale (from individual river system elements such as winter dikes and river banks
to substantial parts of the catchment area level).
In order to achieve environmental rehabilitation, the concept has to be implemented into everyday
practice of river management. According to Cummins (1992) the river management field still has
a poor record of achievement, and it is both surprising and disappointing that so little basic sci-
ence has enjoyed technological transfer to management strategies. River management should
comprise a certain quality that is scientifically based and specified in advance for the water system
and adjacent banks and floodplains. In this perspective, management includes (a.o.) the organisa-
tion of the management process from planning (redesigning, drawing up management schemes,
budgeting) over execution to monitoring and evaluation. In operational river management,
(re)designing is elaborated in reconstruction plans; maintenance in maintenance plans. I perceive
both types of plans as ‘management plans’. These management plans should describe appropriate
strategies for reaching the goals set for a specified period. Furthermore, they should comprise
coherent descriptions of all activities and imply integration of the present water system, manage-
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ment perceptions, management goals, and organisation of management (Simons & Boeters,
1998). In four research projects, ‘river management plans’ are analysed and evaluated to determine
the degree to which these plans are expected to contribute to environmental rehabilitation of the
Dutch river landscape. Furthermore, this analysis and evaluation focusses on determining decisive
factors for sound management. For this reason, management plans are analysed concerning both
their content (to which degree can this content be regarded as environmentally sound?) and the
process of planning (which process of planning is followed in drawing up the management plans
examined?). 
The central question to be answered in this thesis therefore is: 
Along which lines can an integrated perspective for 
environmental rehabilitation, that contributes to sound management, 
be developed for the rivers Rhine and Meuse in the Netherlands?
The subquestions to be answered are:
1 What is the geographical, ecological, prehistorical and historical background of the genesis
of environmental values in the river basins of the rivers Rhine and Meuse in the
Netherlands?
2 Which concepts for environmental rehabilitation can be distinguished and what conceptual
framework for river rehabilitation can be derived from this?
3 To which degree are management plans as exponents of environmental policies expected to
contribute to environmental rehabilitation of the river landscape in the Netherlands and
what can be learned from this for future management strategies?
4 Which planning factors appear to be decisive in sound management planning concerning
environmental rehabilitation of the river landscape in the Netherlands and what can be
learned from this for future management strategies?
Since appropriate instruments for the assessment of management plans were largely missing, a
considerable part of our research has been focused on the development of issue-specific analysis
and evaluation methods.
The thesis clearly does not cover the whole spectrum of river-related policies and management
activities. As a matter of fact, some important issues are not broached, for instance, the impact of
sand and gravel excavation, the issue of storage or disposal of heavily polluted dredged-up silt, and
in-stream ecological recovery (see e.g. Bij de Vaate, 2003). Neither are the geographical dimensions
of river systems fully covered in this thesis: little attention is paid to the main channel and the dis-
connected flood basin; the larger part of the thesis focuses on floodplain environments and their
adjacent boundaries: the winter dikes and river banks. Furthermore, not all relevant environmental
values and perspectives are accounted for in all of the research studies. Chapter 4, for instance,
focuses entirely on ecological recovery of floodplains and does not take into account cultural his-
torical values, although they are most likely at stake. Chapter 6, on the other hand, explicitly exam-
ines the conservation of landscape, natural and cultural-historical values and does not pay much
attention to the development of new nature as a compensating measure. These differences in
16
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approach are partly dictated by the policy context that is object of research (for instance the strong
emphasis on preservation instead of restoration or compensation in the ‘selective smart design
strategy’ regarding river dike reinforcement in chapter 6); on the other hand, it is also a subjective
choice made by the researchers. 
Finally, it should be clear in advance that not the whole cycle of policy planning (from planning over
execution to monitoring and evaluation) is analysed in this thesis. The analysis comprises only the
phase of actual drawing up plans and should be regarded as an ex-ante evaluation, that is to say,
an evaluation that takes place after completing the drawing up of environmental management
plans but before their actual execution. Ex-posterior evaluation is not included in the analysis. Many
of the measures proposed in operative management plans examined are still under construction
and, therefore, their effects can not be evaluated yet. This is especially the case for ecological effects
that require a long time of development before they become evident.
Altogether, however, the thesis aims to contribute to a holistic view on the Dutch river landscape,
including ecological, social and, to a lesser degree, economic features.
Figure 3: Coherence of the various chapters of the thesis. The numbers between brackets represent 
the chapters in this thesis. For further explanation, see the text. 
The mutual coherence of the thesis is given in Figure 3. In order to gain a better comprehension of
the form and functioning of the study area, chapter 2 centres on the genesis of the Dutch part of
the Rhine-Meuse delta. It does so in a descriptive way by reviewing literature on the palaeo-geog-
raphy, (palaeo-)ecology, archaeology, and the history of civilisation and civil engineering and by
combining this information into a coherent synthesis of knowledge on the origination of the pre-
sent-day Dutch river landscape.
Chapter 3 attempts to clarify some essential concepts regarding the principle of ecological recov-
ery. It tries to shed sufficient light on the differences between ‘rehabilitation’, ‘restoration’ and
‘enhancement’ as different forms of ecological recovery. Eventually, the choice for ‘rehabilitation’ is
made as being the approach that justifies best the dynamic character of rivers combined with the
relative ambitious goals set. The review is conducted by taking into consideration the contrasts
nature-in-flux versus nature-in-balance and man-inclusive nature versus man-exclusive nature. With
this, an attempt is made to clarify which types of nature can be aimed at while speaking of envi-
ronmental rehabilitation. As has been pointed out, this matter requires clarification before man-
agement efforts regarding environmental rehabilitation can be judged on their merits.
17
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Subsequently, the terms reference and target images, both regarded as useful tools in the process
of environmental rehabilitation, are examined. This examination also involves five dominant views
on nature and nature management as these are distinguished in the Netherlands. These views each
represent a coherent mental construct of what nature is and how it functions and on what nature
should be. Finally, a number of river-oriented policy plans are analysed regarding these concepts
and views and a coherent conceptual framework for environmental rehabilitation is presented.
Concrete management plans, all of which are aimed at environmental rehabilitation, are examined
in the following four chapters. The chapters are arranged according to geographic level of scale
order of the issues discussed, starting with the level of the river reach of the Middle-Waal in chap-
ter 4, to the level of the floodplain in chapter 5 to the level of landscape elements, i.c. river dikes
and river banks, in chapter 6 and 7, respectively. 
Chapter 4 deals with the development of ecotopes in the landscape between the cities of Nijmegen
and Tiel along the Waal over the period 1870-2025 and the assessed prospects of a number of fauna
focal-species after the intended execution of environmental rehabilitation plans in twelve intercon-
nected floodplain areas. 
Chapter 5 presents BIO-SAFE: a method for the evaluation of biodiversity values on the basis of
political and legal criteria. Using BIO-SAFE, the consequences for protected flora and fauna species
are examined with regard to four reconstruction scenarios for a floodplain area along the river
Rhine, all aiming at a combination of flood risk reduction and nature development. Thus, the con-
sequences were examined of a combined ecological rehabilitation/flood defence reconstruction
plan on riverine flora and fauna species that are (inter)nationally protected or have a special status
in nature conservation policies (e.g. Red Data lists).
Chapter 6 examines the planning process and environmental consequences of river dike reinforce-
ments. The planning process concerning eight reconstruction plans of this kind is systematically
examined in detail and subsequently related to the expected effects of these plans on landscape,
natural and cultural-historical elements. In this way, a link can be made between the process of
planning and the content of the resulting plans in order to uncover decisive planning factors, and
insight can be given on the (expected) effects of river dike reinforcement projects on LNC-values.
In chapter 7, a similar approach (called SPEAR) is used to examine the process and effects of eco-
logical sound river bank reconstruction projects. In this case, special attention was given to the
possible relation between ecological effects of river bank reconstruction projects and taking into
account societal demands and preferences.
Finally, in chapter 8 the synthesis is given. In this chapter more generic conclusions are drawn. The
results of the research presented in chapter 4 through 7 are related to the full array of palaeogeo-
graphical, archaeological, historical, hydrological and ecological characterisations of the river land-
scape as presented in chapter 2 and the conceptual framework and philosophical considerations
presented in chapter 3. Based on these findings, the central question of this thesis is adressed and
an integrated perspective for environmental rehabilitation of the rivers Rhine and Meuse in the
Netherlands is given.
18
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The genesis of the Rhine-Meuse delta:
landscape, natural and cultural-historical values 
in the Dutch river landscape
2Chapter
Geen beter bate dan de kost, No better benefit than the costs,
Die ons van overlast verlost that deliver us from discomfort
En van de Beerse Overlaat and of the Overflow of Beers
Niet dan het gedenken overlaat. leave us nothing but a memory
Inscription on the memorial monument for closing the Overflow of Beers in 1942

1 Introduction
Comprehensive scientific reviews on the genesis of river basins comprising subjects such as
(palaeo)geography, (palaeo)ecology and cultural history are scarce. The publications by Andersen
et al. (1996), Large & Petts (1996), Poudevigne et al. (2002), and, especially, Ojala & Louekari
(2002) on the landscapes of the St Croix river (USA), the River Trent (UK), the Lower Seine (France)
and the river Kokemäenjoki (Finland), respectively, are examples of internationally published
papers that comprise more than one or two dimensions of riverine landscapes. Furthermore, the
somewhat cynical publication of Shallat (2000) on the significance of ecological science for the
rehabilitation of the Snake River (USA) is of interest. For a proper understanding of the values1 that
river landscapes comprise, the so-called LNC-values or landscape, natural and cultural-historical
values2, and of the threats that these values are subjected to, multi-dimensional overviews of their
genesis are essential. Such overviews offer insight into the degree of geographical uniqueness of
LNC-values, the extent to which these values are irreplaceable and irrecoverable in time and their
coherence in function, form and appearance. These overviews, however, also show that it may not
always be possible to sustain LNC-values over time since their eventual decline may result from
specific combinations of ‘natural’3 and ‘cultural’ processes that may be inevitable. Nevertheless, in
the renewed concern for environmental rehabilitation of river systems, attention should be paid to
existing LNC-values in order not to throw out the baby with the bath water. Furthermore, new devel-
opments should preferably link up with developments in the past in order to do justice to the
uniqueness, irreplaceability and irrecoverability of LNC-values.  
This chapter comprises a short retrospective and chronological view on the development of the
river landscape of the Rhine-Meuse delta (Figure 1) that is probably the best-studied river land-
scape in the world in many respects. It does so in geographical, cultural-historical (including
archaeological), hydrological and ecological terms in mutual coherence. This mutual coherence is
required to fully comprehend the river landscape as it reveals itself to us today, viz. as a landscape
system that is moulded by natural and man-induced forces and dynamics in a constant process of
construction and destruction; a delta withholding both valuable relics from the past and possibili-
ties for the future. The extensive research that has been carried out in the Rhine-Meuse delta by
researchers from various scientific disciplines allows us to constitute a fairly consistent image of
how this landscape must have looked like in ancient times.
Descriptions in time require a subjective choice for a time period. In this chapter the choice is made
for a time period that ends in the present and starts at the end of the Weichselian, the last glacial
period, approximately 10,000 years BP. At that time, Rhine and Meuse already ran through rough-
ly the same area as they do today. However, in order to understand the geographical and geologi-
cal conditions of the Rhine-Meuse basin at the end of the Weichselian glacial, a short view further
back in time is necessary. Therefore, the first section focuses on the palaeogeographic development
of the Rhine-Meuse delta and on the first human influences during pre-Holocene and early
Holocene times. The invasion of the Romans marks the beginning of Dutch proto-history. The sig-
nificance of the Roman occupation for nature and landscape of the Rhine-Meuse delta is described
in section 2. Section 3 deals with the increasing human interference with the Rhine-Meuse delta
hydrology during the 7th to the 21th century on behalf of safety and navigation and its consequences
for, especially, natural values. Finally, section 4 focuses on what is often believed to be a turning
point in river management: the ‘rehabilitation’ of the rivers Rhine and Meuse, and its positive but
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possibly also negative consequences for LNC-values. The chapter ends with a short view on the
future of LNC-values in the Rhine-Meuse delta.
Figure 1: Present river branches and topography in the Rhine-Meuse delta in the Netherlands.
2 Pre-history: the first human influences on the river landscape
Geologically and geographically, the Holocene genesis of the Rhine-Meuse delta has been studied
in great detail by Berendsen & Stouthamer (2000, 2001) who based their findings on more than
200,000 lithological borehole descriptions, over 1150 14C dates and approximately 36,000 archaeo-
logical artefacts. Their palaeogeographic description of the Rhine-Meuse delta forms the leading
thread running through this section that deals with the prehistoric past of the Dutch river land-
scape. Supplementary information was gained from Van Es et al. (1988), Weerts & Berendsen
(1995) and Zagwijn (1986). 
The pre-Holocene Rhine and Meuse
As far as their known palaeogeographic history is concerned, both the rivers Rhine and Meuse date
back to far before the Pleistocene (circa 2,000,000 years BP). Figure 2A shows that during the pre-
Elsterian the rivers Rhine and Meuse drained to the northwest. During the Elsterian glaciation
(Figure 2B), the ice sheets only reached the farmost northern part of the Netherlands. Between the
landmasses and the ice sheets, an ice-dammed lake was formed on which both rivers discharged.
During the Saalian glaciation (Figure 2C), however, the ice sheet covered the Netherlands as far as
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south as the line Nijmegen-Amsterdam and forced the Rhine and Meuse to follow a more south-
ern route. When the ice sheets had withdrawn again in the Eemian (Figure 2D), the Rhine started
to follow a more northern course through the glacially formed depressions in the landscape, rough-
ly in the present valley of the river IJssel (Törnqvist et al., 2000). According to Berendsen &
Stouthamer (2000), the Rhine also followed an alternative route in this period: a southern Rhine
branch entered the Netherlands through the present valley of the Niers (see Figure 1). This south-
ern branch joined the river Meuse in the vicinity of Nijmegen. From the Saalian until today, the river
Meuse did not dramatically shift its course (Figure 2C to 2E) and can during most of this time be
considered as a tributary of the Rhine. 
During Eemian and Early Weichselian, the formation of two palaeovalleys in the Netherlands can
be indicated: one in the north of the Netherlands, for the greater part formed by the northern river
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Figure 2: Palaeographic reconstructions of the drainage direction of the rivers Rhine and Meuse in the Netherlands
during the (A) pre-Elsterian, (B) Elsterian, (C) Saalian, (D) Eemian/Early Weichselian and (E) Middle/Late
Weichselian (adapted from Törnqvist et al., 2000). Shape of the Netherlands as it is nowadays.
Rhine branch, and one in the south, formed by the southern river Rhine branch and the river
Meuse. Probably, the river Rhine broke through the ice-pushed ridge between Nijmegen and
Arnhem during Middle Weichselian (Figure 2E; see also Figure 1), and subsequently reoccupied its
pre-Eemian course, which it has roughly followed ever since. As a result of the break-through, the
northern branch received little water and was eventually even disconnected from the Rhine system.
This northern branch, which ran through the present IJssel valley, probably got a local water and
sediment discharge function only as early Holocene brook deposits in the IJssel valley seem to indi-
cate (see also Van Es et al., 1988). The southern palaeovalley receiving much more water and sed-
iment than its northern counterpart, thus clearly became the main river plain in the Netherlands.
Gradually, the southern valley filled up with river borne sediment while a large area of open water
(the Zuiderzee, nowadays IJsselmeer) was maintained in the northern valley.  
Palaeolithic hunting influence
During the Eemian interglacial, northwestern Europe was inhabited by very large herbivores such
as Straight-tusked Elephant (Palaeoloxodon antiquus), Mammoth (Mammuthus cf. primigenius) and
Steppe and Merck’s Rhinoceroses (Dicerorhinus hemitoechus and D. kirchbergensis). According to
Svenning (2002), these large herbivores kept the landscape open, preventing closed forests to
develop, especially in flood basins including the Rhine-Meuse delta. Proof of this can, again accord-
ing to Svenning, be found in pre-Holocene pollen analysis and plant, mollusc and beetle macro-
fossils. During the Weichselian glacial, the largest herbivores became extinct, which was at least
partly the result of human hunting pressure. The findings of artefacts from Middle-Palaeolithic
hunters in dredged up river gravel in the Rhine-Meuse delta indicates that this was also the case in
the Netherlands (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000, 2001; Van Es et al., 1988). Consequently, and
again according to Svenning, river flood basins in particular would have been more tree-dominat-
ed in Holocene than during previous interglacials. Even under these circumstances, however, there
were probably situations of coexisting grasslands with large grazers, open marsh and closed wood-
land (Svenning, 2002; Van Vuure, 2002). Vera (1997) disagrees with Svenning’s vision and states
that other, medium large herbivores such as Aurochs (Bos primigenius) and Wild horse (Equus
caballus s.l.) would also have been capable of keeping the landscape open. Regarding the Aurochs,
Van Vuure (2002) in turn disagrees with Vera as he states that the Aurochses, as a typical river land-
scape inhabitant, were always looking for open vegetation (sedge marshes along rivers) but did not
contribute to stop afforestation. If Svenning’s view is correct, this would mean that man already has
had a decisive influence on the physiognomy of the Dutch river landscape during the Weichselian.
Late and post-glacial geography 
The hinge line of the Rhine-Meuse basin, where net erosion changes in net deposition, is present-
ly located roughly near the German-Dutch border. East of this line, fluvial terrace landscapes are
formed, while the actual delta landscape begins west of the hinge line. Due to external factors, such
as tectonics and relative rate of sea level rise, the hinge line can shift over rather large distances in
geologically short times. Thus, in a particular location in the river basin, periods of river incision
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and deposition may alternate. During Late Weichselian (13,000-10,000 BP), climate warming grad-
ually changed the Rhine-Meuse river system from braiding rivers with gravely, sandy sediments to
incised meandering streams. In the second half of the Younger Dryas (11,000-10,000 BP) during a
very dry period with strong eolian activity, formation of extensive eolian dunes took place (Weerts
& Berendsen, 1995). Later, many of these eolian dunes became largely covered by Holocene clay
and peat deposits, leaving just the highest dune tops to emerge. The largely covered dunes are
presently known as ‘donken’. 
During the Holocene, the further climate warming and the recovery of vegetation led to a decrease
of peak discharges and sediment loads and a deeply incising, straight or only slightly meandering
river system came into existence (Figure 3). Progressively, the smaller channels degraded and
became filled up with peat between 10,000 and 8,000 BP and the Rhine-Meuse system apparently
consisted of a few large channels. 
First human settlement
Archaeologically, this era comprises the Dutch Mesolithic, which in the Netherlands lasted from
approximately 11,000 to 6,400 BP. During this period the river delta must have been an attractive
environment for roaming hunter clans who could profit from the growing diversity in flora and
fauna species. It is believed that during the Mesolithic fisheries and gathering of fruit, tuberous
plants and shellfish became increasingly important for food supply (Van Es et al., 1988). While the
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Figure 3: The Rhine-Meuse delta approximately 10,000 BP (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000)
family clans initially followed the herds of reindeer on their seasonal migration, they gradually
changed to a less mobile conduct in a smaller area and became more settled. The ‘donken’ men-
tioned earlier became important sites of early settlements in the river delta because of their rela-
tively high elevation (Van Es et al., 1988).
Figure 4: Aggrading river consisting of a river channel, natural levee deposits, crevasse splays and flood basins
(adapted from Louwe Kooijmans, 1997).
Aggrading rivers 
Probably around 8,000 BP aggrading river systems (Figure 4) came into existence in the Rhine-
Meuse delta. Of these, the so-called Benschop river system is the oldest known (7,600 to 5,350 BP;
Figure 5). Aggrading river systems are built up out of channel belts consisting of a channel with
accompanying natural levees consisting of sandy clay deposits. Further away from the channel,
heavy clay sediments are deposited in the flood basin. The natural levees and eolian dunes along
the streams, especially along the Rhine, formed corridors through which fluvial flora species could
colonise the river delta, as both transport mechanisms and abiotic and climatic circumstances were
fit for the survival of these species. Most fluvial flora species can be found in dry grasslands and
verges on calcareous soils and/or on bare soil or disturbed ground (Svenning, 2002; Weeda, 1990).
This suggests the existence of a relatively high dynamic environment just along the river’s main
channel caused by hydrodynamics and/or grazing by large herbivores. Presently, approximately 200
species belonging to the fluvial flora group are believed to be indigenous to the Netherlands
(Jongman, 1990, 1992). At least some of these species were already present in Middle and Late
Pleistocene interglacial floodplains in northwestern Europe (Svenning, 2002)4 and probably
recolonised the Rhine-Meuse delta just after the Weichselian glacial. 
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Figure 5: The Rhine-Meuse delta approximately 6,500 BP (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000)
Avulsions
In the aggrading river system of the Rhine-Meuse delta, so-called ‘avulsions’ occurred. An avulsion
is defined as the abandonment of a part or the whole of a channel by a stream in favour of a new
course (Allen, 1965). Avulsions have played an important role in the formation of the present
Rhine-Meuse delta (Weerts & Berendsen, 1995). They are always a result of crevasse-splay forma-
tion, and hence are related to high-discharge events. On longer timescales, they can be related to
e.g. sea-level rise and tectonic displacements (Stouthamer, 2001). It appears that important nodal
avulsion points particularly occur along the faults of the Peelhorst and the Venlo and Roer valley
grabens (see Figure 1). East of the hinge-line, where Rhine and Meuse were still incising, avulsions
could not occur. With rising sea-levels and the filling-up of the flood basin with clay deposits and
peat, the hinge-line progressively shifted towards the east, thus enlarging the area in which avul-
sions could occur. Around 5,500 BP, a major avulsion occurred near Wijk bij Duurstede (Figure 6).
The main branch of the Benschop river system was abandoned in favour of the Utrecht river sys-
tem further to the north. According to Berendsen & Stouthamer (2000), this ‘Oude Rijn’ course (=
‘Old Rhine’) remained the main river course until 1122 AD when it was dammed at Wijk bij
Duurstede and discharge was diverted to the present river Lek. The Oude Rijn course appears to
have been one of the most stable channel belts in the Holocene Rhine-Meuse delta with a 14C-dated
life span of approximately 4,600 years, which is long compared to an average life span of 1,000 14C-
years for channel belts in the Rhine-Meuse delta. The Oude Rijn thus stayed the main distributary
of the river Rhine for many thousands of years.
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Figure 6: The Rhine-Meuse delta approximately 5,000 BP (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000)
Neolithic agricultural and hunting practices
The archaeological period of the Dutch Neolithic (7,300-4,000 BP) in the Rhine-Meuse delta is char-
acterised by rapidly further decreasing mobility resulting from the change from a nomadic way of
life to a more agricultural conduct (Van Es et al., 1988). Neolithic delta dwellers locally cleared the
natural levees of forests and put them to use for agricultural purposes. On top of natural levees and
fossil eolian dunes (the “donken” mentioned before) the first large, solidly built houses appeared.
These houses probably not only accommodated people, but also cows, pigs, sheep and goats, and
had a crop-storing function as well (Louwe Kooijmans, 1997; Van Es et al., 1988). With this grow-
ing agricultural use of the river delta, the influence of the original large wild grazers diminished as
they were substituted by domesticated livestock. The landscape, however, probably became more
open because of more intensive grazing and forest clearing. Initially, this probably benefited the
group of fluvial flora species that were favoured in this more open agricultural landscape.
Agricultural practices also influenced flora species composition otherwise. There are, for example,
strong indications that during Neolithic times several fruit tree species were either favoured at the
expense of other tree species or even introduced from southern countries. This concerns especial-
ly Prunus-species and wild species of apple and pear (Maes & Brinkkemper, 2002). The river delta
proved to offer a very suitable substrate for fruit trees. The 19th and 20th century flourishing of fruit
growing in the Betuwe is perhaps rooted in this primitive Neolithic agricultural conduct. Vera
(1997) gives another example of an early agricultural practice that dates back to Neolithic times and
that may have been practised in the Rhine-Meuse delta: the exploitation of coppice.
Although agriculture had become an important factor, hunting and fishery were still essential for
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food supply. Proof is found that Neolithic delta dwellers hunted for mammals like Wild horse,
Aurochs, Elk (Alces alces), Red deer (Cervus elaphus), Roe deer (Capreolos caprolus), Beaver (Castor
fiber), Otter (Lutra lutra), Wild boar (Sus scrofa) and even Fox (Vulpes vulpes) and Brown bear (Ursus
arctos), and for birds like cranes, geese and ducks (Louwe Kooijmans, 1997; Mulder, 1994).
Furthermore, they fished for Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio), Salmon (Salmo salar) and Eel (Anguilla
anguilla). The continuing hunting pressure probably decimated most of the big game like Aurochs
(Van Vuure, 2002) while species like Brown bear and Elk most likely even became extinct (Louwe
Kooijmans, 1995). This increasing human influence on the natural environment is not only
observed in the Rhine-Meuse delta, but in other river systems in Western Europe as well (De Waal
et al., 1995). 
Figure 7: The Rhine-Meuse delta approximately 4,500 BP (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000)
The end of prehistory
Around 4,000 BP, the Rhine clearly dominated the northern part of the Rhine-Meuse delta while the
Meuse followed various southern-located courses to the west often connected to the Rhine with
small tributaries (see Figure 7). The Meuse kept following the southern margin of the palaeovalley
closely, because the sandy margins on the south bank were more easily eroded than the clayey and
peaty soils on the north bank.
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Around 2,500 BP (Figure 8), the Oude Rijn was still the most important branch of the Rhine,
although other important channel belts had developed, among which the Vecht. Southwest of Tiel,
important channels developed that followed a southwest course. They eventually may have joined
the Meuse west of Dordrecht. In the central part of the delta, there were virtually no fluvial chan-
nels and peat formation dominated. After 2,800 BP, the meander wavelength in the channel belts
increased, probably correlated with increased discharge, which in turn was probably mainly related
to a period of increased precipitation (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000). From 2,000 BP onwards,
however, human activities in the upstream area, especially deforestation, contributed significantly
to these increasing discharges. The coevally increasing deposition of sediment in the delta meant
the end of peat formation in the flood basin.
Figure 8: The Rhine-Meuse delta approximately 2,500 BP (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000)
Pollen diagrams show that large-scale cultivations occurred in the Rhine-Meuse delta from the
Early Bronze age (4,000 BP) onwards (Teunissen, 1990). Due to a relatively high population densi-
ty, intensive hunting, cattle breeding and other forms of agriculture, human impact on the natural
surroundings successively increased. In the flood basin near Ochten (see Figure 1), a large-scale
Bronze age (3,500 BP) settlement comprising at least 35 residences is found (Havinga & Op ‘t Hof,
1983). This and other findings of Early and Middle Bronze age settlements seem to indicate that
Rhine-Meuse delta dwellers were already full-time farmers with a firm emphasis on cattle breeding
(Louwe Kooijmans, 1997). Compared to their contemporaries on the higher, more sandy and nutri-
ent poor soils, they were at an advantage because of the constant supply of new fertile soils by the
river. The higher parts of the whole river district were probably already cultivated and consisted of
farmyards with arable land on the natural levees in the direct vicinity and pastureland in the flood
basin (Louwe Kooijmans, 1997). From archaeological excavations, it also appears that there already
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may have been a bronze producing industry in the Rhine-Meuse delta marking the beginning of a
changing economic order (Van Es et al., 1988).
3 Proto-history: adaptation to the river landscape
With the invasion of the southern part of the Netherlands by Caius Julius Caesar in 57 BC, Dutch
proto-history begins. The technological skills and political and military organisation of the Romans
would prove to be of great significance to the further development of the Dutch river landscape.
This section describes the developments from the Roman conquest of the Netherlands and the
important role the Rhine-Meuse delta played in this conquest and subsequent occupation until the
collapse of Roman dominion in the 5th century, which heralded the era of the Middle Ages. 
The Rhine-Meuse delta during Roman conquest
Although Caesar’s invasion of Germania severely damaged the position of local tribes, the Romans
did not conquer all of their territories; the larger part of the river delta was kept in Germanic hands.
During the second wave of attack, approximately 45 years later, however, the Romans were more
successful. With the help of the Batavi, all native tribes in the Netherlands were defeated in 12 BC.
The present river Waal formed the border between the territories of the Germanic tribes of the
Cananafates and the Batavi in the north and the Celtic tribes5 in the south. There is much discus-
sion amongst Dutch scientists and nature conservationists about the kind of landscape the
Romans encountered in the Netherlands. One of the few written sources on this subject is Tacitus’
description of Germania (98 AD): “Terra, (…) in universum tamen aut silvis horrida aut palibus
foeda”. Vera (1998) states that this sentence should be translated as: “a land, generally covered
with thorny wood and unhealthy swamps”, therewith underpinning his hypothesis that there was a
half-open, park-like landscape in which the vegetation followed a cyclical process, maintained in
part by large herbivores. Van Beusekom (1998) counters that the proper translation should be: “The
land (…) is generally either rough/grim because of its forests or horrible/disgusting because of its
swamps”, which evokes an image of closed forests.
Around circa 2,000 BP, the present rivers Lek, Waal, Linge, Hollandsche IJssel and IJssel came into
existence. The Lek and the Linge originated from the two most important nodal avulsion points in
the Rhine-Meuse delta at Wijk bij Duurstede and Tiel, respectively. The exact origination of the
rivers Waal and IJssel is less clear (see below). Anyhow, the Rhine distributaries discharging in a
southwest direction gradually took over from the Oude Rijn with its northwest orientation. The
main discharge of the Rhine therefore became concentrated in the Meuse estuary near the present
city of Rotterdam. This led to the siltation of the Utrecht river system channels (Berendsen &
Stouthamer, 2000).
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The first hydrological measures
The arrival of the Romans marked the start of a period of increasing opportunities to make better
use of the river delta for, especially, military purposes. In approximately 10 BC, the Roman com-
mander Drusus started constructing a dam (Latin: moles), probably at the first bifurcation point of
the river Rhine in the Netherlands6 (Harten, 2000; Van Es et al., 1988). The exact location of the
dam, however, is still under discussion (Mulder, 1994; Van Es et al., 1988). If the dam really was
constructed, then this was probably the first large-scale hydraulic engineering work carried out in
the Rhine-Meuse delta. The dam was intended to shift the distribution of water from the river Waal
to the river Nederrijn in order to create a more or less natural line of defence against Germanic
attacks from the east. The dam was probably completed in about 50 AD. It is also believed that
Drusus is responsible for digging one or two (or even more) artificial channels (Latin: fossae
Drusianae) intended to be used as waterways for the transport of troops and goods to the north.
One of these channels might have linked the locally discharging IJssel branch to the Rhine again
(Harten, 2000). Van Wijngaarden (2002) adduces in favour of this theory that on 16th century maps
the Upper-IJssel is still annotated as “Fossa Drusiana” and that the Upper-IJssel is relatively poor
in fluvial flora species as compared to the rivers Rhine, Meuse and Lower-IJssel. Berendsen &
Stouthamer (2001), however, claim that the IJssel, like many other Rhine branches, originated from
an avulsion around the year 500. Other possible locations of the fossae Drusianae may have been 1)
a connection between the Rhine and the Vecht (according to Mulder (1994) the most probable one)
and 2) the river Linge or 3) the river Vecht itself. In the latter cases, the channel construction should
preferably be interpreted as waterway improvements of existing, natural river channels rather than
as completely artificial channels (Mulder, 1994). 
In 28 AD the Frisians drove off the Romans from the northern part of the Netherlands again and after
a few attempts by commander Corbulo to reconquer the north the Roman emperor Claudius official-
ly declared the Rhine as the northern border (Latin: limes) of the Empire in 47 AD (Figure 9). Along
the Dutch part of the river Rhine only, probably at least 18 fortresses for auxiliary troops, so-called
castella, were built in order to defend the limes. Along the Rhine in the present Germany, dozens of
other castella were raised. As part of this defence line, commander Corbulo also dug an inland chan-
nel between the mouths of the rivers Rhine and Meuse (fossa Corbulonis) that, up until today, proba-
bly partly still exists as the Vliet near the city of Leiden (Mulder, 1994; see also Figure 9).
The local resistance against Roman dominion in the river delta grew and in 69 AD the Batavian
leader Julius Civilis started an up-rising against the Romans known as the Batavian revolt (69-70
AD). The Batavi destroyed the Drusus dam in order to attain just the opposite of the dam’s origi-
nal purpose. The Waal branch thus received more water at the cost of the rivers Rhine and IJssel
and became a natural line of defence for the Batavi against Roman attacks from the south. This may
be – as counterpart of the explanation of the natural origination of the Waal – a possible explana-
tion for the river Waal being the largest of the Rhine branches in the Netherlands. 
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Urban and agricultural developments
The present city of Nijmegen, in Roman times known as Ulpia Noviomagus Batavorum7, was found-
ed as the military centre of the Roman Empire in the Netherlands. It held a castra, a military camp
for a Roman legion. The army camp attracted many other Roman and inland civilians and it soon
developed into the first city (municipium) of the Netherlands. Along the river Rhine in Germany,
many other important cities developed (Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997). Elsewhere in the
Dutch river district other settlements with an urban cachet, but considerably smaller (so-called vici)
developed, of which the villages of Elst (in the Betuwe8), Wychen (between the rivers Meuse and
Waal) and Cuijck (along the Meuse) are examples (Figure 10). This period thus marks the start of
urbanisation of the Netherlands in general and of the river delta in particular.
Economically, the southern part of the Netherlands including the Rhine-Meuse delta flourished
under Roman dominion. Agricultural activities were further intensified. Regarding the Kromme Rijn
area (see Figure 1), reconstructions seem to point out that during Roman times all soils that were
suitable for agriculture were already cultivated (Kooistra, 1996). Especially along the river Meuse
until Nijmegen, the Romans set up impressive farmsteads, but further on in the river district these
so-called villae became scarcer and were less stately (Van Es et al., 1988). Along the north bank of
the river Rhine, the Roman army kept clear a strip of land for either agricultural purposes (for graz-
ing of cattle) or, more probably, for military reasons.
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Figure 9: The Roman limes along the river
Rhine in Germany and the Netherlands. The
Dutch part of the limes held probably 18 or
more castella. The castra (the main military
camp) was located at the present city of
Nijmegen (Van Es et al., 1988).
1 = limes of Germania Inferior; 2 = Fossa
Corbulonis; 3 = castra; 4 = castellum (certain); 
5 = castellum (uncertain).
1 = Brittenburg (disappeared in the sea); 2 =
Valkenburg; 3 = Roomburg (Matilo); 4 = Alphen
(Albaniana); 5 = Zwammerdam (Nigrum Pullum); 6
= Bodegraven; 7 = Woerden (Laudum); 8 = Vleuten –
De Meern; 9 = Utrecht (Traiectum); 10 = Vechten
(Fectio); 11 = Wijk bij Duurstede (Levefanum); 12 =
Maurik (Mannaricium); 13 = Kesteren (Carvo); 14 =
Randwijk; 15 = Driel; 16 = Meinerswijk (Castra
Herculis); 17 = Loowaard; 18 = Bijlandse Waard
(Carrium); 19 = Noviomagus (Nijmegen).
Figure 10: Settlement pattern during the Middle Roman period in the river district between Nijmegen and Arnhem.
Remarkably is the location of nearly all settlements on the natural levees along the (fossil) river channels (Van Es et
al., 1988).
Transition to the Middle Ages 
Around the year 275 AD the limes fell under the increasing pressure of Germanic tribes north of the
Rhine, especially the Franks and the Frisians. The Romanised way of living in the southern part of
the Netherlands soon ceased to exist and in 406 AD the limes was officially given up. The Dutch
population drastically declined, although the Rhine-Meuse delta probably withheld a relatively
intensive population, especially the Kromme Rijn area and the Betuwe (Van Es et al., 1988).  
In the course of the sixth century, the south of the Netherlands came into the sphere of power of
the Merovingian kings and in 623 AD King Dagobert re-established the Rhine as the border of the,
this time, Frank Reign. Charlemagne eventually brought all of the Netherlands under his authority.
In the Merovingian (ca. 430-751 AD) and subsequent Carolingian era (751-911 AD), international
trade in the Netherlands revived and especially the position of a number of settlements along the
rivers Rhine and Meuse appeared to be of strategic importance. Towns like Maastricht (Meuse),
Nijmegen (Waal), Deventer and Kampen (IJssel), Utrecht (bifurcation of Vecht and Oude Rijn), and
especially Dorestad9 (the present day Wijk bij Duurstede; bifurcation of Kromme Rijn and Lek) grew
into urban centres of international trade and distribution. 
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4 History: adaptation of the river landscape
Until the Late Middle Ages (circa 800-1000 AD), Rhine-Meuse delta dwellers complied with the
physiognomy of the river landscape, especially with flooding. Besides – possibly – the fossae
Drusianae, the fossa Corbulonis and the Drusus dam, no large-scale hydrological measures were
taken. People had settled on the natural levees alongside fossil or existing river channels or on old
eolian dunes (Harten, 2000; Van Es et al., 1988; see Figure 10). At the end of the Carolingian era,
an agricultural system had developed in which the top of natural levees was used as arable land
divided in private parcels while the slopes were used as communal meadows and hayfields. The
flood basins could only be used during the dry summer season as pastureland (Harten, 2000; Ten
Brinke & De Jong, 1987). This section describes the technical progress regarding river engineering
in the Rhine-Meuse delta since approximately 1000 AD and its consequences for the river land-
scape. It is especially these measures that would prove to be decisive in the deterioration of natur-
al values, but also the driving forces in the genesis of the larger part of the present day cultural-his-
torical heritage in the form of winding river dikes, scour holes, typical river landscape building and
dozens of other cultural-historical features that are characteristic of the Rhine-Meuse delta.
Figure 11: The Rhine-Meuse delta approximately 1,000 BP (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000)
Construction of river dikes
From the tenth century on (see Figure 11), the landscape began to change drastically starting with
the construction of river dikes (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000; Harten, 2000). At first, these dikes
were only meant to locally protect the small settlements on the levees. They were situated
upstream, more or less perpendicular to the river, in order to lead superfluous rainwater or floods
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to the river channel (Pons, 1957; Van de Ven, 2002). Moreover, this enabled a more intensive use
of the natural levee slopes and many meadows were transformed into arable land. The second step
comprised the construction of embankments along the flood basin side of the levees for the pur-
pose of protecting the settlements against water that was diverted to the flood basin by upstream
villages. The third step was the construction of a dike along the river side of the levee. These latter
embankments were necessary because of land reclamation in the peaty downstream areas of the
Rhine-Meuse delta. To enable these reclamations, rivers were cut off from the vast peat lands by
constructing embankments. As a consequence, flood water levels in the upstream areas were
pushed up and the local communities in these areas reacted by raising dikes along the river chan-
nel. In the first instance, these local communities appeared not to be organised well enough to dike
out larger parts. Diking activities were restricted to the local vicinity only. From the twelfth and thir-
teenth century onwards, water boards and later on so-called polder districts (a cooperative effort of
two or more water boards) were formed and the original flood basins were disconnected from the
river by closing the existing river dike systems (Harten, 2000). By 1450 AD, a system of serried win-
ter dikes along the large rivers in the Netherlands was practically completed10. With the closing of
the last river dikes, the present day pattern of river courses, levees and former flood basins was
fixed. The river system dynamics were restricted to the narrow outer dike belt of river channels, thus
decreasing dynamics in the former flood basin to virtually zero, but increasing within channel belt
dynamics. The closing of the dikes also marks the origin of the present day outer dike floodplains
(Dutch: uiterwaarden). From the 16th century on, farmers in the Rhine-Meuse delta, especially along
the river Waal, tried to reclaim agricultural land from the river by constructing groins and breakwa-
ters. In this way a series of bare sand, reed, willow shoots, low willow-ground, grasland and arable
land perpendicular to the river came into existence (Middelkoop, 1997; Hesselink, 2002). Since the
rivers could not deposit silt and clay in the flood basins anymore, they were forced to do so in the
area between the dikes. Thus, the floodplains were rapidly raised by sediment deposition. Especially
in the area between the winter dike and the summer dikes (that were constructed from circa 1600
onward, but especially in the 19th century to protect floodplains from summer floodings; Simons
& Boeters, 1998; Wolters et al., 2001), clay deposits rapidly covered up most of the geomorpho-
logical structures in the floodplains, such as old river arms and eolian dunes. 
Agricultural and ecological consequences
Cutting off the flood basins allowed more intensive exploitation of this part of the river delta by man,
although these grounds remained very wet during many centuries to come. Disconnecting the flood
basin from the river was very unfavourable for riverine fauna and flora species that are dependent on
these flood basins to complete their life cycle. Examples of such species are Burbot (Lota lota) and
Welsh (Silurus glanis). For other species, however, these developments might initially have been
favourable, for example for several species of amphibians, but also limnophilous fish species like
Bitterling (Rhodeus sericeus) and Weatherfish (Misgurnus fossilis), since the cut off flood basins offered
better opportunities for reproduction in the absence of riverine predators. Eventually, the 20th centu-
ry drainages of the former flood basin made this part of the river delta more suitable for agriculture
and species that had more or less adapted to the cut off flood basins were suddenly confronted with
less favourable circumstances and became extinct or declined seriously. Except for the amphibians
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and limnophilous fish species mentioned before, this was the case for some species of higher plants
adapted to natural river hydrological regimes of undeep groundwater flows (see e.g. Van Oorschot et
al., 2000). Agriculture in the floodplains also intensified. As a result, forests in the floodplains
decreased from 1900 to 1980 with 90% and hedgerows with 80% (Jongman, 2002). As a result of the
intensified agricultural use, species-rich grassland vegetations were largely substituted by monocul-
tures of perennial rye-grass (Lolium perenne) and remnants of the more diverse grassland vegetation
consisting of fluvial flora species mainly survived on the river dikes (Liebrand & Sykora, 1996). 
Figure 12: Artist impression of a dike burst in the Ooijpolder near Nijmegen in 1820. Etching by Cornelis
van Herdenberg, 1820. By courtesy of museum Het Valkhof, Nijmegen.
River dike reconstruction and maintenance
The constant raising of the floodplains and a corresponding river water level rise, initiated a
process of consecutive heightening of river dikes that has continued until the present day. Although
the bases of the dikes were broadened during most river dike reinforcements, space was a limiting
factor due to the presence directly behind the dikes of farms and other settlements as well as of
valuable agricultural grounds. As a consequence the height-width ratio of the river dikes increased
over the centuries. This, in turn, resulted in dikes with a relatively high chance of bursting.
Altogether, flooding risks for settlements and the former flood basin gradually increased.
Consequently, every now and then, especially during winter high waters and synchronous ice dam
building, river dikes did break (see, for example, Figure 12). During the first half of the 19th centu-
ry, dike bursts occurred frequently. Especially where river dikes crossed fossil river belts in the sub-
soil weak spots in the dikes’ bases occurred (see Figure 13). Where the river water broke through,
scour holes, sometimes up to 20 metres deep were formed (Harten, 2000; Van den Brink et al.,
1996). In repairing the river dike, these scour holes where by-passed, either on the land or the river
side, since they were too deep to fill up. Thus, the typical Dutch riverine landscape of winding dikes
and scour holes (also called break-through ponds or lakes) originated.
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Other flood risk reducing measures
During the first centuries of river dike construction, the polder districts and water boards were high-
ly autonomous authorities that were mainly concerned with maintaining the safety of their own
dikes and preventing their own backlands from flooding. Cooperation between the polderdistricts
and water boards was still scarce. In order to protect their own area of jurisdiction from flooding in
case of dike bursts upstream, polder districts constructed transverse dikes in the former flood
basin, such as the “Diefdijk” (1284) between the Dutch provinces of Holland and Gelderland (see
also Figure 13).
Another measure to decrease the impact of disastrous flooding was the construction of overflows:
lower and closable or easy-to-pierce stretches of river dikes that can be used to divert the river water
in a controlled way in case of impending flooding of the flood basin polders. A famous Dutch over-
flow was the Overflow of Beers along the Meuse, constructed in 1472 and permanently closed in
1942 (Hoornenborg, 2002). Although these overflows were meant to decrease damage to lives, live-
stock and goods, they caused a great deal of inconvenience when they were in operation.
The increasing risk of flooding also led to the construction of raised mounds (in Dutch: terpen) for
individual farms or even complete villages. Sometimes only the village church was built on a terp
that functioned as a refuge for all village dwellers during floodings (Harten, 2000). Some of these
raised mounds date back to the period before river dike construction.
Figure 13: Scour hole at the Diefdijk at a location where the dike crossed a fossil river belt (adapted from Harten, 2000).
1 = sandy washovers; 2 = scour hole; 3 = fossil river.
Clay, sand and gravel excavations
The heightening of the floodplains resulting from raised clay deposition did not only imply greater
flooding risks, but also economic advantages. In the late Middle Ages, the monastic order of the
Cistercienzers reintroduced brick stone construction, a technique forgotten in the Netherlands
since Roman times (Van Es et al., 1988). The growing layers of clay in the floodplains appeared to
be an important source of raw building material. Clay extraction, as well as brick production, soon
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became an important new economic activity in the Rhine-Meuse delta. Initially, the bricks were
manufactured using small field ovens; from around 1870, however, bricks were produced more
industrially in brickworks (Hendrikx, 1999). Today, the brickworks and clay excavation pits are still
important landscape elements from the viewpoint of cultural-historical heritage as well as of ecol-
ogy, for instance as spawning and hibernation sites for amphibians, respectively (Bosman et al.,
1996; 1997). In the course of the 20th century, the Pleistocene sand and gravel deposits present in
the subsoil were also exploited, especially in the floodplains in the eastern part of the river delta,
since the commercially interesting layers of sand and gravel were located less deep here and were
thus relatively easy to excavate. This led to large and deep sand and gravel excavation pit lakes
throughout the river district. An inventory of Smits (1989) pointed out that at least 98 and 65 sand-
and gravel-pit lakes exist along the Rhine branches and the Meuse in the Netherlands, respective-
ly. Although these excavation pits were considered to be serious threats to the river landscape for
a long time, they also proved to be important resting and foraging sites for several species of water-
fowl (see, for example, Lensink, 1993 and Erhart & Bekhuis, 1996) and spawning and nursery sites
for riverine fish (Neumann et al., 1994; Molls & Neumann, 1994; Staas & Neumann, 1994; Vriese
et al., 1994; Van den Brink et al., 1996).
Eventually, the closing of the dike rings combined with other flood risk reducing measures and the
intensified exploitation of the former flood basin and the floodplains formed the Rhine-Meuse delta
as we know it today (see Figure 14). 
Figure 14: Cross-section of the river landscape in its original state, not influenced by man (below) and its present
state in the Netherlands (top)(adapted from Louwe Kooijmans, 1997).
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Hydrological measures: the first phase
From the late Middle Ages on, the distribution of water over the different branches of the river
Rhine and Meuse became an important issue from the viewpoint of military, trade and other navi-
gational interests. Initially, river ‘improvement’ works were also meant to facilitate the logging of
large quantities of wood from German upstream areas for shipbuilding. These loggings, often nav-
igated by more than 550 people, measured up to 300 meters in length and 50 meters in width and
drew 2.2 meters of water (Vera, 1997). In order to ensure a sufficient main channel depth, the dis-
charge of some river branches was enlarged by damming off other branches. The Kromme Rijn-
Oude Rijn branch, for instance, was disconnected from the Rhine system in 1122 AD, the
Hollandsche IJssel in 1285 AD and the Linge in 1305 (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000). 
During the devastating St. Elisabeth storm tide (1421 AD), the sea washed away large parts of the
Meuse and Waal delta. In the night of November 18th, 72 villages were flooded of which 37 per-
manently (Hoornenborg, 2002). This part of the Netherlands is now known as the Biesbosch. As a
result of this exceptional deluge, the courses of the rivers Waal and Meuse were shortened by
approximately 40 km and both rivers united. This was one of the reasons (along with a shift in dis-
tribution of water discharge at the bifurcation point of Waal and Rhine) why the Waal extracted
more and more water at the expense of the Rhine-Lek branch and, especially, the IJssel branch
(Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000; Van Wijngaarden, 2002). Rhine and IJssel progressively silted up
and became unnavigable. The situation further worsened in the 17th century11. By 1696, Rhine and
IJssel together received only about 5% of the total discharge of the Rhine system, while the Waal
accounted for 95% (Van Wijngaarden, 2002). For the Hanze towns Kampen and Deventer along the
IJssel, this development was disastrous since navigating the IJssel was no longer possible. They
pressed for measures to be taken. This, however, was frustrated by cities along the river Waal, espe-
cially Dordrecht that profited from the increased commercial possibilities. 
It was not before the end of the 17th century that quantitative water management became an impor-
tant national political issue, resulting from the combination of increased economic demands relat-
ed to the Golden Age of Dutch trade and arts, and the increased technocratic thinking influenced
by the Enlightenment introduced by René Descartes12. It marks the beginning of an era of large-
scale river engineering with far-reaching ecological consequences. In the period 1702-1707, a mile-
stone in river engineering was reached with the construction of the Channel of Pannerden, which
ensured a distribution of water over the different branches of the river Rhine that was most
favourable for commercial and military purposes (Figure 15). 
Ecological consequences
Salmon fishery had become a growing economic activity in the Rhine-Meuse delta from the 12th
century on. In that era, Dutch fishermen were already selling Rhine salmon on the market of the
German city of Koblenz (De Groot, 1990, 2002). Salmon capture statistics, however, show several
moments of serious decline over the centuries. At first, overfishing and water pollution were
believed to be the cause of this decline. This even led to the first international policies on the abate-
ment of the deterioration of the river Rhine: the ‘Strasbourg Regulations on fishing in the Rhine’
that were laid down in 1449 (Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997). However, the fact that large
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numbers of efficient mill weirs were put into use in the upstream Rhine tributaries (Deutschen
Mühlen, 2002) may also have been an important cause, since they were effective obstructions to
fish migration and prevented Salmon to reach its upstream spawning areas. River engineering
works carried out from the 17th century on often appeared to coincide with subsequent declines in
Salmon and other riverine fish. In the period 1650-1699, for example, several river engineering
works were executed followed by a sharp decline in salmon catches. Whether this decline is a direct
result of these works is not clear, but certainly not inconceivable (De Groot, 2002). The loggings of
ship building wood were also very damaging to riverine fish, since they caused the destruction of
spawning and nursery grounds.
Figure 15: With the construction of the Channel of Pannerden a connection was made that allowed a fixed distrib-
ution of water over the Waal, Rhine and IJssel in the relative proportion of 6:2:1. As a result, several Rhine-branch-
es east of the Channel of Pannerden were disconnected upstream. This area is now known as the Rijnstrangen area
(adapted from Silva et al., 2001).
Hydrological measures: the second phase
From 1850 on, a new phase of ‘improvements’ was started up and although these river works were
only minor as compared to the so-called Tulla-correction carried out between 1817 and 1876 in the
river Rhine north of Basle (Van Urk & Smit, 1989) the consequences would be devastating. Until then,
the rivers between the winter dikes were still relatively broad and shallow with natural islands and
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sandbanks. This made the river hard to navigate and increased the chance of ice-dam building dur-
ing winter, and with that, the flooding of the polders behind the river dikes. Up to the 19th century,
navigation on the Dutch river branches was mainly practiced by means of relatively small sailing ships
or towboats tugged by draught-horses, men or women. In 1816, the first steamboat appeared on the
Rhine, followed in 1841 by the first high capacity tugboats and iron ships (Van Wijngaarden, 2002).
These developments in shipping asked for further adaptations of the river system, especially for more
and guaranteed water depth and for less meanders. Consequently, river summer beds were either sys-
tematically narrowed (Rhine system; Van Wijngaarden, 2002) or broadened (Meuse; Hoornenborg,
2002) and fixed, shipping channels were dredged, islands and sandbanks removed and river bends
cut off. Riverbanks were laid in stone and groins were constructed to fix the course of the river, to allow
deepening of the river channel, to protect the riverbanks against erosion and to enhance land recla-
mation. Along the Meuse, the floodplains were lowered by digging off the clay deposits
(Hoornenborg, 2002). The package of river works meaning to bring the river to ‘standard‘ or ‘norm
profile’ is called river normalisation (see, for example, Figure 16). As a result of normalisation, stream
velocity increased within a narrower bed, which brought the river to incise itself into its summer bed.
This, on turn, led to an increased desiccation of the floodplains.
Figure 16: Subsequent stages of normalisation of the river Waal near Tiel. Within approximately 130 years the course
of the Waal in this stretch was fixed to a relatively narrow channel by means of groins and islands were removed
(adapted from Silva et al., 2001).
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The most important measures taken within the framework of river ‘improvement’ were the
‘enhancement’ of the IJssel mouth in the Zuiderzee (nowadays a freshwater lake, IJsselmeer), the
construction of a new river mouth of the river Waal by digging the Nieuwe Merwede, the separa-
tion of Waal and Meuse, the connection of the Meuse with the Amer and the Hollandsche Diep and
the construction of the New Waterway near Rotterdam (Van Wijngaarden, 2002). Canals and sluices
were constructed between Meuse and Waal, such as the Maas-Waal canal near Nijmegen in 1927,
to ensure shipping connections between the two river branches (Hoornenborg, 2002).
During the period 1918-1929, the river Meuse was canalised by means of six sluice-dam complex-
es downstream of Maasbracht to Grave13 to improve shipping possibilities in the Meuse. Before
these canalisation works were carried out, the Meuse was a virtually unnavigable river during dry
periods. Several river bends were cut off in the lower part of the river Meuse, thus shortening this
river section by nearly 30 percent. However, the water discharge accelerated as a consequence of
the normalisation works downstream of Grave. Thus, the Meuse downstream of Grave had too lit-
tle depth to guarantee navigation during low discharge periods. For this reason, another sluice-dam
complex was built near Lith in 1936 (Hoornenborg, 2002). 
The three sluice-dam complexes in the Rhine-Lek river have a different reason. The complex at Driel
near Arnhem is meant to push up water in the IJssel branch, thus ensuring a sufficient supply of
fresh water to the north of the Netherlands. Furthermore, this allowed for modest navigation on the
river IJssel. To ensure sufficient navigation depth downstream of Driel, two more sluice-dam com-
plexes were necessary at Hagestein and between Amerongen and Wijk bij Duurstede. Some sluice-
dam complexes were eventually combined with hydroelectric power stations. 
In 1971, the Haringvliet was closed off within the framework of the Delta Works14, forcing the main
flow of Waal and Lek through the Nieuwe Maas. With the completion of the Delta Works (which by
the way also compelled for another round of river dike reinforcements with devastating effects on
LNC-values; see e.g. Hendrikx, 1999), most river branches lost their direct contact with the sea. The
northern palaeovalley on which the river IJssel discharges, had already been disconnected from the
North-sea in 1932 with the closing off by the so-called ‘Afsluitdijk’ (Barrier Dam), which altered the
Zuiderzee to Lake IJsselmeer (Simons & Boeters, 1998). 
More ecological consequences
The river and estuary engineering works from the mid 19th century on had a devastating impact on
biodiversity within the river delta. The number of Rhine salmon caught decreased steadily from
more than 280,000 around 1870 to zero in 1950 (Wieriks & Schulte-Wülwer-Leidig, 1997). Also fish
species such as Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio), Allis shad (Alosa alosa), Twaite shad (Alosa fallax),
Houting (Coregonus oxyrinchus) and Vendace (Coregonus albula) eventually became (nearly) extinct
from the Dutch rivers. This may have partly resulted from overfishing (Sturgeon, Allis shad and
Twaite shad) but above all from disconnecting the rivers from the sea, blocking free access to the
headwaters (canalisation), deteriorating spawning, nursery and resting sites (normalisation) and
water pollution. The disappearance of the Twaite shad is a special case. Eggs and larvae became
covered with silt and were washed away, respectively, after a devastating bombing of three dam
complexes in Germany during Word War II (De Groot, 1992). 
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Especially anadromous species seem to have suffered from human interference, but also other
rheophilous species such as Barbel (Barbus barbus), Dace (Leuciscus leuciscus), Chub (Leuciscus
cephalus) and Nase (Chondrostoma nasus) have strongly decreased (De Groot, 2002). The river engi-
neering works, together with the pollution and eutrophication of the river, were also the reason for
the decline of several other species. The number of macrophyte species in the Dutch parts of rivers
Rhine and Meuse, for instance, decreased approximately 25% in the last century (Van den Brink et
al., 1996). Most of the remaining species can only be found in floodplain waters like oxbow lakes,
scour holes, and clay, sand and gravel pits. Only twelve species of higher plants are found in the
river canal itself. Benthic and epiphytic diatom species depending on snag, macrophytes and undis-
turbed sandy banks have also strongly decreased and especially snag and vegetation inhabiting
rheophilous insects such as Ephemoptera, Plecoptera, Simuliidae and Trichoptera species seem to
have disappeared (see also Admiraal et al., 1993). As far as other macro-invertebrates are con-
cerned, especially the number of snail, mussel, clam and macrocrustacean species appears to be
increased. This is the result of the invasion or introduction of exotic species most of them adapt-
ed to increased chlorinities and water temperatures (e.g. Chelicorophium curvispinum, Gammarus
tigrinus and Dreissena polymorpha). The colonisation of the Rhine and Meuse by these species was
made possible because of the interconnection of these rivers with other river basins through man-
made channels (e.g. the Main-Danube Canal in 1992), the discharge of ballast water of ships or as
a result of intentional introduction (Bij de Vaate et al., 2002; Van der Velde et al., 2002).
5 Present and future: rehabilitating the river landscape 
As clarified in the previous sections, the history of the Rhine-Meuse delta cannot be dissociated
from the mutual influences that ecology, geology and human occupation and exploitation history
have had on each other. Geological events evoked ecological responses, which altered human
exploitation possibilities; in turn, human reactions to this had influence on ecological relations and
changed geomorphological and hydrological conditions. Looking back, however, it also becomes
clear that in the course of time economic and safety interests became more and more important
and started to prevail over, especially, the natural values of the river delta. Table 1 gives an overview
of the major man-induced events in the Rhine-Meuse delta and their most important conse-
quences. Conversely, nature appeared to be flexible enough to occupy new niches, such as sand and
gravel pits and high productive grasslands, in a gradually more man-dominated river system and
new natural values originated. This ‘new’ nature largely comprises the present natural values of the
Rhine-Meuse delta. In the second half of the 20th century, as a sort of countermovement to the
technocratic approach of river systems since the Enlightenment, initiatives for ecological rehabili-
tation of river systems in a more organic way were undertaken all over the world, aiming at the ‘old’
or, expressed probably more appropriately, at ‘even newer’ natural values. This is also the case for
the Rhine-Meuse delta in the Netherlands. Presently, however, ecological rehabilitation as the main
goal seems to be overtaken by flood risk reduction aims resulting from the 1993 and 1995 near
flooding in the Rhine-Meuse delta. In this section, the question is raised whether this new devel-
opment will benefit the still existing LNC-values or if it will harm them, and if it will bring the
‘newest’ nature and contemporary cultural-historical values. 
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Present LNC-values
Besides the devastating consequences of human actions on especially natural values and later on
cultural-historical values as well, the occupation and exploitation of the Rhine-Meuse delta by man
has had an enriching effect on LNC-values. Cultural-historical values are by definition of human ori-
gin. Examples are the steep and winding dikes, scour holes and terps as witnesses of man’s strug-
gle against the river, but also the typical dike houses, willow coppices and duck decoys as expres-
sions of how man has adapted to the constraints and opportunities the river landscape offered.
‘New’ natural values as expressions of nature’s flexibility in adopting man-made structures as habi-
tats for flora and fauna species are, for example, ‘floodplain production grasslands’ and ‘large-scale
sand- and gravelpits’ for wintering birds15 and meadow birds16 (SOVON, 1987) and ‘clay excava-
tion pits’ as spawning sites for amphibians. Also, species that are characteristic for small-scale agri-
cultural landscapes, e.g. Little owl (Athene noctua) and Corncrake (Crex crex), can be found relatively
often in the Rhine-Meuse delta (SOVON, 1987).
Table 1: Major events induced by man in the Rhine-Meuse delta (adapted from Wolters et al., 2001; completed on the
basis of literature research).
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Period
< 10,000 BP
7,300-4,000 BP
Ca. 2,000 BP
10 BC-70 AD
5th-10th century
10th-15th century
18th-20th century
17th-19th century
19th-20th century
20th century
20th century
Measure/activity
Hunting for very large  grazers (?)
Start of agricultural activities
Upstream deforestation
Start of Roman occupation
Rise of the trade cities
Construction of winter dikes
Cutting off meanders
Construction of summer dikes
Construction of groins
Construction of sluice-dams
Sand and gravel excavations
Effect
Extinction of these very large grazers and genesis of a
more tree-dominated river delta (?)
Favouring agriculturally interesting plants; extinction
of large herbivores; intensified grazing by domestica-
ted livestock leading to a more open river delta
Increased discharge of water and sediment; end of
peat formation
First alterations of river discharges over the different
river branches (?); intensified agriculture; start of
urbanisation
Intensified shipping on the rivers Rhine and Meuse
Disconnecting the flood basin; silting up of floodplains;
increased hydrodynamics between the winter dikes.
Increased current velocities; incision of main channel
Less frequent but more abrupt flooding of floodplains;
barrier between main channel and floodplain
Narrowing and incision of main channel; less bank
erosion and meandering
Stagnant channel conditions; subdued water level fluc-
tuations in floodplains
Incision of main channel; desiccation of surroundings;
unnaturally large and deep stagnant waters
As far as species composition and abundancy is concerned, the Rhine-Meuse delta still distin-
guishes itself from other areas in the Netherlands for several taxonomic groups. In their classifica-
tion of the distribution of breeding birds in the Netherlands, for example, Kwak et al. (1988) dis-
tinguish two breeding birds districts that together cover the larger part of Rhine-Meuse delta17.
Weeda (1990) distinguishes the fluvial district for flora species, Mol (1986) four riverine districts
for macro-invertebrates and Creemers & Van Delft (in prep.) a riverine district for herpetofauna.
Ecological rehabilitation: a turning point?
Notwithstanding the still present natural richness, a feeling of tremendous loss of natural values
started to arise in the second half of the 20th century. Compared to the attention that went out to the
protection of other threatened landscapes in the Netherlands, this was rather late (Jongman, 1993).
The founding of nature reserves in the Rhine-Meuse delta did not reassure scientists and nature con-
servationists concerned with the rivers’ natural values and more and more people began to insist on
reconsidering the way in which man used the Dutch river delta. In 1987 this resulted in the publica-
tion of ‘Plan Ooievaar’ (in English: ‘Plan Black Stork’), a master plan for the future of the Dutch river
district that was drawn up by a group of civil engineers, landscape architects and an ecologist (De
Bruin et al., 1987). De Bruin et al. were inspired by the spontaneous development of nature in the
Oostvaardersplassen, an area of 5,600 ha in the polder of Flevoland created in 1968 that was left
uncultivated in anticipation of the construction of an industrial zone. This development proved the
flexibility and the immense potentials of nature. Initially, ‘Plan Ooievaar’ met with scepticism by
more established ecologists and nature conservationists, which led to heavy polemics between pro-
ponents and opponents of this plan (see for example Vera & Westhoff, 1992, and for an overview
Van der Windt, 1995). ‘Plan Ooievaar’ and its addendum ‘Living Rivers’ (WWF, 1992) comprised a
shift in functions between the outer dike floodplains and the inner dike former flood basin. The for-
mer should get an ecological function again, within the boundary conditions set by safety and navi-
gation; in the latter, agriculture should get primacy. The idea was that by giving full play again to nat-
ural processes on a landscape scale, such as erosion and sedimentation, but also grazing by free
roaming semi-wild grazers, habitats like marshes, eolian dunes, floodplain forests and natural grass-
lands would return again. In other ways, the river had to be helped, for instance, by digging sec-
ondary channels. Revenues from clay extraction and recreational activities were foreseen to be the
economic motor of this ecological rehabilitation of the Rhine-Meuse delta. Improving water and sed-
iment quality as aimed for in the Rhine Action Programme was considered to be another boundary
condition for successful rehabilitation (Van Dijk et al., 1995). In general, ‘Plan Ooievaar’ was seen as
a turning point in thinking about rivers. Technocratic acting rooted in Enlightenment thinking should
be replaced by giving room to ecological processes in space and time. However, the artificial human
aid needed to achieve ecological aims, for example, the digging of artificial side-channels, already
indicates that the ‘natural’ nature of this approach has its restraints. The fact that safety and navi-
gation were and are hard boundary conditions corroborates this statement.
The ideas of ‘Plan Ooievaar’, however, soon found their way in environmental policies, especially in
nature conservation policies such as the first Nature Policy Plan (Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
management & Fisheries, 1990) and were supported by scientific research, especially with regards
of river ecosystem concepts (see box 1). Locally, the ideas were put into practice and soon the first
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successes were reported, especially with regard to the aquatic environment (e.g. Admiraal et al.,
1993; Buijse & Vriese, 1996; Buijse et al., 2002; Cals et al., 1998; Grift, 2001; Nienhuis et al., 2002;
Pedroli et al., 2001; Raat, 2001; Schropp & Bakker, 1998; Simons et al., 2001; Van Dijk et al., 1995).
Natural values were also taken into consideration on lower scale levels such as in river dike recon-
struction (Liebrand & Sykora, 1996) and ecologically sound river bank reconstruction (Beekmans
et al., 1992; Simons & Boeters, 1998). Landscape values, such as particular geomorphological
structures, were gradually also taken into account (see for example Wolfert, 2001). The initial scep-
ticism changed into enthusiasm, although some kept and still keep warning for the possible con-
sequences of ecological rehabilitation on, especially, cultural-historical values. The tension between
ecological rehabilitation (and other forms of spatial planning) and the conservation of cultural-his-
torical values was eventually acknowledged in national and international policies (Council of
Europe, 1992; Ministry of Agriculture, Nature management and Fisheries, 1995; Ministry of
Education, Culture and Science et al., 1999). In the Belvedere Memorandum (Ministry of
Education, Culture and Science et al., 1999), large parts of the Rhine-Meuse delta are designated
as so-called Belvedere areas in which cultural-historical values should be important decisive factors
in spatial planning.  
Room for rivers
In 1993 and 1995, two subsequent near floodings of Rhine and Meuse threw a different light on eco-
logical rehabilitation. Increasing flood risks resulting from climatic change were asking for increased
water discharge potentials in the Rhine-Meuse delta. Plans for ecological rehabilitation were aiming
at a more or less unrestricted development of ecotopes, such as floodplain forests and eolian dunes,
that would eventually act as obstructive elements in the outer dike floodplains and thus conflict with
safety standards. Ecological and safety interests seemed to be conflicting again. In the new leading
river policy plan “Ruimte voor de Rivier” (English: “Room for Rivers”) (Ministry of Public Works and
Water management, 2000), which is primarily directed on abating the expected hydrological conse-
quences of climatic change, ecological rehabilitation is no longer the prime guiding motive. The
main aim is to literally give more room to the rivers to drain their discharge as easily and quickly as
possible towards the North Sea. This aim might be reached by applying so-called ‘soft engineering’
based on ecological principles, but the question remains whether or not such a strategy will con-
tribute to the safeguarding of all LNC-values. Many of the measures taken into consideration and/or
proposed, e.g. floodplain lowering, river dike diversion and the construction of retention basins,
might appear to be harmful to existing LNC-values, especially low-dynamic ones such as many nat-
ural values, most landscape values and nearly all cultural-historical values. 
6 Conclusions 
The Rhine-Meuse delta has a long history of geological, hydrological, ecological and cultural-his-
torical development. This development is unique in space and time and has led to corresponding-
ly unique LNC-values. Many of these LNC-values are not or only briefly mentioned in this chapter.
Especially military edifices (fortresses, strongholds and inundation works) such as the New Dutch
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Water Defense Line (constructed between 1813 and 1940 and nominated for the UNESCO World
Heritage List) and the IJssel Defense Line (constructed between 1951 and 1952) are cultural-his-
torically significant. Their construction is of utmost importance for the physique of the Dutch river
landscape. Furthermore constructions like shipyards, ferry stations and causeways are very charac-
teristic elements of the Dutch river landscape. These features were not left out of consideration
because they are regarded less important but because it is virtually impossible to discuss the nat-
ural, cultural-historical and landscape value of the Rhine-Meuse delta in its full richness as it has
been and as it partly still is. 
In the course of time, LNC-values were subjected to constructive and destructive forces of both a
natural and cultural nature. From the start of human interference on, natural values declined. There
were probably two moments in Holocene that this decline was accelerated: the construction of the
river dikes during the 11th to the 15th century and the river regulation works during the second half
of the 19th and the first half of the 20th century. Abiotic processes leading to non-human landscape
values (especially geomorphological structures) were also probably mostly affected during this
time. The extinction of very large grazers during Weichselian and the deforestation of the up-stream
river basin around 2,000 BP were probably also major events that changed the discharge of water
and sediment and thus the landscape values. Cultural-historical values were built up since the
Weichselian and their numbers and diversity have probably increased until approximately halfway
the 19th century. From then on cultural-historical values rapidly fell a victim to river regulations, the
construction of summer dikes, intensified agriculture and river dike reinforcements. At the end of
the 20th century, the concern grew for initially especially natural values and in their slipstream land-
scape values and later on also cultural-historical values. This increased concern seemed to herald
a turning point in river management thinking: from a technocratic to a more organic practice. Soon,
however, it appeared that especially hard boundary conditions put such constraints on a free nat-
ural development of the Rhine-Meuse river landscape that there is no question of leaving the tech-
nocratic river management approach. The measures proposed after the 1993 and 1995 near-flood-
ings of the Rhine and Meuse fortify this statement. Nevertheless, the concern for environmental
values in the Rhine-Meuse delta has unarguably grown during the last decades. The environmen-
tal values of the future, however, should possibly all be denominated as cultural-historical values
since they originate from human intentionality and should be regarded as designed purposes of
society at the turn of the second millennium.
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River ecosystem concepts
The clear distinguishability of the Rhine-Meuse delta as a biogeographical district for several taxonomic
groups (higher plants: Weeda, 1990; birds: Kwak et al., 1988; macro-invertebrates: Mol, 1988; herpetofauna:
Creemers & Van Delft, in prep.) implies higher order steering or determining principles. Especially regard-
ing rivers, this has led several scientists to approach rivers as holistic systems with a clear hierarchical struc-
ture (e.g. Cummins et al., 1995; Hildrew, 1996; Townsend, 1996; Ward, 1998; Leuven & Poudevigne, 2002;
Nienhuis & Leuven, 1998; Bornette et al., 1998; Ripl et al., 1994). To understand this holistic nature the four
dimensions of river systems must be recognised (see, for example, Amoros et al.(1987), Ward (1989),
Smock et al. (1992), Van den Brink (1994), De Waal et al., 1995; Wolters et al. (2001)):
1 The longitudinal dimension comprising, for example, the transition from mountainous river to braiding
river, to meandering river, to delta. Especially macroinvertebrate (Vannote et al.; 1980) and fish commu-
nities (Huet, 1962), and riparian plants (Nilsson & Jansson, 1995) appear to show clear longitudinal
zonation patterns. The River Continuum Concept (RCC) as launched by Vannote et al. (1980) takes the
longitudinal dimension as a starting point and is considered as the first influential scientific framework
for river ecology. The RCC focuses mainly on the processes of transport in the main river current and the
matching composition of river communities. According to Van den Brink (1994), one of the major
assumptions of the RCC is that downstream communities are fashioned to capitalise on upstream pro-
cessing inefficiencies. Large river ecosystems are difficult to fit into the RCC. Although later scientific
research has thus put the RCC in perspective it is still an important framework for ecological river
research. For recent overviews of the RCC see Cummins et al. (1995) and Allan (1995). 
An atypical concept regarding the longitudinal dimensions of rivers – because it assumes the absence
of longitudinal unity – is the Serial Discontinuity Concept (Ward & Stanford, 1995), which clarifies the
effect of damming on in-stream biodiversity. 
2 The lateral or transversal dimension, comprising horizontal relationships perpendicular to the main river
stream between the main stream, the floodplains and the connected flood basin. These relationships
concern mainly hydrology and water quality (see, for example, Van den Brink, 1994). Junk et al. (1989)
postulated the Flood Pulse Concept, based on transversal processes occurring in regularly flooding trop-
ical rivers. Within this concept, the flood basins are to be considered as vast transitional zones between
land and water that are highly productive because of temporal hydrologic gradients. In temperate cli-
matic zones, however, factors like temperature and day length may (also according to Junk, 1999) be far
more determinative and so the significance of this concept for the rivers Rhine and Meuse may be lim-
ited. 
3 The vertical dimension, comprising interactions between the river water and the hyporheic groundwater.
Referring to the Flood Pulse Concept, Tockner et al. (2000) developed the Flow Pulse Concept. Instead
of via floods, the connection between main current and flood basin does run via the groundwater aquifer.
Water level fluctuations in the main current may not always lead to flooding, but can give way to process-
es of infiltration and seepage in de flood basins, depending on, amongst others, soil structure. The Flow
Pulse Concept thus links the transversal with the vertical dimension of river systems. In some catch-
ments or parts of catchments, however, the role vertical linkages play may be insignificant or even non-
existent (Townsend, 1996). The hyporheic zone may also serve as a local refugium for macroinverte-
brates during less favourable times (Townsend, 1996).
4 The temporal dimension, regarding cyclic or linear processes occurring in river systems. These process-
es concern the broadly accepted river-related hydro- and morphodynamics (sedimentation and erosion)
and accompanying phenomena like succession and rejuvenation as well as the usual diurnal and sea-
sonal time-circles. Furthermore the geological and historical developments as described in the previous
sections and other time-related processes may play a role in ecological river functioning (see also, for
example, Poudevigne et al., 2002). 
Townsend (1996) was one of the first river ecologists to recognize that concepts derived from these dimen-
sions should not be regarded as competing paradigms but as complementary conceptions of river system
functioning that taken together may help us to a better understanding of large river ecology.
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Notes
1 Hendrikx (1999) distinguishes two types of values: 1) scientific or information values, determined by apply-
ing criteria such as charactericity, rarity and unimpairedness to objects and 2) perception values largely deter-
mined by the richness in forms and meanings that may be attached to objects by people. When speaking of val-
ues in this chapter both types are referred to.
2 The distiction between L-, N- and C-values is not always clear. In this thesis the following meanings are given
to these values, respectively, unless stated otherwise. N-values are flora and fauna species and the complexes
they are part of (e.g. ecotopes, vegetation units, ecosystems). C-values are entities from human origination
(either visible or invisible in the landscape) that are rare or characteristic for a particular system in a particular
historical time. In general, one might state that the older C-elements are, the more valuable they are. L-values
are the (a)biotic bearers of visible structures of a system and those structures themselves. Sometimes a par-
ticular element can represent L-, N- and C-values of a landscape. An example from the Dutch river landscape is
the so-called Meuse-hedges. These hawthorn hedges are characteristic structures in the floodplain landscape
of the river Meuse, planted to function as a historical variant of barbwire to border grassland parcels.
3 In this context, ‘natural’ as opposed to ‘cultural’ refers, from the viewpoint of humans, to events not caused
by man or to objects to be regarded as non-intentional by-products of human actions. 
4 Svenning (2002) gives an overview of macrofossil and pollen/spore records from a.o. typical river flora species
such as Lesser Meadow-rue (Thalictrum minus), Berry catchfly (Cuccubalus baccifer), Maple-leaved Goosefoot
(Chenopodium hybridum), Hairy violet (Viola hirta), White bryony (Bryonia dioica), Agrimony (Agrimonia eupato-
ria), Salad burnet (Sanguisorba minor), Common parsley-piert (Aphanes arvanis), Spurge (Euphorbia seguieriana),
Vervain (Verbena officinalis), Small scabious (Scabiosa columbaria), Greater burdock (Arctium lappa) and Greater
knapweed (Centaurea scabiosa).
5 These Celts were called Walcha by the Germanics, from which probably the name Waal (Latin: Vacialus or
Vahalis) for the main branche of the river Rhine in the Netherlands was derived by the Romans (Van
Wijngaarden, 2002).
6 A tombstone of a legionnaire from the 1st century AD, dredged up in the Rijnlandse waard where Rhine and
Waal bifurcate reads: “Carvio ad molem sepultus est” (buried near the dam at Herwen [= Carvio, a small village
near Lobith where the Rhine enters the Netherlands])(Mulder, 1994).
7 Ulpia Noviomagus Batavorum = the New Market of [emperor] Ulpius [Traianus] in the land of the Batavians.
8 The toponym “Betuwe” is derived from “Batavorum”, the Roman name for the land of the Batavians between
the rivers Waal and Rhine/Lek.
9 Dorestad was founded in the 6th century AD at the location of the present town of Wijk bij Duurstede and
near or on the remnants a Roman castella along the river Rhine, viz. Levefanum. The city’s flourishing period
was the 8th and 9th century during which commercial relations were maintained with Hamburg, Haithabu, York,
London, Quentovic, Birka and the hinterland of the Rhine. The city minted its own coins. There are several rea-
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sons for the Dorestad’s eventual decline: plundering by the Normans, unfavourable political developments
within the Carolingian Reign after Charlemagne’s death and especially the gradual shift of the course of the river
Rhine (Van Es et al., 1988; Mulder, 1994).
10 According to van Wijngaarden (2002) river dike construction in the Betuwe may already have been complet-
ed much earlier as would appear from an official document of Reynalt, Earl of Gelre in 1327.
11 The story goes that during the so-called 80-year war with Spain (1568-1648 AD), Spanish soldiers could cross
the river IJssel by foot.
12 René Descartes (1596-1650) is also held responsible for introducing dualistic thinking, which was translat-
ed in a division of ‘nature’ and ‘culture’ (see also footnote 3). This increasing separation of ‘nature’ and ‘cul-
ture’ would prove to be co-responsible for the further deterioration of the ecological dimension of the river land-
scape, since, in the spirit of Enlightenment, ‘culture’ was considered to be superior over ‘nature’. 
13 The sluice-dam complexes are located at Maasbracht, Linne, Roermond, Belfeld, Sambeek and Grave. 
14 The Delta Works were started after the catastrophic flooding by the sea of Zeeland of February 1st 1953 when
1835 people drowned and 2100 km2 of land flooded in the Netherlands and Belgium. The works were meant to
cut off the Zeeland Delta from the North Sea in order to safeguard the Zeeland islands from future flooding.
15 For example Bewick’s swan (Cygnus colombianus), Whooper swan (Cygnus cygnus), Bean goose (Anser
fabalis), White-fronted goose (Anser albifrons), Wigeon (Anas penelope), Pochard (Aythya ferina) and Smew
(Mergus albellus).
16 For example Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus), Ruff (Philomachus pugnax), Snipe (Gallinago gallinago) and Black-
tailed gotwit (Limosa limosa).
17 It concerns the eastern river district with Corncrake (Crex crex), Little crake (Porzana parva) and Common
sandpiper (Actitis hypoleucos) as characteristic species and Bittern (Botaurus stellaris), Garganey (Anas
querquedula), Quail (Coturnix coturnix), Black tern (Chlidonias niger), Barn owl (Tyto alba), Kingfisher (Alcedo
atthis), Bluethroat (Luscinia svecica), Great reed warbler (Acrocephalus arundinaceus), and the High Clay district
(including the western part of the Rhine-Meuse delta) with Bluethroat (Luscinia svecica), Great reed warbler
(Acrocephalus arundinaceus), Whinchat (Saxicola rubetra), Blue-headed wagtail (Motacilla flava) and Corn
bunting (Miliaria calandra) as preferent species.
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3Chapter 
To go upstream, was, I knew, to go backward: 
from metropolitan din to ancient silence
S. Schama, 1995. Landscape and memory. Harper Collins, London
Abstract
In this paper the concept of ecological recovery is subjected to closer examination, with special
attention to river systems. The question is raised whether ecological recovery should be regarded
as restoration or as rehabilitation and some philosophical and ecological considerations are pre-
sented with respect to the type of nature that can be aimed at. Subsequently, the role of reference
and target images as conceptual tools for ecological recovery and their mutual relations are
explained After an analysis of a number of projects/plans involving ecological recovery of (parts of)
rivers in the Netherlands, the paper concludes with a proposal for a coherent conceptual model for
ecological recovery (of river systems) which includes the above considerations.
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1 Introduction
In many European countries, including the Netherlands, ecological recovery is one of the major
objectives of present day policies regarding rivers. In modern river management, this objective is
considered to be almost as important as the discharge of water, ice and sediment, navigation and
protection against flooding. Although ecological recovery is already being put into practice by
improving water quality and redesigning floodplains, a clear and unambiguous concept is lacking.
The “Ecological Master Plan for the River Rhine” formulates the following conceptual focal points
with respect to ecological recovery: “restoration of the main stream, as the backbone of the com-
plex Rhine ecosystem, with its main tributaries as habitats for migratory fish” and “protection,
preservation and improvement of ecologically important reaches of the Rhine and the Rhine valley
with a view to increasing the diversity of indigenous animals and plants” (Van Dijk & Marteijn,
1993). When we take a closer look at these politically determined focal points, some aspects turn
out to be quite restricted (“habitats for migratory fish”), others rather ambitious (“protection,
preservation and improvement” and “increasing the diversity”) or even unclear (“indigenous ani-
mals and plants” and “restoration”). In order to set unambiguous and realistic goals for river man-
agement, the concept of ecological recovery must be made more concrete, taking into considera-
tion that certain features of the original river ecosystem have been irreversibly affected.
Furthermore, managers of ecological recovery projects have to accept that most rivers also have to
fulfil economic and social functions. Reference and target images may prove to be helpful tools in
elaborating the concept of ecological recovery and making it operational. This article takes a clos-
er look at the concept of ecological recovery and focuses on the role of reference and target images
in the elaboration of this concept. Finally, we will construct a coherent conceptual model for eco-
logical recovery.
2 Ecological recovery: restoration or rehabilitation?
The first step in making ecological recovery more concrete is to determine whether this concept con-
cerns ecological restoration or ecological rehabilitation. As will become clear from the following,
answering this question is more than just a matter of semantics. Cairns (1982, 1991 in Tapsell, 1995)
defines ecological restoration as “the complete structural and functional return to a pre-disturbance
state”. In many approaches, however, ecological restoration does not exclusively refer to a “pre-dis-
turbance state”, but implies - by analogy to restoration in architecture - bringing back an ecosystem
to a “former state”. This means that the pattern - at least in the first instance - is more important than
its functioning. The use of these approaches requires an answer to the question which “former state”
we would like to restore: are we aiming for a system that existed, for example, in prehistoric times,
during which the river system was not subjected to human influence at all, or are we satisfied with a
situation that existed in the Middle Ages or in the nineteenth century? There appears to be no scien-
tific answer to this question. However, no matter what definition is used, ecological restoration does
not seem to take into account that certain features of river systems are affected or altered irreversibly
in comparison with the former situation (e.g. disturbed geological structures and changed climato-
logical conditions). Furthermore, in modern society, rivers have to fulfil other functions than merely
ecological ones (Petts et al. 1989). Therefore, ecological recovery has to be achieved within the frame-
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work of several other present and future functions which the system did not have to fulfil in (pre)his-
toric times. For these reasons, aiming at restoration does not seem to be a viable option (cf. Tapsell
1995) and we will have to find new ways to achieve ecological recovery.
The second option, ecological rehabilitation, is defined by Tapsell (1995) as “the partial structural and
functional return to a pre-disturbance state”. The adjective “partial” in this definition refers to desired
features only, thus implying that ecological rehabilitation does take into account man-related func-
tions besides the ecological state of the system. However, by using the term “pre-disturbance state”
this definition evokes the same questions as that of ecological restoration. In our opinion, a more
important distinguishing characteristic of ecological rehabilitation in comparison with ecological
restoration is that rehabilitation merely implies returning structural and/or functional space to nature,
thereby taking into account the boundaries set by social demands (e.g. safety and navigation) and
desires (e.g. recreation), rather than returning the system to a former state. This interpretation of eco-
logical recovery will be used throughout the remainder of this article. In fact, Tapsell (1995) distin-
guishes a third option: enhancement, defined as “any improvement of a structural or functional
attribute”, thereby not referring to a pre-disturbance situation. However, we regard ecological reha-
bilitation and enhancement as defined by Tapsell as two variants of the same concept.
In the current scientific literature concerning environmental philosophy, there is an ongoing debate
about whether ecological restoration (sic!) is possible at all, and to what extent man is able and
allowed to play a role in recovering ecosystems (Katz 1992, 1996; Scherer 1995). Even if we decide
that restoration is not an option for ecological recovery (as we have concluded above), but reha-
bilitation is, we still have to deal with dilemmas concerning the role that man is allowed to play and
the type of nature we should be aiming at. In fact, it should first be clear whether man is or is not
an intrinsic part of nature, and whether patterns or processes should be the principal goals of eco-
logical recovery. The first question addresses a philosophical issue, the second an ecological one.
Figure 1: Relation between philosophical and ecological conceptions of nature, with an indication of four (extreme)
types of nature and the human interference they are subjected to.
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If man is considered to be an intrinsic part of nature (referred to as man-inclusive nature), he
should be allotted an inherent role in the functioning of ecosystems and, consequently, in ecologi-
cal recovery as well. If not (man-exclusive nature), then the role man plays within the ecosystem
should be eliminated and his influence on the system should be restricted to, at most, external
management only. As regards the type of nature that is to be aimed at, one can distinguish nature-
in-balance, in which patterns (and especially their maintenance) are the main issue, and nature-in-
flux, in which natural processes as driving forces of nature are considered to be of primary impor-
tance. By confronting these philosophical and ecological approaches, four (extreme) types of
nature as goals for ecological recovery can theoretically be distinguished (Figure 1).
In most policy and management documents dealing with the ecological recovery of river systems
in the Netherlands, the choice between man-exclusive and man-inclusive nature is not discussed
explicitly. However, the underlying view usually seems to be: “the less human interference river sys-
tems are subjected to, the more natural they are”, thus implicitly referring to man-exclusive nature.
Furthermore, most plans for ecological recovery of rivers in the Netherlands see river processes like
erosion and sedimentation and the process of extensive grazing by large, (semi) wild herbivores as
the main driving forces for ecological rehabilitation. This can be regarded as an implicit choice for
a nature-in-flux approach. Aiming at man-exclusive nature-in-flux is especially popular among a
specific group of Dutch scientists who have had great influence on the development of the concept
of ecological recovery of river systems in the Netherlands (see e.g. De Bruin et al. 1987 and WWF
1992). Regarding in particular the choice for man-exclusive nature, however, one should keep in
mind that this approach is not necessarily a widely accepted idea in society. Several studies in the
Netherlands have shown that preference is often given to man-inclusive nature (mostly of the in-
balance type; e.g. Natuurbeschermingsraad 1993 and Van den Berg et al. 1996).
Man has seriously affected the ecological functioning of river systems, especially by means of civil
engineering, land transformation and pollution. In some cases, ecological functioning was eliminat-
ed deliberately; in other cases it was the outcome of ill-considered actions whose consequences could
not be foreseen due to the unpredictable and unknown nature of the system at that time (chaotic
behaviour, intrinsic dynamics). However, ecological recovery, regardless of whether it aims at man-
inclusive or man-exclusive nature and nature-in-balance or nature-in-flux, also demands more or less
constant engineering intervention in order to maintain desired patterns or processes and, at the same
time, safeguard other functions such as navigation and the discharge of water, ice and sediment. In
fact ecological recovery is in all cases characterised by a strong belief in techno-ecological techniques.
This relatively new form of engineering may or may not be well-considered from an ecological point
of view, but the question still remains whether, and if so to what extent, we can foresee its conse-
quences. Furthermore, in accordance with philosophical custom, techno-ecological engineering
should be seen in the light of questions such as: does man have the ethical right to intervene in the
river system again?; does such an attitude not suggest the pliability of nature and are we not legit-
imising further civil engineering that affects ecosystems, stimulated by the idea that “we can always
recover nature anyway”? However, in the everyday practice of policy making and river management,
the dilemma of aiming at man-exclusive nature versus required human interventions does not seem
to be an issue. Ecological recovery is only believed to be feasible if it is initiated and managed by man.
Therefore, some constant level of human interference seems to be beyond discussion.
The above considerations can help us to point out the dilemmas of ecological recovery more clearly
and assess its consequences. If we aim at nature-in-flux, whether it concerns the man-inclusive or the
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man-exclusive variant, these consequences will be unpredictable for (man and) nature. It is clear that
(extreme) variants of nature-in-flux approaches may offer the best opportunities for ecological recov-
ery in terms of natural processes, but by allowing such processes, other man-related functions of the
river system (such as navigation) will be seriously endangered. Furthermore, the question should be
raised whether deploying natural processes as driving forces for ecological recovery will actually offer
the best opportunities to maintain or even increase the diversity of indigenous animals and plants
(one of the principal goals of ecological recovery, see section 1), since the outcome in terms of bio-
logical diversity targets will also be relatively unpredictable (Bal et al. 1995). Apart from the question
how biological diversity goals can be expressed and valued (see Box 1), other strategies may turn out
to contribute equally or even more to this goal. Aiming for nature-in-balance may offer good oppor-
tunities to safeguard or even increase (a relatively predictable) biological diversity as well and, at the
same time, take other river system functions into account. This does mean, however, that a more or
less self-regulating river ecosystem (another important goal in the ecological recovery of river systems
in the Netherlands) will not turn out to be feasible.
Nature-in-flux or nature-in-balance and man-exclusive or man-inclusive nature are extremes in two
wide ranges of possibilities. In practice, river management authorities in the Netherlands have cho-
sen a middle course that can be paraphrased as process management. Natural processes are
accepted up to a certain degree and even intentionally deployed in order to mould the river system
according to our wishes regarding the catchment area level (thus striving for a nature-in-balance
kind of river system and safeguarding other functions) and to initiate a more or less unrestricted
development of nature on lower levels, e.g. parts of floodplains, utilising its own driving forces
(nature-in-flux). Remarkably, at the beginning of nearly every new project of ecological recovery of
(parts of) river systems in the Netherlands, an image of an ecosystem resembling man-exclusive
nature-in-flux seems to be the starting point (see also section 4). In the process of elaborating these
initially rather abstract plans into concrete designs, this image often shifts towards either man-
exclusive or man-inclusive nature-in-balance. In other words, the goals set for ecological recovery
seem to evolve during the planning process from a more or less self-regulating ecosystem towards
an ecosystem (at least partly) regulated and/or managed by man.
3 Reference and target images: a delineation and their mutual relations
Reference and target images are considered to be useful tools for making ecological recovery prac-
ticable (Pedroli et al. 1996). In the current Dutch literature on this subject, widely divergent mean-
ings are assigned to the concepts of reference and target images (see e.g. During & Joosten 1992
and Buys 1995). Most authors, however, interpret reference images (also referred to as Leitbild con-
cept, Kern 1992; Tapsell 1995) as ideal solutions, ignoring current conditions (Tapsell 1995).
However, since other demands on the system also have to be met, reference images can only func-
tion as sources of inspiration, on which the development towards the target image is based (e.g.
Bal et al. 1995 and Pedroli et al. 1996). Reference images can be constructed on the basis of his-
torical data (palaeoreferences), data derived from actual situations elsewhere (actuoreferences),
knowledge about system functioning in general (system theoretical references) or a combination
of these three sources (Petts & Amoros 1996).
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In most plans concerning ecological recovery of river systems the diversity of animal and plant species plays
an important role in setting goals. According to the Convention on Biological Diversity, which resulted from the
1992 Rio “Earth Summit”, conservation should be the principal target as regards biological diversity. However,
in the “Ecological Master Plan for the River Rhine” and, for that matter, in many other plans concerning ecolo-
gical recovery of river systems, targets have been set more ambitiously. These plans often aim at increasing the
diversity of animals and plants. Making biological diversity operational for ecological recovery requires clear
and workable definitions and methods to express and value this concept.
Defining and handling biological diversity
As is the case with other goals of river management, the concept of biological diversity needs to be specified at an
appropriate level in order to make it practicable. In the Convention on Biological Diversity, it is specified as “the
variability among living organisms (...) including (...) ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are
part; this includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems”. This broad definition implies
that the Convention aims at preserving biological diversity at a genetic level as well as at the levels of species and
ecosystems. However, this does not facilitate making biological diversity targets operational. Therefore, we will
have to take a closer look at the different levels of biological diversity and attempt to determine which level or lev-
els seem to be the most appropriate ones in ecological recovery. 
Making biological diversity targets operational at a genetic level appears difficult, if not impossible, since every
plant or animal population, or even individual for that matter, can be considered genetically unique and therefore,
according to the Convention, worthy of conservation. Clearly, it is not the intention to preserve every plant or ani-
mal population or individual, since this would make the use of plants and animals as resources for human ends
impossible. With respect to “diversity within species”, the Convention probably refers to the genetic or ecological
type of a particular species and/or subspecies. However, determining whether a population or (a group of) indivi-
duals represents a particular genetic type is equally difficult or impossible. Using ecotypes and/or subspecies as
criteria for “biological diversity within species” on the other hand appears to be a more realistic option, since there
seems to be sufficient scientific consensus in marking out these terms. Putting biological diversity targets into
practice in terms of ecosystems results in other difficulties. There is no standard practice in defining ecosystems;
an ecosystem can vary from a drop of water to the entire world (Gaia). Some scientists even deny the existence of
ecosystems at all (e.g. Hengeveld 1990). In this respect, it is revealing that the expression of nature management
targets in terms of ecosystem characteristics invariably leads to heated debate. For that matter, it is totally unclear
whether an ecosystem can be “sustainable” or even “stable” (Pimm 1991). Nevertheless, nature management
and river management authorities in the Netherlands have developed ecosystem based classifications for
management purposes, called nature target types and river ecotopes, respectively (Bal et al. 1995; Rademakers &
Wolfert 1994). According to Duel et al. (1996), the advantages of these approaches in comparison with species or
subspecies are that nature target types and river ecotopes can be quantified and monitored more easily. Howev-
er, it should be noted that in determining whether the management goals are achieved by means of nature target
types or river ecotopes, the presence and/or abundance of selected species or subspecies (referred to as target
species) are the main standards. Hence, it seems that subspecies and species are the best operational units to
quantify and measure biological diversity (see also  Hoogeveen 1994).
Expressing and valuing biological diversity
It is not only the broad definition that complicates the handling of the concept of biological diversity. In order
to determine whether biological diversity is “increasing” or not, it is insufficient to simply count species and
the numbers in which they are present, since the presence of, for example, rare or legally protected species is
generally valued more than the presence of large numbers of common species. Furthermore, programs for
measurement and monitoring of biological diversity require a selection of relevant species, since including all
species in such programs would be highly impractical (see e.g. Ten Brink 1997). Subsequently, questions arise
with respect to the criteria that should be used for such a selection. For this purpose, a variety of criteria can be
used: economic potential, effort required for inventory and monitoring (Pearson 1994), ecological significance
(Ten Brink & Hosper 1991; Van den Brink et al. 1996), rarity and/or the extent of decline (Bal et al. 1995), the
legal protection status of species (e.g. Lenders in prep.), and so on. In conclusion, it should be noted that dif-
ferent management strategies can lead to different species spectra in the same area. This evokes questions on
how these spectra can be valued and which of these spectra best suits the safeguarding of biological diversity
(see for example Van der Velde et al. 1994). These questions demand the development of a tool, for instance an
index, by means of which the value of species spectra can be expressed and compared.
Box 1: Some considerations on determining practicable and relevant measures for biological diversity goals in eco-
logical recovery projects.
The target image can be regarded as the embodiment of what we consider feasible policy and man-
agement goals along temporal and spatial scales. These goals, which are the result of scientific, polit-
ical and social discussions on the subject, provide the direction for measurements to be taken. At the
same time, however, these goals necessitate a reconsideration of the reference image used, since the
reference image has to function as a realistic source of inspiration. Hence, in practice we are dealing
with an iterative process: a priori chosen reference images determine the options for the goals to be
set, expressed as target images, and the chosen target image in its turn compels one to reconsider of
the reference image. Therefore, both reference and target images ultimately result not only from sci-
entific considerations, but also from political and societal choices. To a large degree, these choices
are determined by what we call society images (i.e. conceptions of how one thinks society is or should
be structured) and by views on functions (i.e. conceptions of the potential contribution of a particu-
lar function to a desired structure of society). From the perspective of ecological recovery of river sys-
tems, the views on the function of “nature and its management” are of particular interest. It is obvi-
ous that the elaboration of views on “nature and its management” is closely related to the philo-
sophical and ecological conceptions of nature described in the foregoing section. Van Amstel et al.
(1988) distinguish five principal variants of this type of views in the Netherlands: 1) the classical
nature management view, 2) the classical nature management view, 3) the functional nature view, 4)
the sustainable technology view and 5) the ecosophical view. Some characteristics of these views are
listed in Table 1. In the Netherlands, views 1, 2 and 3 appear to exert a particularly great influence on
the choice and construction of reference and target images for ecological recovery.
The debates on the elaboration of target images are often heated. The reason for these fierce dis-
cussions is that the necessary space for a particular function (whether it concerns recreation, nav-
igation or nature) has to be reclaimed from and defended against other functions (e.g. agriculture,
forestry or industry). These discussions are not only going on between functions, but also within
functions. For instance, depending on one’s view of “nature and its management”, several types of
nature target images can be dealt with regarding one specific location.
In the course of time, the number of functions and their demand for space in river systems have
grown (Smit et al. 1997). Since every view on every function has its own demands and wishes regard-
ing the ideally required area, so called function-related target images (derived from function-related
reference images) are often used initially (e.g. nature target images and recreation target images).
These function-related target images can be regarded as the maximum achievable (not ideal!) solu-
tions under prevailing conditions (cf. Tapsell 1995). After a process of claiming space and adjusting
demands and wishes, these function-related target images ultimately have to be brought together into
a coherent integral target image, upon which all, or at least most, parties involved can agree. This inte-
gral target image is considered to be the most feasible solution. Within such an integral target image,
the available space has to be divided among the individual functions with due regard for mutual
demands and wishes, desired surface areas and the spatial configuration of each function.
These theoretical considerations on the relations between reference images, function-related target
images and integral target images and the way they are influenced by social factors, are sum-
marised in Figure 2. For the sake of convenience, not all possible function-related reference and tar-
get images other than “nature” have been presented; they are represented by only one function.
Furthermore, the impact of the society image used and relevant views on this particular function
have been omitted.
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Table 1: Characteristics of five main views on nature and nature management (after Van Amstel et al., 1998; Lenders
et al., 1997).
The target image concept can be characterised by various qualities, depending on the intended
application. The first quality refers to the intended purpose of the target image. Three main types
of purpose can be distinguished: 1) the target image as a quantitative standard which has to be
achieved; 2) the target image as a depiction of goals at which developments have to aim and 3) the
target image as a framework within which consensus between all parties concerned can be reached.
The second quality concerns the level of abstraction. Two main levels can be distinguished: 1) uni-
versally applicable target images and 2) area-specific target images. Finally, the target images can
be characterised with regard to the subject matter: I) monofunctional (which with respect to eco-
logical recovery would be a nature target image) or 2) integral, including all functions involved.
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View on nature and nature management
Criterion
Primarily directed at
nature or at society
Main reference
High and low dynamic
functions
Man-inclusive or 
man-exclusive nature
Nature-in-balance or
nature-in-flux
Ecosystem scale
Human contribution
to nature management
Ideas concerning tech-
no-ecological enginee-
ring
Other human influen-
ces on nature accepted
Ideas concerning 
biological diversity
Classical
Nature
Historical(ca.
1870)/actuo
Separated
Inclusive
Balance
Intermediate
Relatively large
Preferably not
used
No
Main goal
Nature 
development
Nature
Historical (pre-
historic)/actuo
Separated
Exclusive
Flux
Large
Relatively small
Accepted for
external use
No
Will develop
spontaneously
from natural
processes
Functional
Intermediate
System 
theoretical
Interwoven
Inclusive
Balance
Intermediate
Very large
Fully accepted
Yes
Dependent on
function and
use of the sys-
tem
Sustainable
technology
Society
System 
theoretical
Separated
Indifferent
Indifferent
Large
Indifferent
Main tool
No
Will increase
spontaneously
or as a result
of nature
management
Ecosophical
Society
System 
theoretical
Interwoven
Inclusive
Balance
Small
Relatively large
Not accepted
Yes
Safeguarded 
as a result of a
small scale
society
Table 2: The twelve analysed projects/plans that involve ecological recovery of (parts of) rivers and their catchment
areas in the Netherlands with some characteristics.
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Figure 2: Relations between function-related refer-
ence and target images and an integral target
image. The circular two-sided arrows represent the
iterative process of mutual influence; the other
arrows point out the main relational links.
Project/plan
“Plan Ooievaar”
Living Rivers
National policy on water
management
The Rhine and its tributaries
“Oeverture” 
“Een stroom natuur”
Specific Elaboration for the
River District
“Duursche waarden”
“Noordoever Nederrijn”
“Gelderse Poort”
“Fort St. Andries”
“Grensmaas”
Main initiator or coordinator
De Bruin et al. (1987)
World Wildlife Fund
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management
Institute for Inland Water Management
and Waste Water Treatment (RIZA)
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management Gelderland
Institute for Inland Water Management
and Waste Water Treatment (RIZA)
Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning
and Environment
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature 
Management and Fisheries – Gelderland
Province of Utrecht
Province of Gelderland
Province of Gelderland
Province of Limburg
Status
Private initiative
Private initiative
Public policy
Public policy
Public policy
Public policy
Public policy
Public policy
Public policy
Public policy
Public policy
Public policy
Reach
Catchment area
Catchment area
Catchment area
Catchment area
Catchment area
Catchment area
Catchment area
Region-specific
Region-specific
Region-specific
Region-specific
Region-specific
4 An analysis of river management policy in the Netherlands
In order to gain insight into the state of affairs with respect to the use and character of reference
and target images in everyday practice of river management in the Netherlands, twelve projects or
plans for ecological recovery of (parts of) rivers and their catchment areas in the Netherlands have
been subjected to an analysis. The analysis was carried out by examining relevant documents and
interviewing persons involved in the planning process. Seven of these projects/plans concern pri-
vate initiatives or public policies regarding the entire Dutch part of one or more rivers or their catch-
ment areas (for example “Living Rivers”, WWF 1992 and the “Specific Elaboration for the River
District”, Stuurgroep NURG 1991). These projects/plans will be referred to as “catchment area”
projects. The remaining five projects concern plans for the ecological recovery of specific regions
(for example the “Gelderse Poort” and “Fort St. Andries” along the river Waal) and will be referred
to as “region-specific” projects. It is especially with regard to these last types of project that sup-
plementary information was gathered by interviewing persons involved. The twelve projects/plans
that have been analysed are listed in Table 2.
The projects/plans were analysed using 19 criteria (see Table 3). As regards the reference images,
the extent to which a reference image had been elaborated (1.a.) and the types of data used to con-
struct the reference image (1.b.I. to 1.b.III) were determined. The target images were also analysed
with regard to the extent to which they had been elaborated (2.a.). Furthermore, the intended pur-
pose (2.b.I. to 2.b.llI.), the level of abstraction (2.c.I. and 2.c.II) and the subject of the target image
(2.d.I. and 2.d.Il.) were determined. Criteria 3.a. to 3.e. were used to determine which of the five
views on “nature and its management” had been used when constructing the reference image and
defining the target image. Finally, the projects were analysed on whether they comprised biological
diversity goals in terms of (sub)species and/or in terms of ecosystems (4.a. and 4.b.). The projects
were evaluated by assigning 0, 1 or 2 points to each of these 19 criteria. If a criterion was not met,
0 was assigned; if it was met to a certain degree, but not fully, 1 point was allocated and if it was
fully met, 2 points were given. For three categories (“Catchment area” projects, “Region-specific”
projects and “Total”), an index per criterion, ranging from 0 to 10, was calculated according to
Equation 1.
Equation [1]:
with x = analysed criterion, n = number of relevant projects, score(act) = the actual score obtained
for that particular criterion in the analysed project and score(max) = the maximum possible score
for that particular criterion. The indices (see Table 3) can be regarded as an expression of the extent
to which the criteria are met.
As the analysis is based on the examination of a limited number of documents and interviews, it
should be regarded as tentative. Therefore, conclusions from the results can only be drawn very
cautiously. Nevertheless, the following tendencies might be derived from the analysis.
In general, the reference image and target image concepts seem to have been elaborated quite well
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in ecological recovery projects. In some cases, however, the definition and/or substantiation of the
reference image concept lack clarity. The difference in the use of the reference image concepts in
“catchment area” projects and in “region-specific” projects is striking. Apparently, reference
images are rarely mentioned or made concrete in “region-specific” projects. Actuoreferences are
seldom used in all types of projects, while palaeoreferences are mainly used in “catchment area”
projects. Swart & Van der Windt (1996) state that, while aiming for nature-in-flux, there is little
sense in using palaeoreferences or even any reference at all, because of the unpredictable behav-
iour of the system under such circumstances. Our analysis, however, did show that projects in
which nature target images strongly resemble nature-in-flux make extensive use of reference
images; projects in which more nature-in-balance type target images are aimed at often appear to
be lacking reference images entirely.
Table 3: Analysis of ecological recovery projects in the Netherlands using 19 criteria. C = “Catchment area” projects
(n=7); R = “Region-specific” projects (n=5); T = Total (n=12). The Assessment is expressed as an index on a scale of
0 to 10, calculated according to Equation 1.
Target images, especially those of “catchment area” projects, rarely seem to function as quantita-
tive standards. In nearly all cases, they mainly function as a depiction of goals at which develop-
ments have to be directed. In “region-specific” projects, the target image also often seems to func-
tion as a framework within which consensus has to be reached, which can probably be regarded as
the result of discussions on the claims for space and the demands and wishes of the functions in
question. Divergent demands and wishes are probably also the main reason why integral target
images seem to be lacking in “catchment area” projects. In the drawing up of these types of pro-
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Criterion
1 Reference image
2 Target image
3 View on nature
4 Biological 
diversity
a. elaboration
b. type of reference
a. elaboration
b. intended purpose
c. level of abstraction
d. subject matter
a. classical
b. nature development
c. functional
d. sustainable technology
e. ecosophical
a. (sub)species
b. ecosystems
I. palaeoreferences
II. actuoreferences
III. system theoretical references
I. quantitative standard
II. direction of development
III. consensus framework
I. universally applicable
II. area-specific
I. nature
II. integral
C
7.9
8.6
1.4
4.3
7.9
1.4
9.3
0.7
8.6
6.4
9.3
2.9
2.1
9.3
5.0
2.1
0.0
4.3
6.4
R
2.5
4.0
2.0
6.0
7.0
4.0
9.0
6.0
0.0
10.0
9.0
7.0
7.0
10.0
7.0
1.0
0.0
7.0
10.0
T
5.9
6.7
1.7
5.0
7.5
2.5
9.2
2.9
5.0
7.9
9.2
4.6
4.2
9.6
5.8
1.7
0.0
5.4
7.9
ject plan, area-specific demands and wishes of different functions are not yet being taken into con-
sideration or discussions on the actual claim for specific functions have not been settled yet.
Nature target images on the other hand, have been formulated in nearly all projects.
With the launching of the “Plan Ooievaar” (English: “Stork Plan”, a private initiative involving a
complete redesign of the Rhine basin and its tributaries in the Netherlands; De Bruin et al. 1987),
the nature development view, which aims at realising self-regulating processes, received an impor-
tant boost. Hence, it is not surprising that this view plays a major role in most ecological recovery
projects drawn up after “Plan Ooievaar” was published. The functional nature view also profited
from “Plan Ooievaar” by combining nature with other functions (especially recreation and excava-
tion of sand and clay). At the same time, the influence of the classical nature management view,
which was the main view on flood plain management before the publication of “Plan Ooievaar”,
declined. In the “region-specific” projects, however, this last view appears to have regained some
influence. In the wake of this “revival”, the functional nature view gained further influence by trying
to find new ways of combining nature and agriculture. The sustainable technology view and the eco-
sophical nature view seem to have little significance.
Biological diversity goals are often a part of target images for ecological recovery, especially in the
“region-specific” projects. Remarkably, the goals have in most cases been set at the ecosystem level.
Furthermore, it is striking that biological diversity goals often concern the terrestrial sections of the
river system and water bodies in the floodplains (e.g. former meanders, oxbow lakes, break-through
lakes and clay, sand and gravel pits), but rarely the river itself (see also Van den Brink et al. 1996).
5 Elaborating a coherent conceptual model for ecological recovery
As mentioned above, the opportunities for ecological recovery of rivers are limited by two main fac-
tors: features of the system that have been irreversibly affected, and the limiting boundaries and wish-
es set by society. From the point of view of ecological recovery, these factors can be referred to as
(basically) non-manipulatable and manipulatable system features, respectively. On the face of it, the
difference between limiting boundaries and limiting wishes set by society is of no importance in
exploring the opportunities for ecological recovery. After all, it is theoretically possible that we give up
safety and economic interests in the river basin and move inhabitants to higher altitudes. In practice,
however, we will encounter great difficulties in trying to do so. Therefore, the difference between lim-
iting boundaries and wishes set by society appears to be of major significance in the choice of realis-
tic nature target images and hence also for (reconsidering) the choice of the reference image. In this
final section we will propose a coherent conceptual model for ecological recovery, taking into account
the opportunities and restrictions set by social wishes and demands, irreversibly affected and
changed system features and targets for ecological recovery in terms of a nature quality index.
Recently, a national debate on development of “new” nature (read: ecological recovery) in the
Netherlands was rounded off (Anonymous 1996). This so-called Rathenau debate showed that lack
of public support is one of the greatest problems facing ecological recovery projects. The local public
often feels that their ideas concerning nature and their interests (whether they conflict with the nature
development plan in question or not) are insufficiently taken into account. Furthermore, developers
are confronted with a large, new group of users of the countryside who do not live in the area itself:
day trippers and tourists. This group is already exerting a great influence on the countryside and will
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probably do so increasingly during the coming decades. Making people enthusiastic for the beauty
and value of nature can be a prerequisite for the creation and maintenance of public support for eco-
logical recovery projects. However, as mentioned above, naturalists, responsible authorities, the local
population, day trippers and tourists may all impose different demands on the countryside, based on
their own reference images of nature. Due to these conflicting demands, it may be difficult to arrive
at a collective target image for a particular area. As a consequence, recent ecological recovery projects
often show a mixture of nature target images (see e.g. the extent to which different views on “nature
and nature management” can be observed in “region-specific” projects; Table 3). In order to increase
social involvement, it is advisable to allow citizens to participate in the whole process of choosing ref-
erence and target images (see also Tapsell 1995). Therefore, the options and social consequences for
a variety of possible target images must be made clear in advance. It is known that people are not
likely to choose a target image they are unfamiliar with. Instead, most people are inclined to try and
conserve the landscape that surrounds them and to which they are accustomed to. At most, they may
be willing to return to the romantic landscape which existed at the end of the nineteenth century. If
one wants to break away from this traditional and (literally) conservative attitude in order to favour
more feasible strategies for ecological recovery, it may be convenient to start model projects, which
show people the possible outcome of a range of different strategies and thus enable them to make
an informed choice.
Figure 3: A conceptual model for the relations between manipulatable and non-manipulatable system features
and the quality of nature. For explanation see text and Box 2.
The process of making collective choices can be greatly enhanced by a conceptual model that
shows the relation between the manipulatable and non-manipulatable system features and the
degree of ecological recovery (expressed by means of a “nature quality index”, e.g. a biological
diversity index; see Box 1) and that also gives insight into the social consequences of certain choic-
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es. Figure 3 presents such a conceptual model by means of a reference/target image diagram; in
Box 2 this diagram is illustrated by means of a metaphor. In the reference/target image diagram,
point 1 represents a palaeoreference. It may be noted that the model can be applied to actuorefer-
ences and system theoretical references as well. However in order to facilitate the explanation of
the model, we have chosen a palaeoreference. The reference image should be selected by making
clear choices regarding man-inclusive or man-exclusive nature and nature-in-balance or nature-in-
flux or intermediate situations in both choices. The outcome of such a selection could, for instance,
be a previously existing, dynamic river system in which there was no human influence at all. The
quality of nature (plotted on the y-axis) in former days is a result of a particular constellation of
manipulatable (z-axis) and non-manipulatable (x-axis) system features at that time. At point 2 in
time (the present situation) the quality of nature is relatively low, as a result of reversible and irre-
versible changes. It should be noted that, if this is not the case, there would be no need for eco-
logical recovery of the system. Doubtlessly, the system’s features will be subjected to manipulat-
able and non-manipulatable changes in the future as well. Once non-manipulatable events take
place (for instance, climatological changes), man cannot reverse them (cf. Tapsell 1995). At most,
he can influence the rate at which these changes occur. In formulating a target image, we will have
to try to estimate these changes with respect to the probability they will occur and the extent to
which they will influence the system.
In order to actively initiate ecological recovery, we will have to look for possibilities on the z-axis of
the diagram. It is not very likely that we will choose a situation that matches z4, because under
these circumstances (which resemble z1 and therefore represent a situation without, for example,
winter and summer dikes) the situation does not correspond to our current social wishes and pos-
sibilities. However, we can opt for situation z3, which, with regard to the manipulatable system fea-
tures, lies between the present and the former situation (for example a situation in which we main-
tain the winter dikes but eliminate the summer dikes). However, in doing so, it should not be
expected that the quality of nature that may be achieved will equal the quality of the reference peri-
od. After the choices concerning the manipulatable system features have been made, we can recon-
sider the reference image and choose another one that matches the expectations in terms of the
feasibility of the manipulatable features. This new reference image can then be used as the basis of
our target image.
It should be noted that the quality of nature in situations 3 and 4 has been assessed in relation to
the reference image. In conclusion, a few remarks concerning this assessment should be made.
Firstly, the kind of nature that may be achieved will be different to that during the reference period,
due to irreversible changes in the system’s features. This is one of the main reasons why the nature
quality standard on the y-axis does not exist as an absolute figure, but must be seen as a (relative)
index. The impossibility of ecological restoration, as argued in the opening paragraphs of this arti-
cle, can also be seen in this light. Ecological restoration aims at “identical” nature, ecological reha-
bilitation at “equivalent” nature. Secondly, the developments after situation 2 are estimates, which
are based on the scientific state of knowledge of ecological relations; reality can be more recalci-
trant, but also more supporting. Therefore, the quality of nature (y3 or y4) may be lower or higher
than suggested in this diagram. It may even be higher than the quality of the reference period
(“increased biological diversity”). In our opinion, it is impossible to make an accurate forecast of
the system’s features (at least in the long term) because of insufficient knowledge about the eco-
logical relations within the system, concerning the nature, extent and rate of irreversible system
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changes in the future, and about possible chaotic behaviour of the system. In plans involving eco-
logical recovery of river systems, this unpredictability should be explicitly taken into account in
order to avoid expectations which can not be fulfilled.
Box 2: An illustration of the conceptual model for ecological recovery: the Maria Callas metaphor.
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The conceptual model for ecological recovery in Figure 3 can be exemplified by means of a metaphor based
on the life of Maria Callas. Maria Callas was one of the most famous soprano singers, and her voice has
charmed millions of opera devotees. Maria had an eventful life that, without doubt, exerted great influence
on her development as an opera singer. She was born in New York in 1923 from Greek parents. They would
rather have had a boy child to compensate the loss of their three-year-old son, who died as a result of a
typhus infection. At the age of five, Maria was involved in a car crash, as the result of which she was in a
coma for 22 days. Her parents divorced, and as a consequence, Maria moved to Greece with her mother at
the age of 14, although she was much more attached to her father. In Athens she attended a school of music
and made her debut as a professional opera singer in 1942. Maria returned to the United States and had
some bad experiences with several impresarios. In 1947 she moved to Italy where she met the rich busi-
nessman Meneghini. He became her personal Maecenas and lover and they were married in 1949. Progres-
sively, she attained fame as an opera singer. In 1958 she met the Greek shipowner Onassis, fell in love with
him and left her husband. In the mid-sixties - Maria was then living in Paris - her voice started to deterio-
rate and her popularity rapidly declined. When Onassis next married Jackie Kennedy, John F. Kennedy’s
widow, she suffered a mental breakdown. In the early seventies, she obtained an official divorce from
Meneghini. Maria died in 1977, alone in her apartment in Paris, according to the official reading, as a result
of a heart attack. She was cremated and her ashes were scattered in the Aegean Sea during a storm.
Why this portrayal of Maria’s life? Well, suppose we would like to enjoy the glorious voice of Maria Callas
again. Would this be possible? Maria Callas has died and even if we had advanced cloning techniques or
other methods of genetic engineering, Maria died childless and has been cremated and, let us assume,
none of her closest relatives are alive any more. Therefore, it is by no means possible to have the unique
genetic material that yielded the phenomenon of Maria Callas. Furthermore, the factor time plays an impor-
tant role. The events in her life, the coma, her marriage, her encounter with Onassis, etcetera, are unique
events in time and cannot be reproduced exactly. In other words, a great number of variables that have con-
tributed to the development of her voice, have changed irreversibly and non-manipulatably. These variables
are situated on the x-axis of our reference/target image diagram. Eventually, it will be impossible to repro-
duce the reference image exactly: we are unable to “restore” Maria Callas. However, we can - at least in the-
ory - select a married couple from Greek origin with musical talents that live in New York. Using existing
biomedical techniques, we could allow this couple to build up a corresponding family, including a “Maria
Callas equivalent”. We could even - still in theory - allow a three-year-old boy from this family to die from
typhus. The divorce of her parents, the move to Greece, her attending a school of music, even the encoun-
ters with men in her life, could all be arranged. In other words, some variables could be repeated or at least
be simulated. These variables are situated on the z-axis of our diagram and can be brought back, or just
about brought back, to their original state. However, in practice we will not do so, for example because of
ethical consideration: we will not inject a three-year-old boy with Rickettsia prowazekii, the bacteria that caus-
es typhus, just because we would like to reconstruct the circumstances which made Maria Callas a famous
opera singer. Moreover, such drastic interventions in someone’s life are not necessary in order to approxi-
mate the voice of Maria Callas. We could also select gifted young girls (if necessary from American-Greek
origin, in order to come close to Maria’s accent) and let them be taught soprano singing by expert teach-
ers. In other words, we choose a set of variables on the z-axis that is different from the original one. At best,
we may be able to train a soprano singer who is capable of imitating Maria Callas in such a way that only
opera experts can distinguish her voice from the original one. Although it is most unlikely that even this can
be achieved, the voice of this “new” Maria Callas may be equally or even more esteemed than the original.
However, there is little sense in assigning absolute values to the y-axis; relative values, for example by means
of an index, suffice to express  - in the case of our metaphor - the public’s appreciation for soprano singing.
Thus, we can “rehabilitate” Maria Callas and honour her in a way she deserves.
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Hear the lark harken to the barking of the dark fox
Gone to ground
See the splashing of the king fisher flashing to the water
And the river of green is sliding unseen beneath the trees
Laughing as it passes through the endless summer
Making for the sea
Pink Floyd. Grantchester meadows. From the album Ummagumma, 1969
Abstract
This paper describes developments in the fragmentation of riverine ecotopes (e.g. side channels
and sandy beaches) in floodplains along the middle reach of the river Waal, a Dutch branch of the
river Rhine. The total and mean surface areas per ecotope type as well as the mean distance to the
nearest similar ecotope were regarded as indicators for the degree of ecotope fragmentation. The
values of these indicators in the present situation were compared to those at the end of the nine-
teenth century (reference period) and after the execution of floodplain rehabilitation projects as
planned (target image period). The indicator values for the reference period could be calculated for
three ecotope types. The analysis showed that the degree of fragmentation will decrease in the
future. In order to determine whether this decreased ecotope fragmentation will also benefit so-
called target species, the potential occupation of the ecotopes was assessed for eight selected
fauna species. It was found that not all target species examined could be expected to be able to
establish viable populations. Only three species, Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), Night heron
(Nycticorax nycticorax) and Water shrew (Neomys fodiens), may find patches of habitat large enough
to establish core populations. Three other species, Bluethroat (Luscinia svecica), Little ringed plover
(Charadrius dubius) and Spotted crake (Porzana porzana), might be able to establish reproductive
units but no core populations. Finally, Great reed warbler (Acrocephalus arundinaceus) and Otter
(Lutra lutra) are expected to be unable to establish even one single reproductive unit.
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1 Introduction
The environmental problem of fragmentation refers to a lack of minimally required surface area
and/or coherence for a particular desired function within a specific spatial unit. In a densely populat-
ed country like the Netherlands, several forms of fragmentation occur (e.g. with respect to cultural-
historical, socio-economic, socio-psychological and hydrological characteristics; see RMNO 1990).
Fragmentation problems facing nature can be defined at two levels: 1) fragmentation of ecotopes,
defined in this context as landscape elements determined by specific abiotic and structural charac-
teristics (landscape level), and 2) fragmentation of habitat patches (species level). Both types of frag-
mentation are closely related, since an ecotope that meets a species’ requirements can be regarded
as a habitat patch for that species. However, with respect to size and other characteristics, ecotopes
are usually rather strictly determined units, while the size and structure of habitat patches are species-
dependent. Therefore, in some cases ecotopes coincide with habitats, while in other cases species
only need a small part of a particular ecotope (e.g. forest edges), a combination of ecotopes (e.g. side
channels and floodplain forests) or one specific feature that occurs in more than one ecotope type
(e.g. merely the presence of surface water). This complicates a comparison of ecotope fragmentation
with habitat patch fragmentation. The Dutch government, however, aims at solving fragmentation
problems of both types by establishing the National Ecological Network (NEN; Ministerie van LNV
1990). According to the NEN, large (>250 ha) existing nature reserves (referred to as core areas) have
to be consolidated, strengthened and enlarged, and new equally large nature areas are to be devel-
oped (nature development areas). With respect to habitat patch fragmentation in particular, core and
nature development areas have to be connected by means of ecological corridors in order to allow an
exchange between isolated populations (Reijnen et al. 1995, Wolfert et al. 1996, Foppen & Reijnen
1998, Jongman 1998). According to Foppen & Reijnen (1998), corridor functioning can be expressed
at the level of the individual (strips of habitat, either continuous or discontinuous) or at the popula-
tion level (a network of habitat patches).
The nature development areas Fort St. Andries (west of Tiel; Figure 1) and Gelderse Poort (east of
Nijmegen; Figure 1) along the river Waal are considered to be spearhead links in the NEN
(Anonymous 1995a, De Bakker et al. 1996). These areas are situated circa 30 km apart. In order to
allow a dispersal flow between them, the twelve floodplains in the intermediate area (the Middle Waal
region) have to function as an ecological corridor. From the above, however, it can be concluded that
corridor functioning is species-specific. The minimum requirement in Dutch water management and
riverine nature policies is that so-called (river-related) target species (cf. Bal et al. 1995, Postma et al.
1996) must be able to settle in the Fort St. Andries and Gelderse Poort areas. This implies that the
Middle Waal region floodplains should not present unbridgeable barriers for these species.
Furthermore, they must offer sufficient habitat for the settlement of at least, small populations of
species with intermediate dispersal capacities (3-30 km) and of large (core) populations of species
with low dispersal capacities (<3 km). This would allow a species-specific corridor functioning at both
the individual and the population levels to be achieved in the Middle Waal region.
Ecological rehabilitation plans have been drawn up for several of the twelve floodplains. These
plans, however, were designed more or less independently from each other and from the plans for
Fort St. Andries and Gelderse Poort. This raises the question to what extent the local rehabilitation
plans contribute to defragmentation of ecotopes and habitat patches. In order to gain more insight
into this issue, this paper compares the present degree of ecotope fragmentation with both the sit-
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uation at the end of the nineteenth century and the expected situation after floodplain rehabilita-
tion. Subsequently, the suitability of the floodplains for the settlement of (core) populations of eight
fauna target species in the future is assessed.
2 Materials and methods
The study area is situated along the river Waal between the cities of Nijmegen and Tiel (Figure 1).
Table 1 lists the floodplains in this area and shows the status of the present plans for floodplain
rehabilitation. Official topographic river maps from the years 1870 and 1985, obtained from the
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, were used to analyse the historical
and present situation. Maps from the rehabilitation plans showing predicted ecotopes were used
to analyse the target image period 2025. The ecotopes (including non-natural ecotopes such as
agricultural grounds) were classified according to the River Ecotope System (RES; Rademakers &
Wolfert 1994). The poor level of detail of the 1870 maps, however, seriously hampered classifica-
tion of some ecotopes. These historical maps did not even always allow a distinction to be made
between marshes and floodplain forests. They often refer to both types of ecotopes as ‘wasteland’.
Eventually, only the following, rather crudely defined ecotope types could be distinguished: sandy
beaches/river dunes, natural or semi-natural grasslands, floodplain forests, marshes (the latter two
often combined), bodies of water resulting from excavations or breaches of the dikes, and side
channels.
Figure 1: Location of the twelve floodplains examined along the river Waal (the numbers of the floodplains corre-
spond to their listing in Table 1).
According to current definitions of fragmentation (see Lenders et al 1997) this environmental prob-
lem comprises both surface area and isolation aspects. Therefore, the surface area of each indi-
vidual ecotope as well as the distance to the nearest similar ecotope in the Middle Waal region were
calculated from the maps, as was the total surface area per type of ecotope. Subsequently, the rel-
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ative change in the mean surface area per type of ecotope (∆Am) and in the mean distance to the
nearest similar ecotope (∆Dm) over the periods 1870-1985 and 1985-2025 were calculated by
means of equations 1 and 2, respectively. Finally, an ecotope fragmentation decrease index (FDI)
was calculated by means of equation 3.
Table 1: The twelve floodplains examined in the Middle Waal region, with a list of present floodplain rehabilitation
plans and an assessment of the probability that these plans will be executed.
Equation [1]:
∆DAm(x,t=1-2): relative decrease (-) or increase (+) in the mean surface area of ecotope type x
over the period t=1 to t=2
nt1 and nt2: numbers of ecotopes belonging to type x at t=1 and t=2, respectively
Ai: surface area of ecotope i, belonging to ecotope type x
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Floodplain
1 Oosterhoutsche waarden
2 Loenensche buitenpolder
3 Wolferensche waard
4 Hiensche uiterwaarden
5 Gouverneurse polder
6 IJzendoornse waard
7 Willemspolder
8 Schipperswaard
9 Beuningse uiterwaarden
10 Winssensche waarden
11 Afferdensche en Deestsche
waarden
12 Drutensche waarden
Floodplain rehabilitation plans
–
Rademakers et al. (1993)
Rademakers et al. (1993)
Anonymous (1993)
Overkamp et al. (1995)
–
–
Litjes et al. (1994)
Overmars et al. (1994)
–
RWS (1993)
Anonymous (1995b)
Execution probability
– 
+
+
+
– 
– 
– 
+
– 
– 
+
+
+: rehabilitation expected; -: no plan or execution of rehabilitation not expected.
Equation [2]:
∆Dm(x,t=1-2): relative decrease (-) or increase (+) in the mean distance of an ecotope type
belonging to ecotope type x to the nearest similar ecotope over the period t=1
to t=2
nt1 and nt2: numbers of ecotopes belonging to type x at t=1 and t=2, respectively
Di: distance of ecotope i, belonging to ecotope type x, to the nearest similar ecotope
Equation [3]:
FDI(x,t=1-2) : fragmentation decrease index for ecotope type x over the period t=1 to t=2
∆Am(x,t=1-2): relative decrease (-) or increase (+) in the mean surface area of ecotope type x
over the period t=1 to t=2
∆Dm(x,t=1-2): relative decrease (-) or increase (+) in the mean distance of an ecotope type
belonging to ecotope type x to the nearest similar ecotope over the period t=1
to t=2
∆Atot(x,t=1-2): relative decrease (-) or increase (+) in the total surface area of ecotope type x
over the period t=1 to t=2
The future suitability of the floodplains as habitat patches was assessed for eight fauna target
species. The selection of these species was carried out on the basis of 1) their status in nature or
river management policies (Bal et al. 1995, Postma et al. 1996) and 2) availability of information on
their habitat requirements and minimum numbers for core populations (Harms et al. 1991, Alieri
& Fasola 1992, Kalkhoven et al. 1995). Using these criteria, the following species were selected:
Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), Bluethroat (Luscinia svecica), Great reed warbler (Acrocephalus
arundinaceus), Little ringed plover (Charadrius dubius), Night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax), Spotted
crake (Porzana porzana), Otter (Lutra lutra) and Water shrew (Neomys fodiens). The target species
selected differ greatly with respect to reproduction strategy, type of habitat required, minimum
habitat patch size and dispersal capacity, which ensured a more or less representative cross-sec-
tion of relevant fauna target species for ecological rehabilitation of riverine ecosystems.
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Subsequently, an assessment of the potential occupation of ecotopes by reproductive units or core
populations was carried out for each species. A reproductive unit was defined as the minimum num-
ber of individuals required for successful reproduction (usually a pair). A core population was defined
as the minimum number of individuals necessary to form a lasting (viable) population, relatively inde-
pendent from other populations. The assessment was carried out in a two step procedure. The first
step involved the calculation of the total surface area of the available habitat patches - i.e. species-spe-
cific ecotopes or combinations thereof - in the 2025 situation and subsequent confrontation of these
figures with the required minimum surface area for a reproductive unit and a core population per
species. The assumption was that, except as regards surface area, the available ecotopes represented
an optimal habitat with respect to internal structure and environmental quality. This allowed us to
determine whether the floodplain area as a whole could, at least in theory, harbour any reproductive
units or core populations of the selected species at all. This approach, however, presumes an ideal
spatial configuration of the total surface area of required ecotopes. Even in the 2025 situation, such
an ideal configuration is not likely to occur. Some habitat patches will probably be situated too far
from each other to allow dispersal or daily movements between them.
Furthermore, existing infrastructure might hamper such movements for some species. Therefore, a
second approach was used: ecotopes located within distances that can be covered to satisfy daily
needs (not dispersal) were clustered per species. A group of ecotopes was considered to be a cluster
if the maximum distance between them did not exceed 1 kilometre for birds and large mammals and
40 metres for small mammals (cf. Verboom 1994). Since accurate figures on distances that can be
covered for such purposes were lacking for the target species selected, we had to make do with these
rather crude best professional judgements. For mammals, an additional demand was made on the
nature of the area between two habitat patches: this area was not allowed to contain major infra-
structure elements or large built-up sites. If this was the case, the intermediate area was considered
an unbridgeable barrier to mammals (cf. Verboom 1994). Subsequently, the surface areas of the clus-
ters were also confronted with the minimum surface areas for reproductive units and core popula-
tions. This allowed us to assess whether reproductive units or core populations of the eight species
selected could settle in the planned ecotopes in each of the twelve floodplains, provided that the clus-
ters would be accessible by means of dispersal and under otherwise optimal circumstances.
3 Results
Figure 2 illustrates the development of the total surface area of the floodplains examined and the
surface areas used for various functions (i.e. the main functions of agriculture and nature, and a
residual category consisting of industry, infrastructure, habitation and recreation). Over the period
1870-1985, the total surface area of the floodplains increased by approximately 500 ha, due to a
20% decrease in the surface area of the river itself. The total area of agricultural land in the present
situation is slightly smaller than that in the reference period and will decrease further in the future
as a result of ecological rehabilitation of the floodplains. The surface area of nature (i.e. land not in
agricultural, industrial, recreational or residential use) shows continual growth. In the period 1870-
1985, this growth mainly resulted from excavation activities, which yielded many bodies of surface
water at the expense of agricultural grounds. In the period 1985-2025, growth results from flood-
plain rehabilitation schemes. The surface area of the residual category has also grown over the peri-
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od 1870-1985, mainly due to infrastructure facilities (e.g. harbours) and industrial developments
(e.g. brick industries). In our study, the future surface area of the residual category was presumed
to be roughly equal to that in the present situation. Expected or possible further growth of infra-
structure, industry and recreational activities in the study area were not taken into account.
Figure 2: Development of the total surface area and the acreage available for various functions (in ha) in twelve
floodplains along the middle reach of the river Waal.
Figure 3 shows the development of the natural ecotopes in the floodplains in more detail by indi-
cating the surface areas of the different types of ecotopes. It indicates that it is especially the sur-
face area of bodies of water, mainly resulting from excavation of sand and clay (referred to below
as ‘excavation waters’) which has increased enormously over the last century. During the same peri-
od, side channels seem to have only slightly decreased in surface area. In the past, however, active
side channels did not exist in the floodplains, but were an integral part of the river. Since our study
focused on the floodplains only, these active side channels were not taken into account. Due to
river channelling, however, these river-integrated active side channels have disappeared complete-
ly in the present situation. The surface area of non-active side channels in the present situation has
also decreased in comparison with the reference period. According to the floodplain rehabilitation
plans, the surface area of both active (now situated in the floodplains themselves) and non-active
side channels should greatly increase in the future.
The surface area of sandy beaches (including small river dunes) seems to have increased in com-
parison with the situation in the year 1870. However, their surface area in the past may have been
underestimated, due to the poor level of detail of the reference maps (see also the Discussion sec-
tion). On the other hand, this growth may also be partly realistic, since the groins constructed to
channel the river have resulted in an increased surface area of sandy beaches between them. The
surface area of sandy beaches, however, is not expected to grow much further in the future.
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Figure 3: Total surface area (in ha) of a number of ecotopes in twelve floodplains along the middle reach of the
river Waal in the years 1870, 1985 and the target situation 2025.
Compared to the 1870 situation, the (combined) surface areas of marshes and floodplain forests has
decreased considerably (over 50%). In comparison with the present situation, these combined sur-
face areas will greatly increase in the future. Marshes and floodplain forests will account for approxi-
mately 40% and 60%, respectively, of this growth. Natural and semi-natural grasslands seem to have
grown in surface area as well. However, their historical surface area may have been greatly underesti-
mated. Agricultural grasslands are believed to have been far less intensively used in the past than in
the present situation. This can, however, not be derived from the topographical maps. For this rea-
son, further analyses of natural and semi-natural grasslands were left out of consideration.
In expressing the decrease in fragmentation, it is not only the change in total surface area of par-
ticular ecotopes that is important, but also the changes in the mean surface area (∆Am) and the
mean distance to the nearest similar ecotope (∆Dm). Table 2 shows the developments in these
parameters for five types of ecotopes over the periods 1870-1985 and 1985-2025. Conclusions
drawn from the total surface area calculations (Figure 3) do not necessarily have to match those of
the fragmentation calculations. The floodplain side channels, for example, show a decrease in total
surface area over the period 1870-1985, while over the same period, the mean surface area of this
ecotope type increased by more than 100% and the mean distance to the nearest similar ecotope
only increased by 4%. This results in a slight increase in the fragmentation decrease index (FDI =
15). From these figures it can be concluded that there are fewer, but relatively larger floodplain side
channels, at shorter average distances from similar ecotopes. Table 2 furthermore shows a major
decrease in the degree of fragmentation of excavation waters over the period 1870-1985, especial-
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ly as a result of an increase of over 800% in the total surface area of these ecotopes. Over the same
period, the degree of fragmentation of sandy beaches also seems to have decreased, even though
the mean surface area decreased by 64%. Due to the poor level of detail of the reference maps,
small patches of sandy beach in particular may have been missed in the past. This may have result-
ed in an overestimation of the decrease in the distances between ecotopes of this type and an
underestimation of the development of the mean surface area.
Table 2: Development of the level of fragmentation of five riverine ecotopes in the floodplains along the middle reach
of the river Waal, expressed as a percentage increase/decrease in the total (∆Atot) and mean surface area (∆Am),
mean distance to the nearest similar ecotope (∆Dm) and fragmentation decrease index (FDI), calculated over the
periods 1870-1985 and 1985-2025, assuming successful rehabilitation.
If floodplain rehabilitation plans are executed as planned, the level of fragmentation of all types of
ecotopes will decrease, although large differences between them will occur. The degree of frag-
mentation of floodplain forests, for instance, will be greatly reduced, especially due to the increased
mean and total surface area of this ecotope type, while the degree of fragmentation of excavation
waters and sandy beaches will show little reduction.
Table 3 shows the carrying capacity of the entire study area for reproductive units or core popula-
tions of target species assuming that the surface areas of all required ecotopes (or combinations
thereof) per species are realised within one cluster. The Cormorant, Night heron (regarding repro-
duction only), Little ringed plover and Water shrew would be able to establish core populations in
the floodplains of the Middle Waal region, if the planned ecotopes are realised in one cluster. Under
these circumstances, all species examined would be able to establish at least one reproductive unit.
In comparison with the current presence of the target species in the study area, ecological rehabil-
itation of the floodplains is likely to enhance the opportunities for some species. Ecotope frag-
mentation, however, will restrict the opportunities for a number of species (Figure 4). The Little
ringed plover, for example, may be able to establish reproductive units in the floodplains, but the
surface areas of habitat patches are too small to enable the settlement of any core populations. 
As regards the availability of sufficiently large habitat patches, the Cormorant, Night heron and
Water shrew might be able to establish 5, 3 and 7 core populations, respectively, provided that the
potential habitat patches will be accessible by means of dispersal. Species that require a large sur-
face area of marshes (Bluethroat, Great reed warbler, Spotted crake and Otter) will find it particu-
larly difficult to form core populations, even if ecotope configuration is not taken into account
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River ecotope 1870-1985 1985-2025
Excavation waters
Side channels
Sandy beaches
Marshes
Floodplain forests
∆Atot
833
-18
319
na
na
∆Am
301
101
-64
na
na
∆Dm
23
-4
92
na
na
FDI
498
15
167
na
na
∆Atot
-7
103
14
209
325
∆Am
23
-27
22
93
168
∆Dm
3
19
2
35
23
FDI 
3
50
13
136
210
- represents decrease in total or mean surface area, increase in mean distance to nearest similar ecotope, increase in 
fragmentation; + represents increase in total or mean surface area, decrease in mean distance to nearest similar ecotope,
decrease in fragmentation; na: not assessable because of insufficiently detailed data.
(Table 3). If the spatial configuration of ecotopes is taken into account (Figure 4), only the
Bluethroat and Spotted crake might be able to establish a small number of reproductive units.
Great reed warbler and Otter will not be able to establish even one single reproductive unit in the
Middle Waal region. Hence, these species are not included in Figure 4. From Table 3 it can be con-
cluded that this problem cannot be solved by merely connecting or concentrating the planned sur-
face areas of marshes, but only by enlarging the total surface areas of interconnected patches of
marshland, either in the floodplains or in areas on the Iandside of the dikes (see also the
Discussion section). Both Table 3 and Figure 4 illustrate that the floodplain rehabilitation plans in
the Middle Waal region do not contribute to an equal decrease in habitat patch fragmentation at
the population level for all species.
Table 3: Theoretical potential of the floodplains along the middle reach of the river Waal for the development of repro-
ductive units or core populations of eight target species under the assumption that the planned surface areas of the
required types of habitat are realised within one cluster.
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Ecotopes required (3)
FF (repr. only)
M, FF
M
SB
FF (repr.)
FF (foraging)
SC, EW, M (repr. only)
SC, EW, M
SC, EW, M
Target species (1)
Cormorant (a)
Phalacrocorax carbo
Bluethroat (b)
Luscinia svecica
Great reed warbler (b)
Acrocephalus arundinaceus
Little ringed plover (b)
Chardrius dubius
Night heron (a, b)
Nycticorax nycticorax
Otter (a, b)
Lutra lutra
Spotted Crake (b)
Porzana porzana
Water shrew (b)
Neomys fodiens
Assessed potentials (5)CP (2)
+
±
±
+
±
–
+
–
C (4)
50
100
100
40
50
50
50
40
100
Reproductive
units
+++
+++
+
+++
+++
+
+
+
+++
Core populations
++
– 
– 
+
+
– 
– 
– 
++
(1) Status of target species; a: target species according to Postma et al. 1996, b: target species according to Bal et al. 1995.
(2) CP: Current presence in study area (SOVON, 1987; Broekhuizen et al., 1992); +: present in nearly all floodplains; ±: spo-
radically present; –: absent.
(3) Ecotope types; SC: Side channel; EW: Excavation water; FF: Floodplain forest; M: Marsh; MF: Combination of marshes
and floodplain forest; SB: Sandy beach; repr.: ecotopes needed for successful reproduction; foraging: ecotopes needed
for gathering food.
(4) C: Critical number of individuals to form a core population (derived from Harms et al., 1991; Alieri & Fasola, 1992;
Kalkhoven et al., 1995).
(5) Assessed potential: –, +, ++ and +++: none, 1 to 10, 10 to 20 and more than 20 reproductive units or core populations,
respectively.
4 Discussion
In determining trends in ecotope fragmentation, the use of developments in total surface areas per
ecotope type, combined with developments in mean surface area and mean distance to a similar
ecotope, was found to be a convenient and accurate method. A major restriction in applying this
method concerns the level of detail of the maps used. In our study, the poor level of detail of espe-
cially the historical maps was insufficient to accurately describe developments of ecotope frag-
mentation in natural or semi-natural grasslands, sandy beaches, marshes and floodplain forests.
The method used to determine settlement opportunities for core populations or reproductive units
also proved to be easy to use. This method, however, can only be used to gain insight into area size
aspects of habitat patches fragmentation under several preconditions (e.g. good environmental
quality of the habitat patches, optimal habitat patch structure and optimal ratio between habitat
patches needed for feeding and reproduction within one cluster). Other methods (e.g. Foppen &
Reijnen 1998) are without doubt more subtle, taking into account the dispersal capacity of the
examined species. The input requirements of such approaches, however, are much higher, which
means they are far more labour-intensive than our method.
Figure 4: Potential locations for the settlement of reproductive units or core populations of six target species in
floodplains along the middle reach of the river Waal, after execution of the floodplain rehabilitation plans.
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Figure 4: continued.
Taking into account additional species demands would undoubtedly lead to more accurate predic-
tions of possibilities for the settlement of target species populations. This would, however, require
more detailed input of species-specific parameters as well as of target situation landscape para-
meters (as it does in other methods for assessing the effects of floodplain rehabilitation).
Knowledge on the first type of input (e.g. species-specific dispersal capacity) appears to be lacking
for many (target) species, while data necessary for the second type of input can in most cases not
be derived from ecological rehabilitation plans. The floodplain rehabilitation plans used in our
study, for example, did not always state clearly which areas were eventually expected to develop into
marshes and which into floodplain forests. This can be partly ascribed to the fact that dynamic
processes (i.e. flooding, erosion and sedimentation) are supposed to be the driving forces for eco-
logical rehabilitation and their effects are not always clear in advance. Hence, the predictability of
the development, exact location and surface area of riverine ecotopes is limited (see also Lenders
et al. 1998). Furthermore, because of agricultural interests, water control aspects or limited
finances, there is as yet not always consensus about the ultimate surface areas of particular eco-
topes to be realised. As long as clear descriptions of ecotope qualities, exact surface areas and their
spatial configuration are lacking, the use of relatively crude methods like ours suffices for an
assessment of the effects of floodplain rehabilitation plans on target species settlement.
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In applying the method, existing nature reserves on the landside of the dikes were not taken into
account. Suitable habitat patches which are large enough to harbour (core) populations for the target
species examined (for instance large reed marshes in old river arms for the Bluethroat) hardly seem
to be available on the landside of the dikes in the present situation, and ecological rehabilitation plans
that might provide such habitat patches in these areas, do not exist. Therefore, it would seem justi-
fied not to take into account the surface areas of ecotopes on the landside of the dikes.
From our calculations it can be concluded that the total surface area of most types of ecotopes will
probably increase in comparison to the present situation. In some cases, the total surface area of a
particular type of ecotope might even exceed the 1870 surface area (e.g. floodplain side channels).
However, the degree to which ecotope fragmentation will decrease differs greatly per ecotope type.
For sandy beaches, for instance, the mean surface area of the patches as well as the mean distance
to the nearest sandy beach patch, will improve only slightly. Clear improvements concerning both
total surface area and fragmentation decrease index will be attained especially for marshes and flood-
plain forests.
These developments in ecotope characteristics affect the opportunities of the target species to estab-
lish reproductive units and, especially, core populations. Species that are highly dependent on sandy
beaches for habitat patches (such as the Little ringed plover) are not expected to be able to form core
populations in the study area after execution of the floodplain rehabilitation plans. The surface area
increase of this ecotope type (expressed in both total surface area and mean surface area) proves to
be too small to enable the Little ringed plover to establish populations larger than 40 individuals.
Other species that will encounter difficulties in establishing core populations or even reproductive
units include Bluethroat, Great reed warbler, Spotted crake and Otter, species that are highly depen-
dent on the availability of large areas of marshland. This is remarkable, since the fragmentation indi-
cators show that major improvements will be achieved concerning defragmentation of this type of
ecotope. This will, however, prove insufficient to solve the problems encountered by marsh-depen-
dent target species. Reijnen et al. (1995) used a scenario approach to illustrate various options for
planning nature areas along the Dutch parts of the river Rhine (the so-called Rhine-Econet study).
Their evaluation of three scenarios (i.e. Rhine-Traditional, Loire-River Dynamics and Mississippi
Spillway) showed that variations in the total acreage and distribution patterns of new nature areas
have large (positive) effects on the viability of ecological networks for many species. In accordance to
our findings, however, all three scenarios proved unable to produce sufficient macrophyte marsh to
enable the settlement of core populations of many marshland dependent fauna species.
At present, the execution of ecological rehabilitation plans is expected to be feasible in only six of
the twelve floodplains in the study area. For the remaining floodplains, plans are lacking or execu-
tion is not likely (Table 1). Enlargement of the total surface area of nature, especially marshlands,
in the Middle Waal region could be achieved by means of two strategies, involving additional
acreage of nature in 1) areas on the landside of the dikes or 2) the remaining six floodplains. For
areas on the landside of the dikes, however, no ecological rehabilitation plans have so far been
drawn up. In fact, it is even to be expected that agriculture in these areas will be intensified as a
result of a trade-off with agricultural grounds in the floodplains (Stuurgroep NURG 1990), which
may even result in a further decrease in the ecological significance of these areas. Therefore, efforts
to improve ecological functioning in the Middle Waal region can best be directed towards enlarg-
ing the surface areas of nature reserves in those floodplains for which no ecological rehabilitation
plans have so far been drawn up or for which execution of existing plans is not foreseen.
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The rehabilitation plans examined have been designed more or less independently from each other
and from the plans for Fort St. Andries and Gelderse Poort and the Rhine-Econet study. The elabo-
ration of the NEN (Ministerie van LNV 1990) in the Middle Waal region seems, for the greater part,
to be aiming at ecotope defragmentation, and does not sufficiently take into account habitat patch-
es defragmentation. Moreover, planned infrastructure facilities in the Middle Waal region have not
been taken into account. These developments may seriously hamper dispersal possibilities for tar-
get species, especially for poor dispersers such as the Water shrew.
In the above, the use of the floodplains in the Middle Waal region as an ecological corridor at the
population level was discussed. For some species (e.g. Cormorant and Little ringed plover) it might
not be necessary to establish core populations or even reproductive units to connect the nature
development areas of the Gelderse Poort and Fort St. Andries, since they are able to cover the dis-
tance between these areas by means of dispersal. Other species, however, are not able to do so
(especially Bluethroat and Water shrew). For these species, the floodplains of the Middle Waal
region must offer sufficient suitable habitats and opportunities to colonise these habitats. Our
study showed that this will not be the case for all species.
In order to solve these problems, a master plan for ecological rehabilitation of the study area as a
whole should be developed, in which plans for individual floodplains are attuned and the effects of
planned infrastructure facilities are taken into account. Such a master plan should provide condi-
tions that might result in both a higher degree of defragmentation of ecotopes and better oppor-
tunities for the settlement of (target) species. It is only under this precondition that ecological reha-
bilitation of floodplains may prove to offer a prosperous future for more fauna target species.
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BIO-SAFE: 
a method for evaluation of biodiversity values 
on the basis of political and legal criteria
H.J.R. Lenders, R.S.E.W. Leuven, P.H. Nienhuis, R.J.W. de Nooij & S.A.M. van Rooij (2001).
Landscape and Urban Planning 55: 121-137.
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They argue that the ideal indicator is ‘warm’, being both accu-
rate and resonant.  As an example they cite the ‘Seattle salmon
indicator’, a measure (…) which has been used (…) as both a
specific indicator of water quality and as a symbol of more gener-
al local environmental quality
P. Macnaghten & M. Jacobs, 1997. Public identification with sustainable develop-
ment. Investigating cultural barriers to participation. Global Environmental
Change 7: 5-24.
Abstract
This paper presents a Spreadsheet Application For Evaluation of BlOdiversity (BIO-SAFE) on the
basis of political and legal criteria derived from national and international policy plans, laws,
treaties and directives. The BIO-SAFE is developed as a management tool to optimise mutual
attuning of nature conservation policies and other interests in spatial planning. Fields of applica-
tion of BIO-SAFE comprise designs and evaluations of physical planning projects, environmental
impact assessments and comparative landscape-ecological studies. Taxonomic groups involved in
BIO-SAFE are higher plants, dragonflies and damselflies, butterflies, fish, amphibians, reptiles,
birds and mammals. The development of BIO-SAFE was based on species characteristic of rivers
and their floodplains, but the principles of the method can easily be applied to other ecosystems
as well. The BIO-SAFE has been applied on behalf of a combined flood risk reduction and ecologi-
cal rehabilitation plan for the Rijnwaarden floodplains (River Rhine, the Netherlands). Application
to flora and fauna data available for this area showed that the BIO-SAFE method enables the user
to express politically and legally based biodiversity values in quantitative terms and to compare bio-
diversity values for various taxonomic groups, landscape-ecological units (e.g. ecotopes) and phys-
ical planning scenarios. By linking habitat preferences of the species selected to ecotopes, the
method also allows the user to derive relevant information at the ecosystem level. Because of its
policy-based character, BIO-SAFE yields complementary information to more established ecologi-
cal biodiversity indices.
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1 Introduction
In the coming decades the physical structure of river basins of North-Western Europe will undergo
significant changes as a result of large-scale reconstruction measures that are currently planned.
These measures include lowering of the riverbed and floodplains, removal of raised areas, river
dyke diversion and construction of retention basins. The measures aim at increasing the water
retaining capacity of the catchments to prevent future damage from flooding while integrating eco-
logical improvement and to support economical development by improvement of navigation and
creating new infrastructure (Nienhuis et al., 1998; Smits et al., 2000).
Conservation of biodiversity is one of the key issues of worldwide environmental policy. According
to the convention on biological diversity, which resulted from the 1992 Rio “Earth Summit”, biodi-
versity is defined as “the variability among living organisms (...) including (...) ecosystems and the
ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, between species
and of ecosystems”. Within the context of the convention, biodiversity has many dimensions
among which social, medical, economic and political (see, for example, Groombridge, 1992;
Putterman, 1994; Olembo, 1995; Orlove and Brush, 1996; Pearce et al., 1996; Pimentel et al., 1997;
Swanson, 1997; Edwards and Abivardi, 1998). Furthermore, the issue of biodiversity plays a role on
many different spatial-temporal scales, and is, as a synthetic concept, inextricably linked to ecolog-
ical constructs such as succession, patch dynamics and connectivity. The concept draws upon dis-
ciplines such as biogeography, (population) genetics, evolutionary sciences and (landscape) ecol-
ogy. ‘Biodiversity’ represents a broad and integrated perspective (Huston, 1994; Schulze and
Mooney, 1994; Rosenzweig, 1995) and a heightened concern for threats to gene pools, species and
habitats on a global scale (Wilson, 1992; Ricklefs and Schluter, 1993; Mooney et al., 1996). As
emphasised by Noss (1990) conservation of biodiversity involves ‘more than just species diversity
or endangered species’. Biodiversity is clearly a scalar phenomenon that is amenable to a hierar-
chical approach (Ward et al., 1999).
For nature conservation purposes, the broad definition of biodiversity leads to problems in making
this concept operational in every day practice, especially at the intra-species and ecosystem levels
(Lenders et al., 1998b). Therefore, in practice the concept is mainly expressed in terms of inter-
species biodiversity (i.e. diversity between species). For this purpose, traditional biological
approaches, based on species abundance or species richness, are frequently used (see for some
examples on river and floodplain ecosystems: Schnitzler, 1994; Van den Brink et al., 1994; Obrdlik
et al., 1995; Buijse and Vriese, 1996; Grevilliot and Muller, 1996; Van den Brink et al., 1996). In the
course of time, several standardised biological methods to express inter-species biodiversity have
been developed and used for conservation purposes (e.g. the Shannon index, Margalef’s diversity
index and Menhinick’s index; Magurran, 1988).
Valuation of the effects of physical reconstruction measures is necessary in order to judge these
measures on their pros and cons as far as their impact on biodiversity is concerned. Such a valua-
tion can be based on purely ecological criteria (e.g. rarity or naturalness) or on political or legal cri-
teria concerning the protection of species and their habitats. Recently, the need for political biodi-
versity indicators in addition to biological indicators is acknowledged (Thanasis, 2000; Watt et al.,
2000). However, standardised methods to express biodiversity in political and legal valuation terms
are not yet available. Recent European jurisdiction on environmental impact assessment pro-
cedures and physical planning has shown that it is compulsory to take into account the political
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and/or legal status of areas or species in the process of decision-making. If legislation concerning
species protection is neglected, this can result in serious delay or even prohibition of implementa-
tion of planned measures. Since financial means and sufficient time to gather additional field data
are often lacking, assessment of biodiversity should preferably also be possible on the basis of
flora, fauna and landscape ecological data already available.
This paper describes the development and application of BIO-SAFE (Spreadsheet Application For
Evaluation of BlOdiversity), a model for the valuation of biodiversity on the basis of political and legal
criteria. The BIO-SAFE was developed as a method for the Dutch parts of the rivers Rhine and Meuse
and subsequently applied to the Rijnwaarden floodplain area. Plans for reconstruction of this area
(Van Rooij and Kappers, 1998; VISTA/Staring Centre, 1998) have been drawn up as part of more exten-
sive package of measures to deal with flooding risks along the river Rhine in the Netherlands. By
means of BIO-SAFE the present situation concerning politically and legally relevant biodiversity val-
ues in this floodplain area was assessed and four reconstruction scenarios and a reference scenario
were assessed concerning the impact of reconstruction measures on biodiversity potentials.
2 Materials and methods
Study area and data collection
The Rijnwaarden floodplain area is located at the eastern end of the River Rhine delta in the Nether-
lands, where the river bifurcates into the River Waal and the Channel of Pannerden (Figure 1). This
floodplain area, with a total area of approximately 1100 ha, includes about 53% of agricultural land,
about 43% of more or less natural elements and about 4% of built-up area. The area consists of a
mosaic of natural, seminatural and agricultural ecotopes. Plans for reducing flooding risks in com-
bination with ecological rehabilitation of this floodplain area have been prepared by the Dutch
Institute for Inland Water Management and Waste Water Treatment, RIZA (Van Rooij and Kappers,
1998). Four scenarios for reconstruction were elaborated by VISTA/Staring Centre (1998), along
with a scenario that comprises no reconstruction measures (autonomous development or AD-
Scenario; Figure 1). Two scenarios aim at low influences of river dynamics in the floodplain (LD sce-
narios), the other two at highly dynamic conditions (HD scenarios). Both the LD and the HD sce-
narios were further elaborated in two variants comprising a design discharge capacity of the Rhine
at Lobith of 16,000 m3 s-1 (LD16 and HD16) and of 18,000 m3 s-1 (LD18 and HD18), respectively.
The actual design discharge is 15,000 m3 s-1. All scenarios, with exception of the AD-Scenario, com-
prise broadening of the summer bed of the Rhine and lowering of the floodplain by clay excavation.
In Table 1 the scenarios and the surface areas of ecotopes resulting from execution of these sce-
narios in the Rijnwaarden floodplain area are given. As an example, a visualisation of the AD- and
the LD18-scenarios is given in Figure 1.
In order to determine political and legal biodiversity values in the present situation and ditto poten-
tials in case of execution of each of the scenarios drawn up, BIO-SAFE was developed (see next sec-
tion). For application in BIO-SAFE, data on higher plants were obtained from the Gelderland
provincial authorities, those on dragonflies and damselflies, butterflies, fish, amphibians, reptiles,
birds and mammals from NGOs specialised in mapping these species. Additional data were
obtained from reports and distribution atlases.
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Figure 1: Localisation of the Rijnwaarden floodplain area in the Netherlands and visualisation of ecotope pres-
ence and distribution according to the autonomous development scenario and the LD18 reconstruction sce-
nario (after VISTA/Staring Centre, 1998).
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Table 1: Ecotopes in the Rijnwaarden floodplains (study area) and their surface area according to five development
scenarios.
Conceptual framework of BIO-SAFE
The conceptual framework of BIO-SAFE (Figure 2) concerns the political and legal dimensions of
biodiversity on the level of species and their habitats in floodplains. The basis of BIO-SAFE is
formed by the (inter)national political and legal protection status of species characteristic for river
ecosystems (right hand part of Figure 2). Values are assigned to each species on the basis of its
protection status. This assignment of values to species allows one to valuate an actual situation of,
for example, a floodplain on the basis of data on species presence in that particular area. Through
the species’ habitat demands, values can also assigned to physical and biological characteristics in
the floodplain, e.g. ecotopes or other landscape-ecological units, thus allowing the user of BIO-
SAFE to valuate these landscape-ecological units. This linkage of species to landscape-ecological
units is also the basis for valuation of the biodiversity potential in a particular area. Specific land-
scape-ecological units comprise potential habitats for (protected) species. From this relation a
potential value for each landscape-ecological unit can be derived.
The BIO-SAFE provides the opportunity to aggregate biodiversity values of different taxa, and to
upscale model output to levels of scale or abstraction suitable for the desired field of application.
Tools like BIO-SAFE are meant to gain insight into an enormous complexity and to organise infor-
mation in a way as to assist in decision-making. Use of indices and levels of aggregation make BIO-
SAFE suitable for integration in more generic models used for integrated assessment. The construc-
tion of BIO-SAFE, including biodiversity index calculations, is elaborated in more detail in the next
sections.
Flood reduction reconstruction measures alter the physical and biological conditions of a flood-
plain, and as a result, the potential value of that floodplain to biodiversity (left hand part of Figure
2). Comparison of the actual situation, before reconstruction, and the target situation or scenarios
described in the reconstruction design (potential situation) results in a valuation of impacts on bio-
diversity that may be expected.
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Surface area (ha)Ecotope type
Shallow river bed/banks
Side channel
Connected floodplain channel
Deep bodies of surface water
Shallow bodies of surface water
Marsh
Natural levee pasture
Floodplain meadow (extensively used)
Floodplain production meadow (intensively used)
Arable land
Herbaceous floodplain
Softwood floodplain forest
Hardwood floodplain forest
Production forest
Built-up area
LD16
33
0
8
319
104
45
29
285
0
0
0
90
117
2
64
ADSa
30
0
0
361
55
34
19
50
348
33
0
80
10
13
64
LD18
33
0
16
319
149
106
29
189
0
0
0
90
101
0
64
HD16
33
51
48
289
0
167
29
60
0
0
276
36
39
0
67
HD18
33
55
90
289
0
135
29
64
0
0
286
21
27
0
67
a: ADS: autonomous development scenario; LD16: low dynamics scenario for a 16,000 m3s-1 design discharge at Lobith;
LD18: low dynamics scenario for a 18,000 m3s-1 design discharge at Lobith; HD16: high dynamics scenario for a 16,000
m3s-1 design discharge at Lobith; HD18: high dynamics scenario for a 18,000 m3s-1 design discharge at Lobith.
Figure 2: Conceptual framework of BIO-SAFE.
Selection of species
The first step in constructing BIO-SAFE comprised the selection of species. Since BIO-SAFE was
originally developed for application in the Netherlands, in the first instance only selection criteria
valid for the Dutch situation were applied. The selection of species was carried out on the basis of
two criteria: species to be selected had to be (1) relevant in terms of policy or legislation, an (2)
indigenous to and characteristic of riverine areas. Relevancy for policy and legislation was made
operational along two lines (Figure 3). The first line relates to species designated as so-called ‘tar-
get species’ for Dutch nature conservation policy. This comprises target species meeting the ‘itr-
criteria’ (i.e. criteria concerning the international importance of the Netherlands for the species
involved (i-criterion), population development trend (t-criterion) and species rarity (r-criterion) in
the Netherlands) as listed in Bal et al. (1995) and species meeting the Red Data list criteria of the
World Conservation Union (IUCN, 1993). Species meeting the Red Data List criteria were derived
from lists available for butterflies (Van Ommering et al., 1995), fish (De Nie and Van Ommering,
1998), reptiles and amphibians (Hom et al., 1996), birds (Lina and Van Ommering, 1996) and
mammals (Lina and Van Ommering, 1994). Compared to Bal et al. (1995), the official Red Data
Lists are based on more recent and complete data sets and provide supplementary target species.
Since, however, official Red Data Lists according to the IUCN criteria were lacking for especially the
important group of higher plants, the approach by Bal et al. (1995) was used as the first entrance
for selection. Both categories of criteria can be considered as objective and reproducible criteria.
The second line of inter-species biodiversity implementation relates to species designated as ‘pro-
tected’ or ‘special attention’ species in a variety of national and international policy plans, laws,
treaties and directives. Although it often concerns especially rare species that are covered by the
‘target species’ approach as well, the selection criteria are often more misty and not reproducible.
Compared to the itr-criteria and Red Data List approach, this selection step yields a number of addi-
tional species that are not particularly threatened or endangered in the Netherlands. These species,
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however, are from a political and legal point of view, equally important as Red Data List species.
According to this approach, species to be selected had to meet at least one of the following crite-
ria: they had to be indigenous species designated as (1) protected species according to the Dutch
Nature Conservation Act, (2) special notice species mentioned in the Dutch Nature Policy Plan
(MANMF, 1990), (3) bird species mentioned in Annex I of the EC Bird Directive (Council Directive
79/409/EEC), (4) species mentioned in Annexes II, IV or V of the EC Habitat Directive (Council
Directive 92/43/EEC), (5) species mentioned in Appendices I or II of the Bonn Convention
(Intergovernmental Treaty, Bonn l.XI.1983) or 6) species mentioned in Appendices I or II of the
Bern Convention (Council of Europe, Bern 19.IX.1979, European Treaty Series/104).
Figure 3: Selection and value assignment procedure followed for relevant species and ecotopes in constructing
BIO-SAFE (continued arrows) and index calculation procedure (dotted arrows). For explanation, see text.
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Table 2: Number of species indigenous to the Netherlands, which meet the selection criteria, per taxonomic groupa.
The final step in the selection process was determining which of these species should be regarded
as characteristic of river systems, comprising the river proper and the floodplains. This selection
was carried out on the basis of the ecological demands which the species selected put on their
habitat and their (historical) geographic distribution in the Netherlands. A species like the Crested
newt (Triturus cristatus), for example, meets several criteria set (e.g. target species according to Bal
et al. (1995) and protected species according to the Dutch Nature Conservation Act) and is regard-
ed as characteristic of habitats accompanying running waters like the lower courses of rivers (Len-
ders, 1992; Lenders and Schops, 1998). The numbers of species selected are given in Table 2. This
Table shows that over 2% of the species known to be indigenous to the Netherlands are in some
way considered to be of political and/or legal interest. Of these species circa 40% (= nearly 1% of
the total number of species) can be considered as river related species. The calculation of biodi-
versity indices in river related ecosystems eventually only makes use of the taxonomic groups of
higher plants (Spermatophyta), dragonflies and damselflies (Odonata), butterflies (Lepidoptera),
fish (Pisces), amphibians and reptiles (Herpetofauna), birds (Aves) and mammals (Mammalia).
Species belonging to other taxonomic groups do either not meet the selection criteria or are not
characteristic of rivers or floodplains.
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Taxonomic group
Spermatophyta
Annelida
Mollusca
Crustaceac
Coleoptera
Odonatad
Lepidopterad,e
Echinodermatac
Piscesc
Amphibiaf
Reptiliaf, g
Aves
Mammalia
Totalh
Indigenous species Nb Species meeting the criteria set
Overall n (% of N)           River and floodplain 
related n (% of N)
445 
1 
6
25
5
24
47
10
87
16
7
222
37
932
(30.7)
(0.3)
(1.9)
(35.7)
(0.1)
(40.0)
(67.1)
(66.7)
(70.7)
(100.0)
(100.0)
(92.5)
(52.1)
(2.2)
204
0
0
0
0
9
18
0
30
12
1
91
8
372
(14.1)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(15.0)
(25.7)
(0.0)
(24.4)
(75.0)
(14.3)
(37.9)
(11.3)
(0.9)
a: For each taxonomic group, the percentages of species that meet the criteria are shown in comparison to the number of indi-
genous species of that particular group.
b: Numbers of species indigenous to the Netherlands according to van Nieukerken and Van Loon (1995).
c: Data on t- and r-status not available.
d: The taxonomic group as a whole is mentioned as ‘special notice species’ in the Dutch Nature Policy Plan (MANMF, 1990).
Only those species that meet other political criteria were taken into consideration in selecting species.
e: The taxonomic group of Lepidoptera contains only the subgroups Hesperioidea and Papilionoidea.
f: All species indigenous to the Netherlands are protected according to the Dutch Nature Conservation Act.
g: Since only one river related reptile species meets the criteria set, the taxonomic group of reptiles was eventually combined
with the amphibians in the group of herpetofauna.
h: Number also includes other taxa such as bacteria, fungi, algae and invertebrates other than those mentioned.
1448
240
321
70
4021
60
70
15
123
16
7
240
71
(approximately) 42,000
Assignment of values to species and ecotopes
The next step in constructing BIO-SAFE was the assignment of values to the species selected
(Figure 3). The value assignment applied was based on the same criteria used to select the species.
In consideration of the unification of Europe and the intended transnational application of BIO-
SAFE, international status criteria were rated higher than national ones. The value assignment was
carried out on the basis of best professional judgement of the authors, especially considering the
intended impact of (inter)national legislation and policies. In all cases, however, value assignment
remains arbitrary (see also discussion). The maximum score per species was set to be 40 divided
equally over the criteria of line 1 and line 2. Applying the valuation criteria, led to the assignment
of a species-specific score (S-score) to each species selected. To the Crested newt, for example, an
S-score of 35 was assigned (see Table 3).
In order to make it possible to calculate taxonomic group level biodiversity assessments, the S-
scores of species belonging to a particular taxonomic group were summed to yield a potential tax-
onomic group biodiversity (PTB) constant (Figure 3). This constant reflects the maximum score
possible for the taxonomic group involved. For amphibians and reptiles (among which the Crested
newt mentioned earlier), for example, the PTB-constant amounted to 183.
Subsequently, it was determined which river-related ecotopes are used by each species as habitats
(Figure 3). In Europe ‘ecotope’ is a generally accepted term for the geographical part of an ecosys-
tem (Neef, 1967; Haase, 1989; Klijn and Udo de Haes, 1994). It is described by Klijn and Udo de
Haes (1994) as a spatial unit of a certain extension (usually 0.25 to 1.5 ha), which is homogeneous
as to vegetation structure, succession stage and the main abiotic site factors that are relevant to
plant growth. Ecotopes can be grouped by means of various classification systems. River and flood-
plain management in the Netherlands often makes use of the ecotope classification by Rademakers
and Wolfert (1994) or a simplified derivate of this (e.g. Pedroli and Postma, 1998). In our study, we
used a derived classification as applied by the national Dutch Institute for Inland Water
Management and Waste Water Treatment (RIZA). The S-score of a species was assigned to each
ecotope type used by that particular species (for the Crested newt, for example, to Marsh and
Shallow bodies of surface water).
For each ecotope type, the S-scores assigned were summed, yielding a potential taxonomic group
ecotope (PTE) constant (Figure 3), i.e. the maximum score for an ecotope from the viewpoint of a
particular taxonomic group. Subsequently, this PTE-constant was related to the PTB-constant,
resulting in a taxonomic group ecotope importance constant (TEI), ranging from 0 to 100 per eco-
tope type (Figure 3, Equation [1]).
Equation [1]:
This TEI-constant reflects the importance of an ecotope type with respect to conservation values
for species belonging to a particular taxonomic group. The calculated TEI-constants per taxonom-
ic group and ecotope type are given in Table 4. Calculations of TEI-constants could only be carried
out for higher plants, fish, herpetofauna and birds. As regards the other taxonomic groups (drag-
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Comments
Only applied to a limited number of fish species because
of lack of data on rarity and trend
Only applied to species not meeting the t- and r-criteria
according to Bal et al. (1995); cf. t- and r-criterion
Only applied to species not meeting the i-, t- and r-criteria
according to Bal et al. (1995); cf. i-, t- and r-criterion
Only applied to species not selected otherwise by Bal et 
al. (1995); cf. i- and t- or I- and r-criterion
Special notice species
Applied to birds only
EC-Bird directive and EC-Habitat directive are complementa-
ry. EC-Bird directive applicable to birds only; EC-Habitat
directive applicable to all other taxonomic groups
Criteria according to line 2 (maximum score = 20)
Criteria according to line 1 (maximum score = 20)
Criteria
i-criterion only
t- and r-criterion
i- and r-criterion
i- and t-criterion
i-, t- and r-criterion
IUCN-criteria ‘extinct’, ‘endangered’ 
or ‘vulnerable’ in the Netherlands
Ditto and i-criterion
IUCN-criterion ‘susceptible’ in the 
Netherlands and i-criterion 
Nature Conservation Acta
Nature Policy Plan provides for
Species protection plan
Special management measuresa
Educational activitiesa
Further research
Bern conventiona, b
Bonn conventionc
EC-Bird directived
EC-Habitat directivee
Annex II only
Annex IV only
Annex V only
Annex II and IVa
Annex II and V
Annex IV and V
Annex II, IV and V
Value
assigned
5
10
15
15
20
10
20
15 
2
2
2
1
1
4
4
4
4
4
1
6
5
5
8
a Critera applicable to Crested newt (Triturus cristatus); see text.
b Appendices I and II: strictly protected flora and fauna species, respectively.
c Appendix I: migratory species whose immediate protection is required; Appendix II: migratory species whose conserva-
tion and management should be covered by means of transnational agreements.
d Annex I: species that are subject of special conservation measures concerning their habitat in order to ensure their sur-
vival and reproduction in their area of distribution.
e Annex II: species whose conservation requires the designation of special areas of conservation; Annex IV: species in need
of strict protection; Annex V: species whose taking in the wild and exploitation may be subject to management measures.
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Table 3: Valuation criteria applied and values assigned to species on the basis of these criteria.
onflies and damselflies, butterflies and mammals), the ecotope classification used did not proper-
ly match habitat requirements set by species belonging to these taxonomic groups. For birds, a dis-
tinction was made between nesting birds and non-nesting birds.
Index and score calculations
Data on actual presence of species in a particular area can by means of BIO-SAFE be used to cal-
culate two types of indices. The first type concerns biodiversity indices at the taxonomic group level.
For this purpose the S-scores of the species actually present in an area are summed, yielding an
actual taxonomic group biodiversity score (ATB score; see Figure 3). This score reflects the actual
value of the area per taxonomic group. The PTB-constants and the ATB-scores can be used to cal-
culate taxonomic group biodiversity saturation (TBS) indices ranging from 0 to 100 (Figure 3,
Equation [2]).
Equation [2]:
The TBS indices offer insight into the degree to which the maximum expected biodiversity value per
taxonomic group has actually been achieved in a particular area. An aggregated biodiversity index
is calculated by averaging the TBS-indices for taxonomic groups for which (sufficient) field data are
present.
The second type of index that can be calculated reflects the value of each ecotope present in an area
with respect to its significance for individual taxonomic groups. For each taxonomic group, the S-
scores assigned to the preferred ecotopes of species actually present were summed up per ecotope
type, yielding an actual taxonomic group ecotope score (ATE-score). This ATE-score was related to
the PTE-constant, resulting in a taxonomic group ecotope saturation (TES) index per ecotope type,
ranging from 0 to 100 (Figure 3, Equation [3]).
Equation [3]:
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Table 4: Taxonomic group ecotope importance constants (TEI; 0-100) per ecotope type for four taxonomic groups
(birds: two ecologically different groups).
This TES-index reflects the degree to which the maximum possible value of an ecotope for a particu-
lar taxonomic group has been achieved in the actual situation. Multiplication of this index with the
TEI-constant of that particular ecotope type yields a score that offers insight into the significance of
that ecotope type for a specific taxonomic group in the area studied (Figure 3, Equation [4]).
Equation [4]:
This score, denoted as actual taxonomic group ecotope importance score (ATEI-score), can of
course never be higher than the TEI-constant for that particular ecotope type.
In order to be able to compare the reconstruction scenarios distinguished on biodiversity poten-
tials, for each taxonomic group the taxonomic ecotope importance constants per ecotope type were
multiplied with the relative surface area of that particular ecotope type to be realised within each
execution scenario. For each scenario these products were summed per taxonomic group, thus
offering insight in the relative potential significance of each scenario for that particular taxonomic
group. Outcomes of the BIO-SAFE calculations on the effects of the four reconstruction scenarios
are compared to the autonomous development scenario which functions as a reference situation.
All BIO-SAFE calculations were programmed in a spreadsheet application (Excel 97). After an easy-
to-use, standardised spreadsheet ‘form’ has been completed, the program calculates all relevant
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Ecotope type
River summer bed
Shallow river bed/banks
Side channel
Connected floodplain channel
Deep bodies of surface water
Shallow bodies of surface water
Marsh
River dunes
Natural levee pasture
Floodplain meadow (extensively used)
Floodplain production meadow (intensively used)
Arable land
Herbaceous floodplain
Softwood floodplain forests
Hardwood floodplain forests
Production forests
Buil-up area
Higher
plants
1
9
0
2
2
1
5
15
28
14
1
7
15
4
13
0
3
Fish
91
0
29
29
29
29
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Herpeto
-fauna
0
0
0
17
4
100
77
49
23
43
0
11
0
35
35
0
0
Nesting
birds
0
10
0
50
32
50
25
0
0
33
25
0
0
12
0
0
3
Non-
nesting
birds
27
0
0
50
50
50
0
0
0
68
46
28
0
0
0
0
0
indices (TBS-index and TES-index) and scores (ATEI-scores). In its basic form, BIO-SAFE only
requires data on the presence of species. It is, however, possible to take into account data on the
abundance or density of each species.
Table 5: Taxonomic group biodiversity saturation indices (TBS; 0-100) for seven taxonomic groups in the area studied,
the Rijnwaarden floodplains.
3 Results
The biodiversity saturation indices calculated for seven taxonomic groups in the Rijnwaarden flood-
plain area are presented in Table 5. From this table it can be concluded that the indices calculated
differ greatly over the taxonomic groups. It appears that the present value of the study area can be
attributed largely to birds, closely followed by herpetofauna. Remarkably low are the indices for
higher plants and, especially, butterflies. Part of the differences between taxonomic groups may be
due to possibly incomplete distribution surveys of some groups (especially butterflies, damselflies
and dragonflies, and fishes). For higher plants, amphibians and reptiles, birds and mammals, how-
ever, distribution surveys are considered to be rather complete, and the differences between these
groups are, therefore, considered to be realistic.
Table 6 lists the TES-indices and ATEI-scores calculated for the taxonomic groups of higher plants,
fish and herpetofauna. These figures give an impression of the degree to which the potential value
of each ecotope type has been achieved (TES) and of the actual value of ecotopes (ATEI) in the
Rijnwaarden floodplains for the taxonomic groups involved. The ecotope types side channel and
production forest were not taken into consideration, because these ecotope types were not present
in the study area or not relevant for the taxonomic groups investigated.
As far as higher plants are concerned, the high ecotope saturation index for (intensively used)
floodplain production meadows is remarkable. This, however, does not result in a high ecotope
importance score due to a very low corresponding ecotope importance constant of this ecotope
type (see Table 3). In other words, the ecotope type floodplain production meadow in the
Rijnwaarden floodplain area is saturated up to a relatively high degree. The ecotope, however, does
not represent a very valuable type. Furthermore, the relative high ecotope saturation index for the
ecotope type natural levee pasture corresponding with a, also relatively, high ecotope importance
score catches the eye. Although saturated up to a lower degree, this ecotope type represents a high-
er value compared to floodplain production meadows, due to a considerably higher ecotope impor-
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Taxonomic group
Spermatophyta
Odonata
Lepidoptera
Pisces
Amphibia and Reptilia
Aves
Mammalia
Average
Higher plants
Damselflies and dragonflies
Butterflies
Fish
Amphibians and reptiles
Birds
Mammals
TBS
9
14
0
22
49
71
17
26
tance constant. These examples show that in assessing the political and legal value of ecotope
types, both the ecotope saturation indices (TES) and the ecotope importance score (ATEI) should
be taken into consideration.
Table 6: Taxonomic group related ecotope saturation indices (TES, 0-100) and actual taxonomic group related ecotope
importance indices (ATEI, zero to corresponding TEI-constant) of the Rijnwaarden floodplains for three taxonomic
groups per ecotope typea.
As mentioned before, the distribution surveys of fish may not be complete. Especially in the river
itself, survey techniques normally applied in distribution surveys will be insufficient to prove the
presence of all species. Therefore, especially the ecotope saturation index and the corresponding
ecotope importance score for the river summer bed may be assessed too low.
As far as herpetofauna species are concerned the two most important ecotope types (shallow bod-
ies of surface water and marsh, see Table 4) score relatively high regarding their saturation indices.
As a consequence, the ATEI-scores, reflecting the actual significance of these ecotope types, are
also high. Furthermore, the saturation index of 100 for the ecotope type natural levee pasture shows
that it is possible for at least some ecotopes and for some taxonomic groups to reach full satura-
tion. In this case, it even concerns a relatively important ecotope type for herpetofauna species.
In conclusion, it should be mentioned that the actual valuation of the ecotopes by means of BIO-
SAFE matches very reasonably with the opinions of species-specialists known with the area (Van
Rooij and Kappers, 1998).
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Ecotope
River summer bed
Shallow river bed/banks
Connected floodplain channel
Deep bodies of surface water
Shallow bodies of surface water
Marsh
River dunes
Natural levee pasture
Floodplain meadow (extensively used)
Floodplain production meadow (intensively used)
Arable land
Herbaceous floodplain
Softwood floodplain forests
Hardwood floodplain forests
Built-up area
Higher plants Fish Herpetofauna
TES
0
6
3
4
9
10
7
20
10
55
0
12
13
4
0
ATEI
0
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
1.1
5.6
1.4
0.6
0
1.8
0.5
0.5
0
TES
17
-
39
39
39
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
ATEI
15.5
-
11.3
11.3
11.3
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
TES
-b
-
13
57
49
52
78
100
42
-
0
-
69
69
-
ATEI
-
-
2.2
2.3
49.0
40.0
39.2
23.0
18.1
-
0
-
24.2
24.2
-
a Only relevant ecotope types present in the study area are mentioned
b Not applicable.
Table 7: Summed products of taxonomic ecotope importance constants and relative surface areas for four taxonomic
groups (birds split up in nesting and non-nesting birds).
The results of the comparison of the four reconstruction scenarios for the Rijnwaarden floodplain
are given in Table 7. The results show that in comparison to the autonomous development scenario
(AD-scenario), the potentials for higher plants in all scenarios approximately double. Especially the
high dynamics scenarios seem to offer promising potentials for higher plants. As far as potentials
for fish species are concerned, the scenarios do not differ noticeably. For herpetofauna species, all
scenarios, but especially ones aimed at low influence of river dynamics offer good opportunities.
As far as nesting and non-nesting birds are concerned, it is remarkable that especially the high
dynamics scenarios result in considerably lower potentials as compared to the AD-scenario.
4 Discussion and conclusions
The BIO-SAFE is developed as a management tool to optimise mutual attuning of nature conser-
vation policies and other interests in spatial planning. By valuating present situations and giving
insight into the potentials of reconstruction scenarios, it intends to contribute to preservation, pro-
tection and improvement of the quality of the natural environment including the conservation and
development of habitats of wild flora and fauna. These are essential objectives of general interest
pursued by the national and international governments and authorities. In several official planning
procedures it is compulsory to take into consideration protected species (e.g. environmental
impact assessments). The BIO-SAFE offers the opportunity to present politically and legally based
biodiversity assessments by means of (aggregated) indices. In this context, it can be used for var-
ious policy and management purposes such as determining the effectiveness of nature manage-
ment measures, scenario studies for ex-ante evaluation of physical planning projects and monitor-
ing and ex-posterior evaluation of the progress of such projects. Assessment and valuation of polit-
ical and legal impacts contributes to integrated problem solving approaches and improves the
quality and societal acceptance of policy decisions with respect to, for example, floodplain recon-
struction and flooding prevention measures. This may result in shorter and cheaper planning pro-
cedures. Moreover, thorough evaluation preceding execution of reconstruction measures can pre-
vent sub-optimal results. The BIO-SAFE can also be used for underpinning spatial planning reports
and environmental impact assessments for large scale activities in river basins.
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Taxonomic group
Higher plants
Fish
Herpetofauna
Nesting birds
Non-nesting birds
Total
ADSa
334
1101
1424
2458
2753
9069
LD16
743
1141
3223
2517
3707
11330
Senario
LD18
633
1282
3633
2569
3309
11426
HD16
772
1029
3130
1729
1927
8586
HD18
757
1149
2983
1669
1970
8527
a ADS: Autonomous development scenario; LD16: Low dynamics scenario for a 16,000 m3s-1 design discharge at Lobith;
LD18: Low dynamics scenario for a 18,000 m3s-1 design discharge at Lobith; HD16: High dynamics scenario for a 16,000
m3s-1 design discharge at Lobith; HD18: High dynamics scenario for a 18,000 m3s-1 design discharge at Lobith.
The BIO-SAFE as presented in this paper, was elaborated for the lower courses of lowland rivers
and their floodplains in the Netherlands. The method can, however, easily be adapted to other
ecosystem types by altering the species selection. At present, within the framework of the European
Interreg-Rhine-Meuse-Activities the method is being elaborated for application in transnational
river basins (De Nooij et al., 2001). Due to international co-operation, the development of BIO-
SAFE may contribute to harmonisation of valuation criteria and landscape-ecological classification
in riparian states of the rivers Rhine and Meuse. Since the value-assignment to species as pre-
sented in this paper, may be considered as arbitrary, an international panel of specialists consist-
ing of ecologists, policy makers and conservationists will be asked to assign values in the course
of further development of BIO-SAFE (De Nooij et al., 2001).
In applying BIO-SAFE, it should be kept in mind that the model is meant as an additional biodi-
versity assessment tool. It therefore is only one of the possible approaches towards providing
insight in the consequences of (large scale) spatial planning projects for nature conservational mat-
ters. In this respect, BIOSAFE should be regarded as complementary with population network
analysis and detailed single species models for impact assessment (Foppen and Reijnen, 1998;
Lenders et al., 1998a).
Biodiversity saturation and ecotope saturation indices calculated for different taxonomic groups do
not necessarily indicate for ecological relevant parameters. Also, variances between these indices
do not necessarily indicate for ecological differences. It is a known fact that the assignment of pro-
tected species is often more based on popularity and cuddliness of taxa than on scientific ecologi-
cal criteria (Van der Velde et al., 1994). Conservancy legislation seems to aim at large and appeal-
ing species only. There are, for example, no representatives of taxonomic groups like lower plants
and only a few (aquatic) macroinvertebrates protected by national and international legislation.
Some of these taxonomic groups may be far more relevant ecological indicators (e.g. Van den Brink
et al., 1996). Furthermore, the reasons for decline for particular species or groups of species (for
example, migratory birds) may not be situated in the area examined, but elsewhere (e.g. in the
Sahel region). The primary aim of BIO-SAFE is not to give indication for ecological relevant para-
meters. In some cases, however, especially in consideration of (relatively) immobile taxonomic
groups, BIO-SAFE enables the user to gain insight in ecologically relevant parameters from the
viewpoint of politically or legally protected species.
Application of BIO-SAFE to flora and fauna data concerning the Rijnwaarden floodplain area,
proved the method’s usefulness. The BIO-SAFE appeared to be an excellent method to quickly
determine political and legal biodiversity and ecotope values. This is affirmed by the professional
judgement of species-specialists known with the area (Van Rooij and Kappers, 1998). The BIO-
SAFE showed, for example, the value of a small surface area of natural levee pasture. This has
resulted in safeguarding and eventually even increasing the surface area of this ecotope type in the
reconstruction planning of the area. Application of BIO-SAFE also showed that both ecotope satu-
ration (TES) indices as well as the actual ecotope importance (ATEI) scores have to be taken into
consideration in order to gain sufficient insight in the value of ecotopes present.
As a tool to compare different reconstruction scenarios, BIO-SAFE shows, for instance, a sharp
drop in biodiversity potentials for nesting and non-nesting birds if high dynamics scenarios are to
be executed. This is mainly the result of a significant decrease in the surface area of the ecotope
types floodplain meadow and floodplain production meadow in the RD-scenarios. Especially mead-
ow birds and geese - often strictly protected bird species in both national and international legisla-
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tion - are dependent on these ecotope types. On the other hand, the potentials for higher plants
species and herpetofauna species strongly increase in the reconstruction scenarios. In other words,
increase of the potentials for one group of politically and legally relevant species can involve a
decrease of the potentials of another group. In our case study, the overall assessment of the poten-
tials of the high dynamics scenarios appeared to be even lower than that of the autonomous devel-
opment-scenario as a result of the drop in potentials for nesting and non-nesting birds. The BIO-
SAFE can help in making these reconstruction dilemmas manifest. In doing so, it also shows that
whole-species biodiversity cannot be extrapolated from diversity indices determined for only one
taxonomic group. This conclusion can also be drawn from the TBS-indices calculated for the
Rijnwaarden floodplain area. The TBS-index for birds, for example, amounts to 71 while higher
plants (considered to be equally intensively surveyed) score only 9. There are no indications or eco-
logically plausible reasons to believe that there are direct negative correlations between pairwise
combinations of specific taxa, in other words that a high TBS-index for, for example, birds auto-
matically means a low TBS-index for e.g. higher plants. Therefore, whole-species biodiversity,
whether calculated using BIO-SAFE or by means of more traditional biologically based assessment
methods (Prendergast and Eversham, 1997), cannot be determined on the basis of a very limited
number of indicator taxa and the full spectrum of relevant taxa has to be surveyed in order to
achieve optimal insight into biodiversity values. As the comparison of the reconstruction scenarios
has proved, however, there can be an indirect negative or positive correlation between taxonomic
groups, in the way that development of ecotopes that favour certain taxonomic groups may result
in deterioration of the habitats of other taxonomic groups.
Development and subsequent application of BIOSAFE to the Rijnwaarden floodplain area, showed
the method’s surplus value but also some restrictions. Some of these will be attempted to be tack-
led in the further development of BIO-SAFE. Firstly, data on the distribution of some taxonomic
groups were incomplete. In our case study, this was especially the case for the taxonomic groups
of butterflies, damselflies and dragonflies, and fishes. The lack of fully covering distribution data,
however, is a generic problem faced by every method that intends to express biodiversity in quan-
titative terms. Since BIO-SAFE can also suffice with species presence data, this method is even rel-
atively insensitive to this problem in comparison with other methods that often depend on species
abundance data. In order to make full use of BIO-SAFE or to apply any other biodiversity assess-
ment method, costly flora and fauna distribution surveys have to be carried out especially for this
purpose, or the surveys carried out by NGOs specialised in mapping these species have to be facil-
itated more extensively in general.
In order to link species to landscape-ecological units, the habitat demands of these species on the
level of these units have to be fully understood. In developing BIO-SAFE, it became clear that, as far
as the ecotope typology selected was concerned, this was not the case for dragonflies and dam-
selflies, butterflies and mammals. As a result, the TEI-constants could not be calculated for these
taxonomic groups. In the further development of BIO-SAFE this problem will be solved by trying to
hierarchically link existing landscape ecological unit typologies such as the ecotope typology, the
CORINE land cover typology and phytosociological units (De Nooij et al., 2001). In the case study
elaborated in this paper, species were linked to rather crude ecotope types. In the spreadsheet appli-
cation version of BIO-SAFE, plant species in particular are also linked to a more subtle classification
worked out by Runhaar et al. (1987), in which 87 ecotope types are distinguished. Because relation-
ships between abiotic demands and higher plant species occurrence in these ecotope types are well
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known, especially higher plants seem to offer good opportunities for indication of ecological relevant
factors such as moisture regime, nutrient availability and acidity of the substratum.
Another habitat related problem concerns the surface area of ecotopes that, especially, fauna species
require. In order to be able to make a reliable assessment of the potential value of, e.g. reconstruc-
tion scenarios, one has to be able to determine whether a given surface area of a particular ecotope
type suffices to accommodate a viable (part of a) population. Although the relationship between the
surface area of habitat and the minimum viable population size is known for a number of species
(Foppen and Reijnen, 1998; Lenders et al., 1998a), this is certainly not the case for all species rele-
vant for BIO-SAFE. Furthermore, many fauna species make use of different habitats (ecotopes) dur-
ing different stages in their life cycle (e.g. spawning sites, foraging sires and hibernation sites for
amphibians). In these cases, not only habitat surface area is of concern, but also habitat patch con-
figuration. Momentarily, we are developing species facts sheets in which all ecological relevant infor-
mation will be gathered for each BIOSAFE species (De Nooij et al., 2001). These species facts sheets
will be implemented in BIO-SAFE. Since not all relevant information will be proved to be available,
additional field research on population dynamics and landscape ecology will be necessary. In antic-
ipation of such data, rules of thumb concerning the relationship between habitat surface area and
population size, and habitat patch configuration can be used for application in BIO-SAFE.
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There is no singular nature as such, only a diversity of contested
natures; and (…) each such nature is constituted through a vari-
ety of socio-cultural processes from which such natures cannot be
plausibly separated
P. Macnaghten & J. Urry, 1998. Contested natures. Sage, London
Abstract
The Dutch river district is highly valued for its landscape, natural and cultural-historical elements
(also called LNC values). According to the current Dutch policy on river dike reinforcements, these
values should he safeguarded in planning and executing river dike reinforcement projects by fol-
lowing the ‘selective smart design strategy’. This paper presents an audit model, consisting of 20
modules, assessing the extent to which LNC values are taken into account in the planning process.
The model was tested on eight projects and appeared to fit the objectives very well. The assignment
of weighting constants used to interconnect the individual modules, however, would be improved
if all parties involved could achieve consensus on this issue. The test results showed that in five of
the eight projects examined, LNC values were sufficiently taken into consideration. Aspects that
were insufficiently taken into account concerned, in particular, fauna surveys, valuation of LNC ele-
ments and effects valuation. Moreover, LNC values were often restored or compensated for, rather
than preserved. Large differences were found between individual river dike reinforcement projects.
The method can also he applied in river dike reinforcement plans in other countries. 
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1 Introduction
The Netherlands can be regarded as the delta of the rivers Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt. In order to
make, and keep, this delta suitable for habitation and agriculture, the rivers have been embanked
from the early Middle Ages onwards, and their natural inundation plains have been partly
impoldered by means of more than 1000 km of dikes. The Dutch river district is highly valued (from
both a national and an international perspective) for its landscape, natural and cultural-historical
(LNC) elements (see e.g. Haartsen et al., 1989; Rooth, 1989; Kooiman and Prins, 1994; Lenders et
al., 1994; Van den Tempel and Osieck, 1994; Liebrand and Sykora, 1996). Examples of these LNC
elements are the steep and winding dikes themselves, scour-holes on either side of the dikes result-
ing from dike-bursts in the past, side channels and oxbows (L-elements), typical river dike grass-
land vegetation (N-elements), historical river dike houses and pumping stations, and decoys (C-
elements). Many of these LNC elements serve as habitats for river-related species, such as the
crested newt (Triturus cristatus), the water shrew (Neomys fodiens) and the great reed warbler
(Acrocephalus arundinaceus), all target species of Dutch nature policies. Variation in LNC values
results partly from locally differing approaches to river dike construction and landscape planning
in the past, and partly from differences in land use (e.g. local excavation of clay and sand). After the
catastrophic flooding of the province of Zealand in February 1953, both sea and river dikes were
subjected to systematic and large-scale reinforcements. For the River Rhine, the safety levels to be
achieved were defined as a flooding frequency risk of once every 1250 years, resulting from a design
discharge of 16,500 m3 s-1 at Lobith, where the Rhine enters the Netherlands. Lindenberg et al.
(1994) surveyed and compared other possible motives for river dike reinforcements, with special
attention given to earthquake damage risks. They found that instability of river dikes and vulnera-
bility to surge caused by river vessels should be considered as important additional motives for dike
reinforcement.
On the whole, these systematic and large-scale river dike reinforcements appear to have had far-
reaching effects on the river landscape, leading to a considerable loss of LNC values. In order to
heighten and strengthen river dikes, for example, trees, valuable dike vegetation and houses were
removed. In addition, widening of dikes often led to the filling up of scour-holes, oxbow lakes and
other small bodies of surface water (Walker et al., 1994). This loss of LNC values aroused much
protest among environmentalists and inhabitants of the river district. In order to preserve LNC val-
ues in river dike reinforcements that were still to be executed, the River Dike Reinforcement Criteria
Testing Commission (also known as the Boertien Commission) proposed the selective smart design
strategy in 1993. This strategy aims to reduce the loss of LNC values by 50% compared to previous
common practice by making better use of various advanced construction techniques that enable
dikes to provide the same level of safety as standard dikes, but that have less impact on the LNC
values around the dikes. Examples of such constructions are cofferdams and sheet piles, that allow
the building of less-wide but equally strong dikes, thus saving adjacent LNC values from destruc-
tion. By applying these rather expensive techniques only in cases of threatened loss of very valuable
LNC elements, surplus costs can kept to a minimum (Walker et al., 1994). Furthermore, the com-
mission confirmed the chosen flooding frequency risks, but proposed a reduction of the corre-
sponding designed water discharges to 15,000 m3 s-1 on the basis of new calculations. The pro-
posals of the Boertien Commission were adopted by the Dutch government and parliament. This
meant that the regional water boards, responsible for river dike reinforcements, were compelled to
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redesign plans already in progress and to design future plans according to the selective smart design
strategy. Although, since then major improvements have certainly been achieved in preserving LNC
values, the question may be raised as to what extent the preservation of LNC values is implement-
ed in the every-day practice of river dike reinforcement. The main objective of our study was to
develop an audit model for the evaluation of LNC preservation in river dike reinforcement project
planning. This model is presented below. In order to test the robustness of the model and to obtain
a first impression of LNC value preservation in general, it was applied to a selection of eight plans
concerning river dike reinforcements. The considerations underlying the selection criteria are also
presented, following which the method applied and the sensitivity analysis method used to test the
impact of the assignment of different weighting constants used to interconnect the modules of the
model are elaborated upon. The results are given and finally, the audit model and the significance
of the model for the preservation of LNC values in river dike reinforcement planning are discussed.
2 Materials and methods
The audit model
The audit model was developed on the basis of: 1) the results of the WL/RAND study underlying
the Boertien Commission’s proposals (Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management, 1993a,b,c,d,e; see also Walker et al., 1994); 2) recommendations on river dike rein-
forcement planning and execution by the Technical Advisory Committee on Water Defences (TAW)
(TAW, 1994a,b,c,d,e); and 3) regional policies concerning river dike reinforcements (Province of
Gelderland, 1994). From these research and policy documents, 203 evaluation criteria were derived.
The criteria were formulated in such way that, in evaluating river dike reinforcement projects, they
could all be answered by ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘partly’. To each possible answer a maximum score (Sp) was
assigned that corresponded to the significance of that possible answer for preservation of LNC val-
ues in river dike reinforcement projects. The scores actually gained (Sa) by a particular project were
determined by analysing the reinforcement plan, underlying research reports, reconstruction spec-
ifications, management plans and the minutes of consultation meetings. If a criterion was not met,
a score of 0 was assigned; if it was partly met, a score corresponding with 1/2 Sp was assigned and
if it was fully met, a score equal to Sp was given. Criteria that were not applicable to a particular sit-
uation or that could not be assessed because of lack of information were not taken into account,
either in Sa or in Sp.
The criteria were grouped into 15 modules and five combined modules, each representing a spe-
cific aspect of an ideal procedure for LNC value preservation (Figure 1). The contents of the 20
modules are explained briefly in Appendix A. For the 15 modules that were not combined, module
index scores (MISs) ranging from 0 to 100 were calculated according to
Equation [1]:
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where MISx is the MIS for module x, ΣSax is the sum of scores actually gained for module x and
ΣSpx is the sum of maximally possible scores for module x.
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the audit model consisting of 20 interdependent modules (squares). 
FI, final index (for an explanation of the other module codes, see Appendix A). The weighting constants assigned
are shown in parentheses. The modules for which the weighting constants are equated according to five variants
(see the section on testing the audit model) are grouped in those boxes marked Var.1-Var.5.
The MISs of the combined modules were calculated according to Equation [2] using the indices of
the modules they include. For this purpose, weighting constants (C) were assigned to each mod-
ule (Figure 1, numbers in parentheses in module boxes). The constant assigned to a particular
module was regarded as an expression of the importance of that module relative to the other mod-
ules that together constitute a combined module.
Equation [2]:
where MISy is the MIS for the combined module y, i is the number of modules that together con-
stitute module y and CX is the weighting constant assigned to module x.
The assignment of the weighting constants to the modules was carried out according to the best
professional judgement of the authors, and is described in detail in Huijbregts (1995). The main
criteria used were the modules’ assessed impact on LNC preservation and the expected irre-
versibility of actions resulting from them. For this reason, preparation (module I) and Final design
of the river dike reinforcement plan (module II), for example, were each considered twice as impor-
tant as the intended management of LNC elements after execution of the project (module V). In
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order to test the impact of the assignment of weighting constants, a sensitivity analysis was carried
out by varying the constants assigned and then determining the impact on the calculated Final
index (see section on testing the audit model).
At the time of the present study, not all information necessary for the calculation of MISs Execution
(module IV) and LNC values management (module V) was available for all projects. Therefore,
where possible, two versions of the final index were calculated: Final index 1, representing the test
results taking into account all aspects of river dike reinforcements, and Final index 2, representing
the test results when modules IV and V were excluded. In order to facilitate the calculation of the
indices and the sensitivity analysis, the audit model was programmed in a spreadsheet application.
Selection of river dike reinforcement projects
Since the publication of the Boertien Commission’s recommendations, several legal and political
developments have taken place with respect to river dike reinforcements. Until 1994, river dike
reinforcements were executed on the basis of the 1900 Hydraulic Works Act. Consequently, most
reinforcement projects did not have to be subjected to Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). The
Boertien Commission’s advice to subject all river dike reinforcement projects to compulsory EIA was
one of the few recommendations that were not adopted by the Dutch government and parliament.
Instead, two experimental river dike reinforcement projects were started in order to gain experience
with: 1) voluntary EIA; and 2) a more open process of planning and executing river dike reinforce-
ments, in which local citizens and environmental pressure groups were allowed to participate.
In 1994, however, EIA was made compulsory for all river dike reinforcements projects (in accor-
dance with EU Directive 85/337/EC), with the exception of six short river dike stretches for which
the reinforcement plans had already been approved by the responsible authorities. In 1995,
extremely high water levels occurred in the River Rhine catchment basin. Although the dikes did not
break, this event gave rise to the development and adoption within a few months of the so-called
Delta Act on Large Rivers. This act allowed the accelerated reinforcement of 148 km of river dike,
which were thought to be unable to withstand another period of high water. Once more, these river
dike stretches were exempted from compulsory EIA. For the remaining 450 km of river dikes to be
reinforced (within the framework of the new Water Defences Act of 1996), compulsory EIA was
maintained, although legal procedures for the preparation of plans were considerably shortened.
The audit model was designed to be applied to river dike reinforcement projects that had been
drawn up or adjusted according to the Boertien Commission’s recommendations. However, the
details above illustrate how there may be large differences between individual post-Boertien pro-
jects, particularly with regard to (compulsory) EIA or other forms of public participation. In order
to test whether the model could be applied to all types of post-Boertien projects, eight projects were
selected that represented the full range of possibilities.
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Figure 2: Geographical location of the eight river dike stretches whose reinforcement plans were used to test the
audit model.
Table 1: Some characteristics of the eight river dike reinforcement projects on which the assessment model was tested.
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Project abbreviation and
River dike stretch
BD Bomendijk
OW Opijnen – Waardenburg
KE Kesteren – Eck en Wiel
GN Gameren – Nieuwaal
WD Weurt – Deest
ED Erlecomse Dam West
GD Grebbedijk
HW Hurwenen
Situated along 
the river
IJssel
Waal
Lower Rhine
Waal
Waal
Waal
Lower Rhine
Waal
Responsible water board
Oost Veluwe
Tieler- and Culemborger Waarden
Betuwe
Groot Maas and Waal
Groot Maas and Waal
Groot Maas and Waal
Gelderse Vallei and Eem
Groot Maas and Waal
Length
(km)
3.6
3.1
8.5
3.8
12.5
3.3
5.4
2.6
Subjected
to EIA?
Yesa
Noa, b, c
Nob
Yesc
No
No
Yes
Noc
a Experimental project with or without EIA.
b Project exempted from compulsory EIA in 1994.
c Project executed within the legal framework of the Delta Act on Large Rivers and therefore exempted from compulsory EIA.
River water management is the prime responsibility of the National Directorate-General of Public
Works and Water Management. Planning and execution procedures for river dike reinforcements,
however, are the responsibility of the regional water boards. Since the purpose of this study was not
to evaluate the way in which one particular regional water board deals with LNC values in river dike
reinforcement projects, projects carried out by different water boards were selected as often as pos-
sible. The projects selected, along with some characteristics, are listed in Table 1; their geographi-
cal location in the Dutch river district is shown in Figure 2.
Testing the audit model
In order to validate the audit model, relevant documents of the eight selected projects were
analysed and the MISs were calculated. In addition to the MISs, a mean index score (MMIS) over
the eight river dike reinforcement projects was calculated for each module. Beforehand, normative
values were assigned to three ranges of MMIS scores: an MMIS of 80 or more was valued as good;
an MMIS between 55 and 80 as sufficient; and an MMIS of less than 55 as insufficient. These nor-
mative value assessments (NVAs) can be regarded as estimations for the general degree to which
aspects of LNC value preservation are taken into account in river dike reinforcement projects.
Although the assignment of the weighting constants is described in detail by Huijbregts (1995) it
can still be regarded as being arbitrary. In order to examine the impact of the weighting constants
chosen, an indicative sensitivity analysis was carried out. For this purpose, the weighting constants
of all modules within a particular combined module were equated, thus considering each module
as being equally important for that particular combined module assessment, and alternative Final
indices 2 were calculated. This exercise was carried out in five variants (see also Figure 1):
· Variant 1, equating the weighting constants of the modules Landscape survey, Nature survey,
Cultural-historical survey and Soil and hydrology survey within the combined module LNC elements
survey.
· Variant 2, equating the weighting constants of the modules LNC elements survey, LNC elements
valuation, Effects prediction, Effects valuation and Technical design options within the combined
module Preparation.
· Variant 3, equating the weighting constants of the modules LNC values preservation, LNC values
restoration and compensation and Integration within the combined module Final design.
· Variant 4, equating the weighting constants of the modules Plan preparation, Final design and
Plan transparency within the Final index.
· Variant 5, in which all weighting constants were equated according to variants 1-4.
The results of these calculations were compared with the outcome of the calculations using the
original weighting constants (referred to below as the 0 variant). For each possible pair of variants,
the ranking obtained according to Final index 2 was tested using the Spearman rank correlation test
(Mendenhall, 1987).
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3 Results
The results of the audit model assessments for each separate project and module are given in Table
2. The assessments are accounted for in detail in Aarts and Van Turnhout (1994), Huijbregts
(1995), Bemelmans (1996) and Huijbregts and Lenders (1997). 
Table 2: MISs (0-100), MMISs (0-100) and NVAs per module and per project for eight river dike reinforcement projects.
It was found that five of the eight river dike reinforcement projects examined were scored as suffi-
cient with respect to the degree to which LNC values were taken into account. None of the projects
examined, however, were scored as good, while three of the projects were scored as insufficient.
Furthermore, it appeared that there were large differences between the aspects assessed (the mod-
ules’ NVAs ranged from insufficient to good). All of the four modules scored as insufficient showed
large differences between individual projects. The six modules scored as good showed minor dif-
ferences between projects. Furthermore, it appeared that within combined modules, high MISs
could compensate for low MISs. For instance, the high scores for the surveys of landscape and cul-
tural-historical elements, flora, and soil and hydrology characteristics meant that the low score for
the Fauna survey module (Ia2ii) did not appear in the LNC elements survey modules (Ia).
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Module no.a
Ia1
Ia2i
Ia2ii
Ia2 (CM)
Ia3
Ia4
Ia (CM)
Ib
Ic
Id
Ie
I (CM)
IIa
IIb
IIc
II (CM)
III
IV
V
Final index 1
NVAc Final index 1
Final index 2
NVAc Final index 2
River dike reinforcement projectb
BD
100
92
74
83
100
93
94
80
83
94
55
71
100
88
100
96
43
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
78
S
OW
100
82
0
42
100
100
82
76
52
52
74
70
73
94
100
82
79
59
80
74
S
76
S
KE
98
89
0
44
67
100
73
22
63
1
48
44
18
69
50
37
58
45
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
43
I
GN
76
68
28
48
79
93
70
41
49
52
19
36
0
88
100
36
29
67
36
40
I
35
I
WD
100
87
43
65
92
67
84
30
48
0
81
61
64
81
100
73
89
93
82
75
S
70
S
ED
73
84
0
42
91
100
72
46
47
0
33
37
18
38
100
32
4
33
32
31
I
30
I
GD
100
92
87
90
82
100
92
54
88
88
58
69
50
63
67
55
83
81
45
65
S
65
S
HW
87
78
58
68
78
50
75
39
63
31
81
66
50
63
67
55
63
67
36
58
S
61
S
MMIS
92
84
36
60
86
88
80
48
62
40
56
57
47
73
85
58
56
64
52
57
S
57
S
NVAc
G
G
I
S
G
G
G
I
S
I
S
S
I
S
G
S
S
S
S
S
S
a For module number, see Appendix A; CM, combined module.
b For projects abbreviations, see Table 1.
c NVA: G, Good; S, Sufficient; I: Insufficient.
n.a., not assessed.
The results of the indicative sensitivity analysis of the method are given in Table 3. It was found that
varying the assigned weighting constants within the ranges examined had little influence on the cal-
culated Final indices 2. When the scores were translated to a normative value (good, sufficient or
insufficient). only the calculation of the Final index 2 for the Bomendijk project (BD) according to
variant 2 yielded a different assessment in comparison with the 0 variant (good instead of sufficient).
This, however, is more an effect of the chosen levels for the NVA categories than a statistically sig-
nificant difference. The rankings also showed little variation. In fact, only the four projects ranked
highest according to the 0 variant showed differences in ranking order when their Final indices 2
were calculated according to the alternative variants. The Spearman ranking correlation test, how-
ever, showed that none of these rankings differed significantly from any of the others (p<0.01). This
means that by varying the weighting constants assigned, no significant differences in the NVAs of
a project as a whole, or in the ranking order between projects, are obtained. The NVAs of individ-
ual combined modules, however, can vary to a considerably greater degree.
Table 3: Final index 2 for eight river dike reinforcement projects, calculated according to the 0 variant and five alterna-
tive variants, differing in the assigned weighting constants for interconnecting modules.
4 Discussion and conclusions
The audit model
The primary objective of our research was to develop an audit model for the assessment of the
degree to which LNC values are taken into account in post-Boertien river dike reinforcement pro-
jects in comparison with an ideal and uniform standard, and to test the robustness of this model.
For this purpose, the projects selected had to differ as much as possible regarding the policy and
legal framework within which they were to be executed. The projects selected met these criteria very
well, since they represented extremes in the variety of post-Boertien reinforcement projects (Table
1). The test results show that the model allows these projects to be ranked at the degree to which
they take LNC values into account. The ranking order obtained was found not to be sensitive to
changes in the assigned weighting constants. Furthermore, applying the model showed that it
enables the user to analyse river dike reinforcement projects in detail regarding shortcomings in
different aspects of planning and to express this analysis in quantitative terms.
Although the model takes into account that specific information may not be available (by exclud-
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Variant
no.
0
1
2
3
4
5
River dike reinforcement projecta
BD
78
78
82
78
70
73
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(2)
OW
76
76
75
79
77
78
(2)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
KE
43
43
42
47
46
49
(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)
GN
35
35
39
46
34
46
(7)
(7)
(7)
(7)
(7)
(7)
WD
70
70
65
74
74
73
(3)
(3)
(4)
(3)
(2)
(4)
ED
30
31
31
39
24
32
(8)
(8)
(8)
(8)
(8)
(8)
GD
65
65
68
67
69
73
(4)
(4)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(3)
HW
61
61
58
63
62
60
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
The ranking number of the project per variant is given in parentheses.
a For abbreviations of the river dike stretches, see Table 1.
ing Sp scores in calculating the MISs), this lack of input leads to a decrease in the denominator in
Equation [1] and hence, to a more crude and less reliable index. Modules that consist of only a few
evaluation criteria (e.g. the Integration index) are particularly sensitive to lack of input. Therefore, in
order to ensure a certain level of reliability, using the model requires extensive input. In the case of
the present study, this meant that it was not enough to analyse only the river dike reinforcement
plans, but that the underlying research reports, reconstruction specifications, management plans
and even the minutes of consultation meetings had to be analysed. In general, this implies that the
audit model is not suitable for a quick scan of river dike reinforcement plans, and that proper use
of the model requires a labour-intensive process of data collection (approximately 1 month of work
for one person per project).
As mentioned above, the assignment of the weighting constants to individual modules can be
regarded as being arbitrary. This problem also occurs in other types of multi-criteria assessments
(cf Saaty, 1990). Other opinions concerning the relative importance of individual modules may lead
to the choice of different weighting constants and, as a consequence, to other outcomes for the cal-
culated MISs of the combined modules. The sensitivity analysis showed that realistic adjustments
in the assigned weighting constants did not lead to great differences in the NVAs of the Final index
of individual projects, nor in significantly different ranking orders. It may, however, influence the
NVAs of individual combined modules to a higher degree. Since a high MIS for one module can
compensate for a low MIS for another module within one particular combined module, the weight-
ing constants assigned to the modules are of great importance. Therefore, a consensus should be
reached as to the degree to which modules should contribute to the MISs of combined modules.
For this reason, the assessment results of the Grebbedijk (GD) and Hurwenen (HW) projects were
discussed with experts on river dike reinforcement (consulting engineers and civil servants of both
provincial authorities and water boards) by Bemelmans and Van de Laar (1997). The results of the
assessments of the other projects were submitted to the responsible authorities for criticism. In
both cases, the comments received led to minor adjustments in individual project assessments,
but not to a revision of the weighting constants. However, in order to guarantee consensus on eval-
uation results and to gain public support for river dike reinforcement planning, the assignment of
weighting constants should be carried out in advance by all parties involved (including environ-
mental pressure groups). For this purpose, formalised panel methods are available, such as the
Delphi method (Benaire, 1988) or the analytic hierarchy process (Saaty, 1990).
The significance of the model for LNC value preservation in 
river dike reinforcement planning
From the test results, it can be concluded that five of the eight examined projects were assessed as
sufficient. This is regarded as an improvement in comparison with the pre-Boertien era (Aarts and
Van Turnhout, 1994). It was expected beforehand that in particular (compulsory) EIA projects and
projects with other forms of public participation would obtain high scores. From Final index 2 it can
be concluded that this expectation was found to be true for three of the four projects examined.
Furthermore, it was expected that projects whose execution was speeded up as a result of the Delta
Act on Large Rivers would obtain low scores. This, however, was found to be true only for the
Gameren-Nieuwaal (GN) project, which interestingly, is a project for which a voluntary EIA had
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already been carried out. The reinforcement plans for the Weurt-Deest (WD) and Erlecomse Dam
West (ED) projects were also expected to obtain low scores, since the plans for these projects only
had to be adjusted in accordance with the Boertien Commission’s recommendations. This also ap-
peared to be only partially true. The WD project even turned out to be one of the highest scoring
projects. Aarts and Van Turnhout (1994) compared the post-Boertien reinforcement plans for both
projects with those drawn up before the Boertien Commission’s recommendations were adopted.,
using a late prototype of the audit model. They found a 93% increase in the Final index for the WD
project, while the Final index for the ED project only showed an 8% increase. This is even more
remarkable if one considers that the same water board drew up both plans. Therefore, it appears
that there are large differences in adjusting individual river dike reinforcement plans to the Boertien
Commission’s recommendations.
The tests resulted in insufficient NVAs for four modules. The relatively low MMIS for the Fauna sur-
vey module (Ia2ii) in comparison with other survey modules is in agreement with experiences in
dealing with fauna in (other) EIAs (Drees and Huitema, 1996). The low MMISs for LNC elements
valuation (lb) and Effects valuation (Id) can probably be attributed to negligence regarding the
necessity of these steps for a sound procedure of taking into account the different significances of
individual LNC elements and the impact of potential measures on them. These steps are particu-
larly important, since decisions on the use of advanced construction tactics according to the smart
design strategy should be based on the values assigned to LNC elements and the expected impact
(e.g. irreversible damage) of the river dike reinforcement on these elements. Finally, the relatively
low MMIS for the LNC values preservation module (IIa) is striking. Restoring damage caused by the
river dike reinforcement and compensation often seem to be regarded as alternatives to preserva-
tion. However, some LNC values (particularly cultural-historical values) cannot be compensated
for. Moreover, this is not in accordance with the selective smart design strategy, which implies that
LNC values should be preserved rather than compensated for (Commissie Toetsing
Uitgangspunten Rivierdijkversterkingen, 1993).
In general, it can be concluded that the test results show that the model is an appropriate instru-
ment for revealing differences between individual projects and for detecting, in detail, shortcom-
ings in subsequent phases of planning. From the results, suggestions for improvements in future
planning processes can be derived (e.g. more attention for fauna surveys, LNC elements valuation
and effects valuation). In our study, the model was used as an ex-posterior evaluation tool. It can,
however, just as easily be used as an ex-ante analysis tool for decision makers and environmental
and local pressure groups. Plan managers can use the model during the planning process to check
whether all necessary steps for LNC value preservation have been taken. In this respect, the model
can have a surplus value in comparison with an EIA or the technical guidelines of the Technical
Advisory Committee on Water Defences (TAW, 1994a,b,c,d,e). The necessity to actually use the
model in this manner arises from the fact that three of the eight projects examined were assessed
as being insufficient. Although the audit model was specifically developed for post-Boertien river
dike reinforcement projects along the River Rhine in the Netherlands, the basic principles of the
method can also be applied to similar projects along other rivers or even in other countries, such
as France, Germany, Poland and the USA, where recent high water problems also necessitate river
dike reinforcement. In this case, however, the method needs adjustments in accordance with the
specific circumstances as regards, for example, the nature of LNC elements, LNC element valua-
tion, and river dike reinforcement planning policies and procedures in these countries.
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APPENDIX A
Characteristics and contents of the final index and the modules I to V. For uncombined modules,
the maximum ΣSp is given
Final index
The Final index is a highly integrated indicator of the extent to which a river dike reinforcement pro-
ject takes LNC values into account. This index includes five MISs: Preparation index, Final design
index, Plan transparency index, Execution index and LNC values management index. For some of the
projects, examined building specifications and/or LNC values management plans (necessary for
the calculations of the last two MISs) were not available during our study. Therefore, calculation of
this index (Final index 1) was not always possible, and an alternative index for all examined projects
was calculated. This alternative index (Final index 2) is based on the first three MISs only.
I. Preparation
The Preparation index involves an assessment of the manner in which a project is prepared with
regard to LNC value preservation. The LNC elements must be mapped and valued. Possible effects
of reinforcement measures on the LNC values must be predicted and their impact assessed. Finally,
relevant technical design options that may lead to preservation of LNC values must be surveyed.
Ia. LNC elements survey
The LNC elements survey index is calculated using four MISs: the Landscape survey index, the Nature
survey index, the Cultural-historical survey index and the Soil and hydrology survey index.
La1. Landscape survey (ΣSp = 44)
Using the Landscape survey index it is determined, on the basis of 19 criteria, whether typical river-
related landscape elements (e.g. small-scale clay pits, side channels, low willow grounds and pools)
are mapped, and if so, whether this survey is sufficiently detailed and recent.
Ia2. Nature survey
The Nature survey index is comprised of two MISs: the Flora survey index and the Fauna survey index.
The division into two modules was made because of suspected differences between flora and fauna
surveys and their different roles in river dike construction planning and execution.
Ia2i. Flora survey (ΣSp = 100)
Using the Flora survey index it is determined, on the basis of 14 criteria, whether (river-related) flora
species are mapped, whether all possible data resources are consulted, and whether these surveys
are sufficiently detailed and recent.
la2ii. Fauna survey (ΣSp = 150)
Using the Fauna survey index it is determined, on the basis of 22 criteria, whether a limited list of
river-related fauna species (butterflies, amphibians, birds and mammals) are mapped, whether all
possible data resources are consulted, and whether these surveys are sufficiently detailed and
recent.
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Ia3. Cultural-historical survey (ΣSp = 75)
Using the Cultural-historical survey index it is determined, on the basis of 26 criteria, whether cul-
tural-historical elements (e.g. typical river dike houses, old pumping stations and sluices, fortifica-
tions and ruins) are mapped, whether all possible data resources are consulted, and whether these
surveys are sufficiently detailed and recent.
Ia4. Soil and hydrology survey (ΣSp = 40)
The Soil and hydrology index includes eight criteria concerning the survey of river dike topsoil char-
acteristics and the hydrology of scour-holes and oxbow lakes. Questions are asked concerning the
quality of these surveys.
lb. LNC elements valuation (ΣSp = 100)
Mapping of LNC elements alone is not sufficient as a basis for decision making. Some LNC ele-
ments are more valuable than others. Valuation of elements can be carried out according to sever-
al methods. The index of this module is based on 24 criteria concerning questions relating to
whether a valuation of LNC elements has taken place, whether an appropriate valuation method
was used, and whether the valuation was carried out soundly.
Ic. Effects prediction (ΣSp = 88)
In this module, 17 criteria are used to examine whether all possible effects of all relevant alterna-
tives of the river dike reinforcement on all LNC values are predicted and whether these predictions
were carried out according to the best methods possible.
Id. Effects valuation (ΣSp = 88)
Predicting the effects of river dike reinforcement alternatives on LNC elements is not sufficient for
sound decisions regarding the use of possible advanced construction techniques. An insight into
the impact of the reinforcement alternatives on LNC elements (i.e. effects valuation) is required.
This impact is dependent on both the value of the LNC elements in question and the nature of the
effect predicted (e.g. temporary, or permanent and irreversible effects). By means of 17 criteria,
whether an effects valuation was carried out, and if so, whether an appropriate method was used
and applied soundly is determined.
le. Technical design options (ΣSp = 41)
Using 14 criteria, whether all relevant advanced construction techniques (i.e. technical design
options) for preserving LNC elements were taken into consideration is determined.
II. Final design
The Final design index consists of three modules. The LNC values preservation index is considered to
be of more importance than the LNC values restoration and compensation index, since the recom-
mendations of the Boertien Commission imply that preservation of LNC values should have priori-
ty over restoration (of damage caused by the river dike reinforcement) or compensation. Some LNC
values cannot be repaired, compensated for or newly developed. This applies particularly to spe-
cific landscape and cultural-historical elements. Natural values can be restored or compensated for
more easily (e.g. species-rich grasslands; Liebrand and Sykora, 1996).
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lIa. LNC values preservation (ΣSp = 110)
This module consists of five criteria concerning the preservation of LNC values. These criteria are
used to determine whether LNC values are actually preserved as much as possible and whether
choices concerning the abandoning of LNC values are based on sound arguments and made under
the supervision of (external) experts.
lIb. LNC values restoration and compensation (ΣSp = 80)
In this module, whether options concerning restoration or compensation of LNC elements whose
preservation is considered not to be possible within the project are fully investigated and whether
restoration or compensation measures, if relevant, are carried out is determined.
IIc. Integration (ΣSp = 30)
The integration index is used to examine whether the project is integrated into other relevant envi-
ronmental planning policies, such as nature development and reallotment projects.
III. Plan transparency (ΣSp = 75)
In order to allow local citizens and environmentalists to participate fully in the project, relevant
information should be easily accessible. For this reason, the actual plan should be clear and com-
prehensible, especially with respect to problems concerning the preservation of specific LNC val-
ues and a justification of the choices made. In this module, the extent to which the plan meets
these criteria is determined.
IV. Execution (ΣSp = 145)
The Execution index indicates whether the project plans and/or the building specifications include
measures and guidelines to comply with LNC values during the execution of the project. Whether
the execution is appropriately supervised and whether the project involves an evaluation plan for
LNC values preservation is determined.
V. LNC values management (ΣSp = 110)
Finally, the LNC values management index is used to determine whether the project provides appro-
priate management measures for valuable LNC elements after execution of river dike reinforcement
plans.
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Abstract
The SPEAR audit model (SPreadsheet application for the Ecological Audits of Riverbank recon-
struction planning) was developed to enable quantitative ex-ante and ex-post evaluations of the
process and reconstruction designs riverbank reconstruction projects aimed at improving the eco-
logical value of these riverbanks. Evaluations offer opportunities for optimisation of such projects.
Applying SPEAR to ten riverbank reconstruction projects along the rivers Rhine and Meuse in The
Netherlands showed that the model met the objective very well. By comparing the model’s out-
comes with normative standards, it was found that two projects were rated as good, four as suffi-
cient and four as insufficient. Further analysis showed that there are strong correlations between
the planning process - especially the inventory of the present biotic and abiotic conditions, the
inventory of societal demands and preferences and the drawing up of a target image - and the
expected ecological benefits after execution. As SPEAR is not a location-specific model, it can be
applied with relative ease in other river basins as well.
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1 Introduction
The ecological significance of natural riverbanks within river systems is enormous. They are ecotones
between the river channel and the adjacent floodplains (Schiemer & Zalewski, 1992; Trauttmansdorff,
1996) and serve as transition zones for several ecological processes in the river system (Osborne &
Kovacic, 1993; Schiemer & Zalewski, 1992). Furthermore, they offer habitats for more or less spe-
cialised species (Darveau et al., 1995; Evrard & Michaa, 1995; Morrison et al., 1994; Nilsson &
Jansson, 1995; Samways & Steytler, 1996; Sanders & Edge, 1998) and function as longitudinal as well
as transversal ecological corridors (Burbrink et al., 1998; Nilsson & Jansson, 1995; Tockner et al.,
1999; Ward, 1998). At present, the banks of the main river systems in The Netherlands, viz. the rivers
Rhine and Meuse, like those in many other countries, are functioning in a far from ecologically sound
way. For the sake of various nautical and agricultural interests, most riverbanks have been stabilised,
resulting in deterioration of their natural characteristics. Along the River IJssel (a Dutch branch of the
River Rhine) up to 85% of the length of the banks has been stabilised by means of riprap (Beekmans
et al., 1992). Likewise, in Belgium only 9% of the length of the banks of the Border Meuse has a nat-
ural substrate and only 33% a natural profile (Vanacker et al., 1998).
As part of the ecological rehabilitation of river systems in The Netherlands, two major programmes
have been developed that aim to improve the ecological functioning of riverbanks. The “Oeverture”
programme for the Dutch branches of the River Rhine was presented in 1993 (“oever” is the Dutch
word for “bank”). Under this programme, 538 kilometres of riverbanks along the Rhine branches
are being considered for ecological riverbank reconstruction, i.e. approximately 90% of the total
length of riverbanks along the Dutch part of the River Rhine (Ministry of Public Works, 1993). The
Programme for Ecologically Sound Riverbanks for the River Meuse involves the reconstruction of
360 kilometres of riverbank stretches (Overkamp & Verbraak, 1994).
River management policies in The Netherlands aim to link ecological riverbank reconstruction with
other large-scale river works such as shipping channel improvement, flood risk reduction and eco-
logical rehabilitation of entire floodplain areas. Full riverbank restoration, however, is hardly ever a
realistic option, since the river and its banks have to fulfil other functions as well (Lenders et al., 1998;
Petts et al., 1989). Some of these functions are rooted in Dutch riverine legislation (particularly navi-
gation, safeguarding against flood risks and free discharge of water, ice and sediment) and are
referred to as hard boundary conditions for reconstruction. All other functions can be characterised
as (soft) preferences. Particularly the nautical, safety and agricultural interests appear to impose con-
straints on full restoration. To guarantee the river’s navigability, maximum riverbank vegetation
heights have been set, especially on inside river bends. Furthermore, intensive shipping traffic caus-
es unnatural surges known to affect vegetation development (Coops et al., 1996; Coops & Van der
Velde, 1996) and riverbank stability (Nanson et al., 1994). Hydrodynamic and geomorphologic
processes associated with the river are not allowed to proceed close to river dikes, especially in out-
side river bends, in order to guarantee river dike stability. Since many floodplains will continue to func-
tion as agricultural grounds, the spatial demands of natural riverbank processes can rarely be fully
met. Finally, ecological riverbank reconstruction often encounters practical problems concerning the
acquisition of land and how to deal with heavily contaminated floodplain soils. To address such con-
straints, several types of multifunctional riverbank constructions have been developed and tested,
both in The Netherlands and abroad (Beekmans et al., 1992; Dwyer et al., 1997; O’Laughlin & Belt,
1995; Schultz et al., 1995; Trimble, 1997; Watson et al., 1997). Opportunities and constraints for eco-
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logical riverbank reconstruction are different for each river branch, depending on societal functions
assigned to that particular branch, and for each location (e.g. inside or outside river bends). Societal
functions should be taken into consideration in an early stage of planning (Beekmans et al., 1992; Lee
et al., 1997; Piégay et al., 1997; Simons & Boeters, 1998). For this purpose, the Dutch Institute for
Inland Water Management and Waste Water Treatment (RIZA) has drawn up a general guideline that
can be used to optimise the ecological interests in riverbank reconstruction (Figure 1). However, a
systematic and quantitative method for (ex-ante or ex-post) audits of the reconstruction planning
process of individual projects with respect to ecological interests optimisation was lacking.
Evaluation of the planning process can contribute to improvement of execution plans and allows
lessons for future planning procedures to be learned. At the same time, such a method could pos-
sibly serve as a more detailed guideline for ecological riverbank reconstruction planning. The aim
of our study was to develop a SPreadsheet application for the Ecological Audits of Riverbank recon-
struction planning (SPEAR) and to test its efficacy. By applying SPEAR to ten representative recon-
struction plans, we aimed to obtain insight in the state of the art of ecological riverbank planning
in The Netherlands.
2 Materials and methods
In constructing SPEAR, we adopted the approach described in Lenders et al. (1999) for auditing the
degree of preservation of landscape, natural and cultural-historical values in river dike reinforce-
ment planning. This method comprises hierarchical and modular assessments, expressed by
means of indices, on the basis of criteria concerning all aspects of the planning process that are
relevant from an ecological point of view. Three consecutive stages can be distinguished in river-
bank reconstruction planning (Figure 2).
I) Design preparation,
II) Design and
III) Preparation for execution and aftercare.
Assessment criteria for the Design preparation stage were directly derived from the guidelines drawn
up by the Dutch Institute for Inland Water Management and Waste Water Treatment, RIZA (Peters
et al., 1991). This stage comprises all steps necessary to draw up a well-designed blueprint for eco-
logically sound riverbanks.
The criteria for the two subsequent stages were derived from a literature search and from interviews
with national experts in the field of riverbank reconstruction. The Design stage involves the drawing
up of the riverbank reconstruction blueprints, while the Execution and aftercare stage involves the
formulation of technical guidelines for materials to be used, of execution and management direc-
tives, and of evaluation and monitoring schemes (cf also Simons & Boeters, 1998).
Within these three stages, thirty hierarchically ordered modules were distinguished (see Figure 2
and Annex A). Each module represents an aspect of an optimal ecological riverbank reconstruction
planning process and comprises a number of criteria by means of which it can be assessed to what
extent that particular aspect is taken into consideration.
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As mentioned before, full restoration of riverbanks in The Netherlands is not realistic, because the
river system and its surrounding area have to fulfil other functions as well (Lenders et al., 1998;
Petts et al., 1989). There are extensive discussions going on regarding the meaning of different
terms and concepts relating to ecological recovery from different disciplinary angles (ecology, envi-
ronmental sciences, philosophy, et cetera). There is, hence, no consensus on the best strategy to
apply (Jordan et al., 1988; Katz, 1992, 1996; Lenders et al., 1998; Muhar et al., 1995; Overkamp &
Verbraak, 1994; Rhoades et al., 1999; Scherer, 1995; Tapsell, 1995). Nevertheless, a full or, in some
cases, even partial return to a ‘pre-disturbance’ state of riverbanks does not seem to be a viable
option. The river system of reference for ecological riverbank reconstruction planning, therefore,
can best be one of a system theoretical kind. The assessment of the ecological soundness of river-
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Figure 1: Guidelines for optimisation of ecological interests in riverbank reconstruction projects (altered from
Peters et al., 1991).
bank designs is accordingly measured by means of abstract, but generally accepted criteria for eco-
logical structure and functioning. The modules that together represent the Design stage comprise
assessment criteria in the form of relative simple indices concerning naturalness, ecotope rarity,
ecotope diversity, connectivity and habitat quality (see also Annex B). These relatively abstract cri-
teria also ensure that assessments made by means of SPEAR of different stretches of riverbanks (in
different parts of different, but comparable, river basins) can be compared with each other.
A Module Index Score (MIS), ranging from 0 to 100, can be calculated for each module (see Annex
B). The MISs reflect the degree to which the criteria for each particular module have been met. A
high MIS means that most or all of the criteria have been met and that maximum optimisation has
been obtained with regard to that particular aspect. A low MIS means that only a few or none of the
criteria have been met and that opportunities for optimisation have not been fully utilised.
Beforehand, normative values were assigned to three ranges of MIS scores: a MIS of 75 or more
was valued as good, a MIS between 55 and 75 as sufficient and a MIS of less than 55 as insufficient.
These assessments are referred to as Normative Value Assessments (NVAs).
Of the thirty modules twenty-four are so-called ‘basic’ modules for which MISs can directly be cal-
culated from the criteria. The remaining six modules are ‘higher level’ modules. ‘Basic’ modules
that are related as far as their content is concerned, together constitute these ‘higher level’ mod-
ules. The ‘basic’ modules, for example, in which the assessments take place of the degree to which
inventories of plant species, birds, mammals, other species and ecotopes have been carried out
(modules lA1a through lA1e), together assemble the ‘higher level’ module of (inventory of) Biotic
values (IA1).
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Figure 2: Hierarchical system of SPEAR modules with module codes, module names, and weighting constants;
outlined boxes = content modules; shaded boxes = process modules. For further explanation: see text.
In addition to the MISs of the thirty modules, a Final index (Fl) can be calculated from ‘lower level’
modules to allow an integrated evaluation of riverbank reconstruction planning. Furthermore, two
variants of this final index can be distinguished, viz., a final process index (FPI), reflecting the extent
to which an optimal planning process has been used and a final content index (FCI), reflecting the
extent to which the reconstruction design is expected to actually contribute to a better ecological
functioning. The last two indices are calculated based on relevant ‘lower level’ modules only.
Annex B explains the method used to calculate MISs of hierarchically higher modules from the
‘lower level’ MISs. In order to combine ‘lower level’ MISs into ‘higher level’ MISs in a way that prop-
erly reflects the significance of each ‘lower level’ index, weighting constants were assigned to each
module (see Figure 2). For the modules that together constitute the Design-module (II), weighting
constants were determined based on individual weight assignment by a panel of eight national
experts in the field of ecological riverbank reconstruction. All experts consulted were emploved by
research institutes, consultancy firms and river management authorities dealing with, or responsi-
ble for, the ecological rehabilitation of rivers. The relative weight of each module was determined
by averaging the weights individually assigned. The other weighting constants were assigned based
on the best professional judgement of the authors, following the principles mentioned in Annex B.
All weighting constants assigned were subsequently presented to the expert panel for evaluation.
The members of the panel regarded the assignment of weighting constants as appropriate.
SPEAR was applied to ten ecological riverbank reconstruction projects along branches of the rivers
Rhine and Meuse in The Netherlands. Two projects were selected for each main river branch of the
rivers Rhine (Nederrijn, Lek, Waal and IJssel) and two for the river Meuse. The projects selected, along
with some characteristics, are listed in Table 1; their geographical location is shown in Figure 3.
Table 1: The riverbank reconstruction projects selected for assessment, with some characteristics.
The construction plans for the projects were analysed and MISs were calculated. In addition to the
MISs, a mean index score (MMIS) over the ten riverbank reconstruction plans was calculated for
each module.
To examine the impact of the weighting constants on the final indices, an indicative sensitivity
analysis was carried out. For this purpose, the weighting constants of all modules within a partic-
ular combined module were equated, thus considering each module equally important, and alter-
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Length 
(in metres)
1,000
850
2,300
1,200
1,800
1,150
1,650
3,200
3,600
1,000
17,750
Nr. Project
1 Opijnen
2 Loevestein
3 Duursche Waarden
4 Ossenwaard
5 Blauwe Kamer
6 Amerongse Bovenpolder
7 Grote Bol
8 Bosscherwaarden
9 Batenburg
10 Ossenkamp
Total
Abbreviation
OP
LV
DW
OW
BK
AB
GB
BW
BB
OK
Situation
Waal
Waal
IJssel
IJssel
Nederrijn
Nederrijn
Lek
Lek
Meuse
Meuse
Year of design
1993
1993
1994
1995
1993
1997
1994
1995
1996
1998
native Final indices were calculated. This exercise was carried out in eight variants (Table 2). The
results of the calculations according to each variant were compared with the outcome of the cal-
culations using the original weighting constants (referred to below as Variant 0). The analysis took
only the three types of Final indices (Fl, FPI and FCI) into consideration. The final indices according
to each variant (1 to 8) were compared with Variant 0 following a two-step procedure. Firstly, vari-
ants were compared with regard to the ranking of each project plan within a variant (Spearman rank
correlation test, one-tailed test). In this way, it was tested whether the assignment of different
weighting constants had a significant influence on the relative position of each project assessed in
relation to the other projects. Secondly, the Wilcoxon signed rank test (two-tailed test) was used to
test whether the assignment of different weighting constants led to significantly different relative
frequency distributions or, in other words, whether the assignment of different weighting constants
led to significantly and systematically higher or lower assessments for the final indices per project.
To determine whether there was a correlation between individual, independent modules, the MIS
scores over the projects were analysed by means of a two-tailed Spearman rank correlation test
(Mendenhall, 1987). This allowed us to examine whether there were indications for causal relations
between modules, for example, between the Inventory of biotic values (module IA1) and the Final
Content Index (FCI).
All methodological and assessment procedures as ascribed above are fully accounted for in detail
in De Nooij (1999).
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Figure 3: Geographical location in the Netherlands of the ten riverbank reconstruction projects assessed
using SPEAR.
Table 2: Variants of SPEAR for which calculations of final indices were calculated.
3 Results
The outcomes of the SPEAR model applications for each individual project and module are listed
in Table 3. It was found that two of the ten riverbank reconstruction projects examined were rated
as good in terms of the Final Indices (Fl), four were rated as sufficient and four as insufficient. The
average assessment of the ten projects examined was rated as sufficient. In terms of the scores for
the Final Process Indices (FPI), only two projects were rated as insufficient and two were scored as
good. The average score for FPI was sufficient. With regard to the Final Content Indices (FCI) six pro-
jects were scored as insufficient and two as good. The average score for FCI, however, was still suffi-
cient. Furthermore, large differences were found between the individual modules assessed (the
modules’ NVAs ranged from insufficient to good). Testing with the Spearman rank correlation test
(two-tailed test) did not reveal significant developments of MISs over time for the ten projects
selected.
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Variant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Modules whose weighting constants were equated
(original weighting constant)
I. Design preparation (3)
II. Design (5)
III. Execution and aftercare (3)
IA. Inventory of the present situation (1)
IB. Inventory of societal demands and preferences (1)
IC. Reference image (1)
ID. Problem definition (2)
IE. Target images
IF. Design criteria (2)
IIA. Naturalness (7.2)
IIB. Rarity (3.8)
IIC. Diversity (3.8)
IID. Connectivity (7.0)
IIE. Habitat quality (6.5)
IIIA. Operating procedure (4)
IIIB. Construction material (1)
IIIC. Management (4)
IIID. Evaluation and monitoring (1)
IA1. Inventory of biotic values (2)
IA2. Inventory of physical conditions (5)
IA3. Inventory of chemical quality (5)
IA4. Inventory of autonomous developments (2)
IE1. Preparation (2)
IE2. Choice of target image (1)
IE3. Targets (4)
IA1a. Inventory of plant species (4)
IA1b. Inventory of birds (2)
IA1c. Inventory of mammals (2)
IA1d. Inventory of other species (1)
IA1e. Inventory of ecotopes (4)
All modules mentioned above
Module within which weighting 
constants were equated
Final indices
I. Design preparation
II. Design
III. Execution and aftercare
IA. Inventory of the present situation
IE. Target images
IA1. Inventory of biotic values
All modules mentioned above
NVAd
S
S
S
S
S
I
S
S
I
I
I
S
G
I
S
I
S
S
S
S
S
G
S
S
I
G
I
S
S
I
I
G
S
Project per river branchb
The MMISs of ten modules were rated as insufficient. Remarkably low mean scores (less than 40.0)
were obtained for the modules IA1c (Inventory of mammals), IA1d (Inventory of other species), IA1e
(Inventory of ecotopes), IA4 (Inventory of autonomous developments), IIB (Rarity, assessed contribu-
tion to the development of rare ecotopes) and IIIB (Construction material, the drawing up of guide-
lines for construction materials to be used). In the case of module IA1d, this low score does not
have any effect on the assessment of ‘higher level’ modules, since it is only taken into considera-
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MISa
FI
FPI
FCI
I
IA
IA1
IA1a
IA1b
IA1c
IA1d
IA1e
IA2
IA3
IA4
IB
IC
ID
IE
IE1
IE2
IE3
IF
II
IIA
IIB
IIC
IID
IIE
III
IIIA
IIIB
IIIC
IIID
Waal
OP
48.0
53.9
45.3
54.6
48.8
26.3
78.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
40.5
85.7
0.0
32.9
38.3
45.0
45.4
60.5
87.4
27.3
100.0
42.9
40.0
27.5
66.5
0.0
81.3
50.0
33.3
n.a.e
66.7
50.0
LV
53.7
61.8
50.5
58.2
65.9
32.5
84.9
12.5
12.5
0.0
0.0
71.4
85.7
35.7
66.4
0.0
60.0
43.2
65.0
36.2
34.0
100.0
42.4
60.6
31.2
33.5
15.0
65.6
68.0
33.3
66.7
100.0
80.0
IJssel
DW
67.5
65.4
66.6
66.5
74.5
57.4
64.7
100.0
36.7
14.3
50.0
85.7
100.0
0.0
70.9
39.2
60.0
61.2
72.7
81.3
50.4
88.3
78.7
85.0
40.4
100.0
100.0
53.1
49.9
22.2
100.0
62.5
60.0
OW
64.5
65.1
64.0
78.1
76.0
58.8
76.5
100.0
0.0
0.0
50.0
70.2
100.0
47.6
77.6
69.2
70.0
72.9
86.4
59.3
69.5
100.0
69.6
95.0
36.9
83.5
80.0
37.5
42.2
33.3
0.0
72.2
0.0
Nederrijn
BK
46.7
52.9
44.9
51.5
32.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
41.7
50.0
0.0
66.7
33.3
50.0
49.1
56.9
42.9
46.8
67.3
37.0
43.1
18.4
67.0
11.1
43.8
57.9
71.4
33.3
50.0
60.0
AB
58.7
72.3
53.1
68.8
66.5
31.2
61.2
65.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
88.1
85.7
0.0
60.7
50.0
75.0
53.5
71.9
55.8
43.8
100.0
50.1
58.0
29.1
83.5
10.0
68.8
62.9
44.4
66.7
73.7
90.0
Lek
BW
53.0
58.4
51.6
52.1
65.7
49.1
70.3
85.7
0.0
0.0
33.3
64.3
100.0
0.0
55.3
16.7
72.2
29.2
51.0
38.1
16.0
75.6
48.8
74.9
62.0
66.5
11.1
37.5
60.8
50.0
n.a.
64.3
90.0
GB
56.1
74.0
51.7
68.8
36.9
68.9
93.2
87.5
0.0
14.3
83.3
73.8
0.0
4.5
55.2
69.2
70.0
64.9
80.6
83.1
52.6
95.9
44.8
54.2
38.0
50.0
10.0
71.4
62.3
50.0
0.0
80.8
100.0
Meuse
BB
83.0
84.9
82.7
81.9
70.1
50.2
76.4
83.3
83.3
14.3
0.0
76.2
85.7
35.7
100.0
97.5
50.0
83.8
81.1
97.9
81.5
100.0
81.1
59.6
48.9
100.0
100.0
87.5
87.3
71.4
n.a.
100.0
100.0
OK
88.5
91.3
87.4
89.6
90.3
57.3
92.7
25.0
100.0
0.0
16.7
100.0
100.0
75.0
100.0
80.4
75.0
91.6
95.6
100.0
87.5
100.0
81.0
76.0
54.6
100.0
100.0
65.6
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
MMISc
N=10
62.0
68.0
59.8
67.0
62.8
43.2
69.9
56.0
23.3
4.3
23.3
71.2
79.3
19.9
68.6
49.4
62.7
59.5
72.2
68.2
50.9
92.7
57.6
64.6
38.7
75.1
43.7
61.2
64.1
51.0
36.7
77.0
73.0
a MIS = module Index Scores; FI = Final Index; FPI = Final Process Index; FCI = Final Content Index; for other module
codes, see Figure 2.
b For project abbreviations, see Table 1.
c MMIS = Mean Module Index Score.
d NVA = Normative Value Assessment; G = Good; S = Sufficient; I = Insufficient.
e n.a. = not applicable.
Table 3: Module Index Scores, Mean Module Index Scores and Normative Values Assessment per module and per
project for ten ecological riverbank reconstruction projects.
tion if it contributes in a positive way to riverbank reconstruction design (see Annex B). Only four
of the thirty-three modules were rated as good. Remarkably high scores (higher than 90) were
obtained only for module IF (formulation of Design criteria). The MISs of individual projects show
that it is possible to achieve high scores for most modules. Of the twenty-four basic modules, thir-
teen scored a hundred in one or more projects, while four modules scored at least ninety in one
ore more projects and three modules scored at least eighty in one or more projects. The scores for
the basic modules lA1d (Inventory of other species), IA4 (Inventory of autonomous developments), ID
(Problem definition) and IIB (Rarity) never exceeded eighty. Three of these four modules score at
least sufficient in one or more projects. Only the score for module lA1d did not exceed the thresh-
old for a sufficient normative assessment in any project. This shows that in nearly all cases it is pos-
sible to achieve a NVA score of sufficient or good.
Table 4: Level of correlation (rs) according to the Spearman rank correlation test, of independent modules with the
Final Process Index (FPI) and the Final Content Index (FCI), calculated on the basis of Module Index Scores (MIS) of
ten riverbank reconstruction projects.
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Index
Final Process Index
Final Content Index
I. Design preparation
lA. Inventory of the present situation
IA1. Inventory of biotic values
IA1a. Inventory of plants species
IA1b. Inventory of birds
IA1c. Inventory of mammals
IA1d. Inventory of other species
IA1e. Inventory of ecotopes
IA2. Inventory of physical conditions
IA3. Inventory of chemical quality
IA4. Inventory of autonomous developments
IB. Inventory of societal demands and preferences
IC. Drawing up of a reference image
ID. Problem definition
IE. Drawing up of target images
IE1. Preparation
IE2. Choice for a target image
IE3. Drawing up of targets in qualitative and quantitative terms
IF. Formulation of design criteria
II. Design
IIA. Naturalness of riverbank
IIB. Rarity of ecotope types
IIC. Diversity of ecotope types
IID. Contribution to longitudinal and transversal connectivity
IIE. Habitat quality of riverbank
III. Execution and aftercare
IIIA. Operating procedure
IIIB. Construction material
IIIC. Management
IIID. Evaluation and monitoring
rs
FPI
n.a.
.88**
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
.78*
.33
.21
.53
.48
.42
n.a.
.35
n.a.
.23
n.a.
FCI
.88**
n.a.
.89**
.87**
.65*
.19
.55
.70*
.42
.34
.82**
.53
.56
.72*
.78*
.44
.82**
.84**
.61
.77*
.38
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
.48
* = significant correlation (P<0.05); ** = highly significant correlation (p<0.01); n.a. = not assessed, modules are not inde-
pendent.
Table 4 shows the Spearman rank correlation coefficients for independent modules with the Final
Process Index (FPI) and the Final Content Index (FCI). Correlation coefficients between all other inde-
pendent modules were also calculated, but these have not been included in Table 4. If relevant, these
coefficients are mentioned below. Table 4 shows that there is a strong correlation between FCI and
FPI, implying that there might be a causal relation between the extensiveness and quality of the
process of riverbank reconstruction planning and the (expected) actual contribution of the design to
the ecological functioning of the riverbank section involved. The correlation between FPI and the
Design module (comprising the ecological indices) also supports this statement. Furthermore, the
FCI is strongly correlated to the ‘process module’ Inventory of the present situation (and, more specif-
ically, to the Inventory of the physical conditions and the Inventory of Biotic values). In the positive cor-
relation between the FCI and the Inventory of biotic values, it is especially the correlation with Inventory
of mammals, which is remarkable. Further examination (not shown in Table 4) proved that this corre-
lation could be largely attributed to a highly significant correlation between the Inventory of mammals
and the contribution of the design to the improvement of Connectivity (rs= 0.83; p<0.0l).
Furthermore, the FCI was highly correlated with the drawing up of Target images (the embodiment
of feasible policy and management goals), implying that this aspect of the planning process may
be very important for a good design. The sub-aspects Preparation (the drawing up of alternative
solutions to the problems detected) and the drawing up of Targets in qualitative as well as quanti-
tative terms seem to be of particular importance for an ecologically sound design. Target images
appear to be highly correlated with the drawing up of Reference images (embodiment of ecological-
ly ideal solutions)( rs= 0.80; p<0.01) and, to a lesser degree, with the Inventory of societal demands
and preferences (rs= 0.71; p<0.05)(both correlations not shown in Table 4). The FCI is also positive-
ly correlated with the Inventory of societal demands and preferences (rs= 0.72; p<0.05).
Table 5: Results of Spearman rank correlation test and Wilcoxon signed rank test for comparison between the Final
Indices (FI), the Final Process Indices (FPI) and the Final Content Indices (FCI) calculated according to eight variants, as
compared to SPEAR Variant 0.
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Spearman rank correlation test : ** = variant significantly correlated with Variant 0, with p<0.01; * = ditto with p<0.05.
Wilcoxon signed rank test: - = no significantly different frequency distribution as compared with Variant 0; ** = significantly 
different frequency distribution as compared with Variant 0 with p<0.01; * = ditto with p<0.05;      = average indices lower;      
     = average indices higher. Boxed cells: by definition 100% correlated with Variant 0 (Spearman rank correlation test) and by 
definition not significantly different frequency distribution (Wilcoxon signed rank test) compared to Variant 0, as the variant 
concerned has no influence on the index in question.
The results of the analysis of the SPEAR variants (in which different constants of weight were
assigned) are given in Table 5. From this table it can be concluded that the ranking orders of almost
all final indices calculated are highly significantly correlated with the ranking orders calculated
according to Variant 0 (p<0.01). The ranking orders of the FCI calculated according to Variants 1
and 8 are slightly less well correlated, but the correlation is still significant (p<0.05). This means
that assigning different weighting constants within reasonable ranges does not seem to affect the
relative assessment positions of the ten riverbank reconstruction plans examined, as far as the final
indices are concerned. Assigning weighting constants according to Variants 3, 5, 6 and 7, however,
does alter the relative frequency distributions of final indices as compared to Variant 0. In other
words, assigning different weighting constants can lead to systematically higher or lower assess-
ments of the final indices of the individual projects. The differences in final indices calculated
according to the variants as compared to Variant 0, however, are on the whole relatively small. As
regards the MMISs for the final indices, the largest difference was found to be 2.1 (for FCIs calcu-
lated according to Variants 0 and 1). In no case did calculations according to the different variants
lead to a different NVA for the projects examined. As regards the final indices calculated for indi-
vidual projects, differences were found to be considerably larger. For Fl, the largest difference
detected amounted to 8.1 for the Ossenwaard project; for FPI to 27.0, also for the Ossenwaard pro-
ject; and for FCI to 13.1 for the Duursche Waarden project. In all cases, the largest differences were
found in comparing Variant 0 with Variant 8.
4 Discussion and conclusions
The first objective of our study was to develop an audit model for evaluating ecological riverbank
reconstruction planning and to test the efficacy of the model. With the development of the SPEAR-
model we succeeded in constructing an operational framework on a scientific basis for riverbank
reconstruction planning and design which integrates technical aspects and aspects relevant from
the point of view of environmental policies. For this purpose, SPEAR was based on guidelines for
ecological riverbank construction as drawn up by RIZA (Peters et al., 1991) and an extensive litera-
ture search for a broad variety of aspects of ecological riverbank reconstruction, including ecologi-
cal goals and management and reconstruction directives.
The SPEAR-model was presented to a panel of national experts in the field of ecological riverbank
reconstruction for adjudication. The panel members unanimously supported the choice of evalua-
tion criteria as well as the way in which they were made operational. They also largely agreed with
the weighting constants assigned, both those based on the individual weight assignments pro-
posed by the individual panel members themselves and those assigned by the authors and sub-
mitted to the panel for approval.
Although SPEAR was developed for the Dutch situation of highly regulated lowland rivers, many of
the criteria used, especially those regarding the design process and execution and aftercare, are
more or less universally applicable. To make SPEAR usable for other river systems, especially the
filling-in of ecological criteria applied within the Design stage (see Annex B) may need to be adjust-
ed to specific local situations. Furthermore, different weighting constants may be allotted to par-
ticular modules in a way that better reflects the significance of these modules in different situa-
tions. In situations outside The Netherlands, e.g., management directives (Module IIIC; weighting
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constant: 4) may be less important than the construction materials to be used (Module IIIB;
weighting constant: 1). If such situations are the case, weighting constants ratios might have to be
altered. The basic idea of the model, however, can be applied to a wide variety of ecological river-
bank reconstruction projects, both in The Netherlands and abroad.
Application of SPEAR to the ten projects selected showed that the model allows these projects to
be ranked by the degree to which they consider ecologically relevant aspects. Furthermore, it
enables the user to analyse ecological riverbank reconstruction planning in detail and to express
this analysis in quantitative terms. To the modules that together constitute SPEAR, weighting con-
stants were assigned in order to balance the outcomes of the ‘higher level’ modules according to
expert opinions. The high level of agreement of the specialist panel on the assignment of weight-
ing constants to modules shows that there is consensus on this. Nevertheless, MISs were calcu-
lated using different weighting constants to determine the robustness of the model. This exercise
showed that the ranking order obtained for the projects examined was insensitive to changes in the
weighting constants assigned. The indices themselves, however, did prove to be sensitive to the
constants assigned. This was especially true for Variants 3, 5, 6 and 7. In comparison to Variant 3,
which equated the weighting constants within the Design module, the weighting constants of
Variant 0 can, however, be regarded as the least arbitrary, since they result from highly consistent
assessments by individual panel members. In Variant 0, the relative weights assigned to the mod-
ules that make up the combined module called Design therefore reflect the significance of these
aspects as determined by the experts involved. Variant 5 equated the weighting constants of the
modules involving the inventories of Biotic values, Physical conditions, Chemical quality and
Autonomous developments within the combined module entitled Inventory of the present situation.
Nearly all projects selected received very poor ratings on the Autonomous developments module,
which contributes a relatively small proportion (circa 14%) to the MIS of the Inventory of the present
situation module. (The Batenburg project, however, proves that it is definitely possible to attain a
high score on this set of criteria.) Equating the weighting constants means that the contribution of
the Autonomous developments module gains in influence (up to 25%) in the MIS of the Inventory of
the present situation module. The panel agreed, however, that there were no pressing reasons to
assign such a high constant of weight to this module. Similar arguments can be given for variants
6 and 7. Clearly qualitative and quantitative target formulation is the most important aspect of tar-
get image development. As regards the inventory of biotic values, plant species and ecotope char-
acteristics are considered the most important, since they largely determine the natural values actu-
ally present. Moreover, the assessments of Fl, FPI and FCI calculated according to the different vari-
ants were found to differ very little. This means that SPEAR can be regarded as a rather robust audit
model.
It can be argued that by combining ‘basic’ modules into ‘higher level’ modules, relevant ‘lower
level’ information might be lost. A low score for a particular ‘basic’ module might even be nearly
fully compensated for by other ‘basic’ modules that together constitute a module of a higher level,
especially if this basic module is allotted a relatively low weighting constant. This seems to be the
case, for instance, for the insufficient mean ratings of the modules IA1 (Inventory of biotic values)
and IA4 (Inventory of autonomous developments), which are largely compensated for by the good
mean rating of module IA3 (Inventory of chemical quality). As a result, the mean rating of the ‘high-
er level’ module IA (Inventory of the present situation) is sufficient. For this reason, It is not recom-
mendable to present ‘higher level’ modules’ ratings only, especially if they are within the ‘sufficient’-
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range. In order to obtain a full perspective reliable assessment of ecological riverbank reconstruc-
tion planning, all MISs should be calculated and presented.
Ecological riverbank reconstruction aims to contribute to ecological rehabilitation of rivers.
Although the ten projects selected for the present study only cover 2% of the total length of the
riverbanks eventually to be reconstructed, these projects can be regarded as representative for the
present state of ecological riverbank reconstruction planning in The Netherlands, since so far, only
a limited number of project plans have been drawn up. The development of other ecological river-
bank reconstruction plans encounters serious delay because of expected problems in dealing with
contaminated soil.
In general, there appears to be a strong correlation between the stages of Design preparation and
the actual Design, suggesting that a thorough preparation eventually results in an ecologically valu-
able project plan because it enables constructors to deal with specific problems at an early stage
and to make better use of opportunities available. The inventory of the present situation (with spe-
cial reference to abiotic conditions) and the drawing up of one or more target images appears to
be of particular importance. A slightly weaker, but still significant, correlation was found between
the quality of the design and the inventory of societal demands and preferences. This indicates that
taking these demands and preferences into account at an early stage of planning may contribute to
the improvement of ecological riverbank reconstruction plans (cf. also Beekmans et al., 1992; Lee
et al., 1997; Piégay et al., 1997). If social preferences, especially those of private land owners, are
met, there may be literally more room for riverbank reconstruction, since these land owners may
be more willing to cooperate and put land at the disposal of the authorities responsible. This may
in turn result in higher ecotope diversity and a higher degree of connectivity. This is also in accor-
dance with the findings of Rhoades et al. (1999), who concluded that local social contexts are gen-
erally of the utmost importance to ensure successful catchment area management.
The correlation between the ecological quality of the design and the drawing up of reference images
might be indirect, since no obvious direct relation can be identified. There is, however, a strong cor-
relation between the drawing up of reference images and target images. Drawing up good reference
images probably improves the quality of target images and, hence, the eventual design. In general,
drawing up a well-considered target image (including societal functions) might be the key factor in
successful ecological riverbank reconstruction. The main elements in developing a target image are
the preparatory stage (e.g. developing a number of alternative solutions to the problems detected)
and the formulation of qualitative and quantitative targets. Therefore, the quality of the targets set
appears to be highly dependent on the inclusion of biotic and abiotic (especially physical) condi-
tions on the one hand, and of societal demands and preferences on the other. Sometimes, howev-
er, relations are more direct, as can be concluded from the strong correlation between the mam-
mals inventory and the contribution of the design to longitudinal and transversal connectivity.
Analysis of the plans showed that knowledge of the presence of those mammals receiving special
attention in Dutch nature conservation policy (e.g. the badger) led to project plans being adapted
to the problems these species are facing and to special attention being paid to improvement of lon-
gitudinal and transversal connectivity. This was particularly obvious in the Batenburg and
Ossenkamp projects, where the main problem was landscape-ecological fragmentation.
Although there appeared to be a tendency towards improvement of riverbank reconstruction plans
over time, this correlation was found not to be significant. The nature of the projects involved (e.g.
whole floodplain rehabilitation plans versus plans restricted to the riverbank environment only) and
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the level of experience of the authorities responsible for drawing up riverbank reconstruction plans
may also be important causes of differences between individual projects. Insufficient information
was available, however, to test these hypotheses. Since the near-floodings of the rivers Rhine and
Meuse in 1993 and 1995, river engineering has been focussing on flood risk reduction rather than
on ecological rehabilitation (Lenders et al., 1999; Walker et al., 1994). Although ecological riverbank
reconstruction and, for that matter, ecological rehabilitation as a whole, may profit from this devel-
opment, it is obvious that ecology is no longer the only main issue of river management anymore.
Application of SPEAR as a guideline in flood risk reduction planning might improve the ecological
functioning of riverbank environments within this framework as well.
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Annex A: Definition and content of the modules
The three consecutive stages of ecological riverbank reconstruction planning were divided into thir-
ty hierarchically ordered modules, each comprising a coherent set of assessment criteria. With
regard to Design preparation (I) six planning aspects were distinguished:
A) Inventory of the present situation (51 criteria),
B) Inventory of societal demands and preferences (7 criteria),
C) Drawing up a Reference image (i.e., a situation regarded as ideal; 14 criteria),
D) Problem definition (confrontation of the present situation, preferences and demands with
the reference image; 8 criteria),
E) Drawing up Target images (a set of coherent and feasible goals; 67 criteria) and
F) Formulation of Design criteria (i.e., guidelines based on the goals formulated; 8 criteria).
With regard to the Inventory of the present situation (IA) it was determined whether such inventories
had taken place and how thoroughly they had been executed. Four different sub-aspects were dis-
tinguished:
1) Inventory of Biotic values (27 criteria),
2) Inventory of Physical conditions (6 criteria regarding ‘riverbank slope’, ‘riverbank profile’,
‘substrate’, ‘inundation frequency’, ‘hydrology’ and ‘hydrodynamics’),
3) Inventory of the Chemical quality of surface water and substrate (12 criteria) and
4) Inventory of Autonomous developments (6 criteria regarding expected independent develop-
ments with a substantial influence on riverbank functioning, including developments in
‘degree of pollution and eutrophication’, ‘shipping intensity’ and ‘recreation intensity’).
5) The inventory of Biotic values (IA1) was split up into:
a) Plant species (10 criteria),
b) Birds (5 criteria),
c) Mammals (5 criteria),
d) Other species (3 criteria) and
e) Ecotopes (4 criteria).
The aspect of drawing up Target images (IE) was split up into:
1) Preparation (32 criteria regarding, e.g., the drawing up of alternative solutions to the prob-
lems detected),
2) Choice of a target image (11 criteria regarding, e.g., the motivation for target image choice)
and
3) Drawing up Targets in qualitative as well as quantitative terms (24 criteria).
Within the stage of drawing up the Design (II) five main ecological criteria were distinguished as
being relevant:
A) Naturalness of the riverbank section after reconstruction,
B) Rarity of ecotope types to be created,
C) Diversity of ecotope types to be created,
D) Contribution of the riverbank section to longitudinal and transversal Connectivity and
E) Habitat quality (see also Annex B).
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Finally, the stage of preparation for Execution and aftercare (III), was divided into
A) Operating procedure (5 criteria),
B) Construction materials (2 criteria),
C) Management (8 criteria) and
D) Evaluation and monitoring (5 criteria).
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Annex B: Mis-calculations
MIS-calculation according to the ‘standard procedure’
SPEAR is based on 196 criteria, most of which were assessed using the ‘standard procedure’
described below. These criteria were formulated in such a way that, in evaluating riverbank recon-
struction plans, they could be answered by ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘partly’. Each criterion was given a maxi-
mum score (Sp), corresponding with the significance of that criterion for ecological riverbank
reconstruction. These maximum scores were based on the following principles:
1. Each criterion has the same maximum score, unless there is a strong argument to deviate,
in view of the expected impact of that particular aspect on the ecological functioning of
riverbanks;
2. The assignment of maximum scores to criteria for ecological and societal conditions is
based on individual quantitative assignments from a panel of eight specialists in the field
of ecological riverbank reconstruction;
3. Criteria concerning the actual riverbank reconstruction are regarded as more important
than those concerning the planning process;
4. Criteria concerning the riverbank itself are regarded as more important than those con-
cerning the adjacent environment;
5. Criteria that are regarded as arbitrary are assigned a lower maximum score than criteria
regarded as objective.
The scores actually obtained (Sa) by a particular riverbank reconstruction project were determined
by analysing the reconstruction plans of ten projects. If a criterion had not been met, 0 was
assigned. If it had been partly met, a score corresponding with 1/2 Sp was assigned. If it had been
fully met, a score equal to Sp was given. Criteria that were not applicable to a particular situation
or that could not be assessed because of lack of information were not taken into account for that
specific situation, neither in Sa nor in Sp. Some criteria were only taken into account if they were
positively assessed. This concerned criteria that were assumed not to be absolutely necessary for
optimisation of ecologically sound riverbank reconstruction, but were expected to contribute to the
design in a positive way if they were taken into consideration in the planning procedure. An exam-
ple is the inventory of Other species formulated in module IA1d.
The criteria were grouped into twenty-four ‘basic’ modules and nine combined modules, each rep-
resenting a specific aspect of ecological riverbank reconstruction (Figure 2). For most of the basic
modules, Module Index Scores (MISs) ranging from 0 to 100 were calculated according to the stan-
dard procedure, using Equation 1.
Equation [1]:
MISx: Module Index Score for module x
ΣSax: sum of scores actually obtained for module x
ΣSpx: sum of maximum possible scores for module x
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Different (supplemental) algorithms were used for the Naturalness module (IIA), the Rarity module
(IIB) and the Diversity module (lIC).
Calculation of the Naturalness-index
Assessment of the Naturalness module comprises four criteria, three of which were assessed using
the standard procedure. Together; these three criteria allow a maximum score of 60 out of a total
ΣSpx of 100. Thus, the fourth criterion allows a maximum score of 40.
The panel of specialists was asked to individually rank nine types of riverbank constructions from
‘most natural’ (rank = 1) to ‘least natural’ (rank = 9). Subsequently, the mean panel ranking was
determined for each riverbank construction type. These mean rankings were transformed into ‘nat-
uralness constants’ (Cn) for each riverbank construction type by dividing them by the lowest mean
value assigned by the panel. Thus, the riverbank type regarded as the most natural was assigned a
Cn equal to 1.0. The resulting constants are listed in Table B1. A low constant corresponds with a
high degree of naturalness.
Subsequently, a naturalness score Sn could be calculated each riverbank section according to
Equation 2:
Equation [2]:
Sn: naturalness score
i: number of river bank construction type
Cn(i): naturalness constant for riverbank construction type i
Li: part of the section occupied by riverbank construction i
Ltot: total length of the section
The MIS for the module Naturalness, with a maximum value of 100, was obtained by adding this
score and the score obtained for the first three criteria, calculated according to the standard pro-
cedure.
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Table B1: Naturalness constants (Cn) for nine riverbank reconstruction types distinguished.
Calculation of the Rarity index
The index score for the Rarity module was calculated by means of one criterion only, based on rar-
ity constants (Cr) for natural ecotope types. These constants were derived from the total coverage
of these ecotope types in Dutch river systems (Rademakers et al., 1996). Cr for the most rare eco-
tope type (river dune) was set at 1.00. The constants for the other ecotope types were determined
by dividing the current total coverage of each particular ecotope type in Dutch river systems by the
current total coverage of river dunes. The constants thus obtained are listed in Table B2. A lower
constant corresponds with a lower degree of rarity.
Table B2: Present surface area in ha (Rademakers et al., 1996) and rarity constants (Cr) for six ecotope types.
The assessment of riverbank reconstruction projects for their contribution to the preservation and
development of rare ecotope types was implemented using a two-way approach, involving the
planned presence of rare ecotope types after reconstruction as well as the planned presence of rare
ecotope types originating from the reconstruction, according to Equation 3.
Equation [3]:
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Riverbank reconstruction type
1 Riverbank on inside bend with gentle slope, using no artificial constructions
2 Riverbank on outside bend with steep slope, using no artificial constructions
3 Artificial marsh construction connected with the river
4 Riverbank planted with stabilising macrophytes and/or shrub (e.g. willow)
5 Artificial marsh construction not connected to the river
6 Breakwater located in main river channel
7 Breakwater located in riparian zone, resulting in an artificial side channel
8 Breakwater located between groynes
9 Rootable riprap
Cn
1.0
1.0
2.3
2.4
2.9
4.0
4.0
5.0
5.5
Ecotope type
1 River dune
2 Hardwood floodplain forest
3 Marsh
4 Natural shoreline
5 Softwood floodplain forest
6 Natural grassland
Total
Present surface area (ha)
100
190
260
350
560
700
C r
1.0
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
2.5
MISRarity: Module Index Score for the Rarity module
Σa: Sum of Cr(i) of ecotope types expected to be present after reconstruction
Σb: Sum of Cr(i) of ecotope types expected to be originating from reconstruction
Cr(i): rarity constant for ecotope type i
i: number of ecotope type
Calculation of the Diversity index
In order to calculate the Diversity index, diversity constants (Cd) were assigned to a certain number
of ecotopes expected to be present after the execution of reconstruction plans. As was also the case
in the calculation of the Rarity indices, a distinction was made between the expected number of eco-
topes present after reconstruction and the expected number of ecotopes originating from recon-
struction. Since riverbank environments always include a minimum of two ecotope types (a
Iandside and a riverside ecotope) a Cd of 0 was assigned to a number of two ecotopes (or less than
or equal to two in the case of the number of ecotopes originating from the reconstruction). A num-
ber of three ecotopes was assigned a Cd of 0.33, a number of four ecotopes a Cd of 0.67 and a num-
ber of five or more ecotopes a Cd of 1.00. Subsequently, the Diversity index was calculated accord-
ing to Equation 4.
Equation [4]:
MISDiversity: Module Index Score for the Diversity module
Cd(a): Diversity constant applicable to the number of ecotopes expected to be 
present after reconstruction
Cd(a): Diversity constant applicable to the number of eco topes expected to be 
originating from reconstruction
Calculation of the ‘higher level’ module indices
The MISs of ‘higher level’ modules were calculated according to Equation 5 using the indices of the
modules they include. For this purpose weighting constants (Cw) were assigned to each module
(see Figure 2). The constant assigned to a particular module was regarded as an expression of the
relevance of that module as compared to the other modules that together constitute a combined
module.
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Equation [5]:
MISy: Module Index Score for the combined module y
MISx: Module Index Score for module x
i: number of modules that together constitute module y
Cw(x): weighting constant assigned to module x
The assignment of most Cws was carried out following principles 1-5 described above.
Subsequently, the Cws were presented to the panel of specialists for adjudication. The panel had no
comments on the Cws proposed. The Cws for the modules IIA to lIE (the Design criteria) were
derived directly from the mean ‘significance rankings’ which the panel had been asked to assign to
the ecological criteria of naturalness, rarity, diversity, connectivity and habitat quality.
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Environmental rehabilitation of rivers: 
a five dimensional perspective
H.J.R. Lenders
8Chapter
A river is a river
Quotation of a schoolboy in: S. Tapsell, S. Tunstall, M. House, J. Whomsley & Ph.
Macnaghten, 2001. Growing up with rivers? Rivers in London children’s worlds. Area
33: 177-189.

1 Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to sketch an integrated perspective for environmental rehabilitation of the
rivers Rhine and Meuse in the Netherlands. For the construction of such a perspective, this thesis
has explored and determined useful building stones. The Dutch river landscape’s genesis has been
examined (chapter 2) and a conceptual framework for river rehabilitation has been derived from
environmental rehabilitation concepts distinguished (chapter 3). Subsequently, it has been deter-
mined to which degree management plans, as important exponents of environmental policies, are
expected to actually contribute to the environmental rehabilitation of the river landscape in the
Netherlands, and which planning factors might be decisive in this context (chapters 4 up to 7). In
this last chapter, the synthesis, these building stones are used to construct the intended integrat-
ed perspective.
Presently, rehabilitation programs are drawn up and carried out for a large number of river basins.
The Rhine, including the Rhine-Meuse delta, is probably one of the best known examples of such a
rehabilitation approach (Admiraal et al., 1993; Buijse et al., 2002; Cals et al., 1998; Nienhuis et al.,
2002; Van den Brink et al., 1996; Van Dijk et al., 1995), but rehabilitation programs have also been
developed and executed for other large rivers in the United States of America (US) and Europe as
well, for example, the Kissimmee River (Toth et al., 1998; Whalen et al., 2002), the Rhône River
(Henry & Amoros, 1996; Henry et al., 2002) and the Danube (Buijse et al., 2002; Marchand et al.,
1995; Schiemer et al., 1999; Tockner et al., 1998, 1999). The policies and scientific efforts in these
rehabilitation programs often focus on the rivers’ physical dimensions, i.e. on the longitudinal,
transversal and vertical dimensions (see also textbox 1 in chapter 2), which can be regarded as an
integrated three-dimensional approach building upon river functioning concepts such as the River
Continuum Concept (Vannote et al., 1980), the Flood-Pulse Concept (Junk et al., 1989) and the
Flow-Pulse Concept (Tockner et al., 2000). Such integrated approaches are presently regarded as
useful frameworks for river rehabilitation (Ward et al., 2002). This thesis offers two additional
dimensions as corner stones for environmental rehabilitation of rivers: the dimensions of time
(fourth dimension) and social aspects (fifth dimension). Both dimensions may be considered as
cluster (umbrella) concepts for what appear to be decisive factors in the successful environmental
rehabilitation of rivers. The significance of these additional dimensions does not drop from the sky,
nor is it an entirely new paradigm in river rehabilitation. The fourth dimension in particular is fre-
quently acknowledged as an important factor in this respect (e.g. Ojala & Louekari, 2002;
Poudevigne et al., 2002; Ripl et al., 1994; Townsend, 1996; Ward et al., 2002). The fifth dimension
as such is – to my knowledge – introduced in river rehabilitation thinking by Boon (1992; 1998). In
addition to previous reflections on these dimensions, a broader content to both concepts and
attempts to interrelate them will be given, thus hoping to make a contribution to the further
enhancement of environmental river rehabilitation thinking.
Section 2 of this chapter summarises the main conclusions regarding the sub-questions as posed
in chapter 1 of this thesis: after an exploration of the Dutch river landscape’s history of genesis and
the conception of a conceptual framework for river rehabiliation, it is examined to which degree man-
agement plans as exponents of environmental policies are expected to actually contribute to the
environmental rehabilitation of the river landscape. These conclusions are drawn on the basis of the
findings reported in the chapters 2 through 7. In section 3, the factors that were found to be deci-
sive for successful environmental river rehabilitation planning are discussed and clustered in the two
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dimensions as described above: factors comprising time as an important element and factors com-
prising social involvement as a decisive element. Sections 4 and 5 elaborate on both dimensions and
their relationship to one another, as well as to other conceptual approaches of river system rehabil-
itation. Together these sections in particular, sketch a five dimensional perspective for environmen-
tal rehabilitation of the rivers Rhine and Meuse in the Netherlands. Finally, section 6, presents the
conclusions of this thesis and offers some insight into research questions yet to be answered.
2 Reviewing the results 
Chapter 2 describes the history of genesis of the Dutch river landscape and makes clear that this
landscape originated from a spatio-temporally unique process determined by both natural and cul-
tural forces. Cultural factors, such as hunting and agricultural practices, have had a considerable
impact on the fysiognomy of the river landscape from at least as early as the last glacial on. The
image of an unimpaired river landscape, that is to say a landscape not influenced by man, appears
to be unrealistic considering the landscape’s history of genesis. This leads us to a conceptual
model for river rehabilitation as described in chapter 3. Some features of the historical river land-
scape have been altered irreversibly and this process will continue in the future, both as a result of
natural and cultural processes. Furthermore, the quality-standards of the river landscape to be
reached, appear to be dependent on the vision on nature and nature management one adheres.
Objective, value-free targets simply do not exist; they are and remain subjective choices. However,
the targets chosen can and must be scientifically underpinned to make possible an objective plan-
ning and evaluation within the management view applied. As will become clear from the next sec-
tions, the required scientific underpinning comprises not only the domain of the natural sciences
but also that of social, economic and other disciplines.
The overall conclusion to be drawn from the analyses carried out in chapters 3 through 7 is that there
appears to be a correlation between the preparation and formulation of management plans for river
rehabilitation and their internal and external coherence on the one hand, and the quality of these
plans and therewith the conditions for successful environmental rehabilitation of the Rhine-Meuse
delta on the other hand. In other words: thorough and well-considered environmental planning is a
prerequisite to successful rehabilitation. A few critical remarks, however, are justified in this context,
especially with regard to the subjects examined in our research. Regarding river dike reinforcement
planning, for instance, cultural-historical and landscape values appear to be too obviously compen-
sated for instead of actually preserved. There appears to be little respect for the actual age of L- and
C-elements. Regarding ecologically sound river bank construction, it may be true that the expected
ecological effects are positively correlated to the quality of the planning process, the success of this
measure, however, appears to depend on the possibilities of removing and carrying off heavily pol-
luted soil, a legacy of the past. In practice, this appears to be a serious impediment since strict legal
regulations and limited financial means obstruct the realisation of reconstruction plans. New policy
concepts for tackling this problem are presently being developed (for instance, active soil manage-
ment of river beds and the storage of contaminated soil in sand en gravel pits; Geerling & Smits,
2000). In turn, these concepts may also bring along new constraints for the conservation and preser-
vation of LNC-values. With this observation, however, an important issue regarding the research pre-
sented in this thesis as a whole is broached: the research was focussed on environmental planning,
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not on the actual execution of management and reconstruction plans. A sound management plan is
no guarantee for a sound execution of measures; it does seem, however, to be a prerequisite of suc-
cessful river rehabilitation (see also Simons & Boeters, 1998).
The analyses regarding the preservation of river characteristic biodiversity in relation to measures
for flood risk reduction prove that these measures can go together quite well. The results, howev-
er, differ from taxonomic group to taxonomic group and in general, it might be concluded that giv-
ing literally more room to the river does not by definition enhance possibilities for all of the rele-
vant river characteristic species. In fact, it appears that especially flora and fauna species that
depend on relatively low-dynamic conditions are threatened (see also Van den Brink et al., 1996).
These species do not profit or even suffer from flood risk reduction measures that restore the river
dynamics within a restricted area (the diked floodplain). Moreover, such measures most probably
seriously threaten cultural-historical and landscape values. These possible threats were not taken
into account in our research. Therefore, tailor-made rehabilitation measures are required under
nearly all circumstances.
The study regarding the expected effectiveness of nature development plans along the Middle-Waal
shows that the level of external coherence between these plans can and should be enhanced. This
coherence should not only concern the present floodplains, but also the former flood basin.
Furthermore, new infrastructure measures in the study area put environmental coherence further
at stake (Leuven et al., 2002). The study shows that only by enhancing high scale level tuning suf-
ficient surface areas of particular ecotopes (e.g. marsh land) can be realised for the sustainable
conservation of particular fauna species. Other studies independently led to the same conclusion
(Chardon et al., 2000; Foppen, 2001). New concepts concerning river management that are
presently being developed within the framework of flood risk reduction, e.g. retention basins and
green rivers, might also be useful to achieve ecological goals. And, once again, such developments
may also imply risks for other LNC-values. Spatial planning probably requires a more central plan-
ning process approach in order to guarantee external coherence between local initiative projects.
However, as will become evident in section 5, such a centralistic approach or increase of scale may
also bring along new problems. 
3 Decisive planning factors 
Decisive factors are planning process factors that appear to be highly positively or negatively cor-
related with the content of environmental management plans and of which it is plausible that they
are determinative for that content. Based on the analyses of river related environmental manage-
ment plans carried out in chapters 3 through 7, the (groups of) planning process factors men-
tioned below might be considered as decisive. 
1 Chapter 7 (ecological sound river bank reconstruction) in particular indicates that working with
clear reference and target images (recently also annotated by Jungwirth et al. (2002) as visionary
Leitbild and operational Leitbild, respectively) is of great importance for the quality of environ-
mental management plans. Working with clear target images and explicitly connecting reference
and target images in particular contribute to environmentally sound management plans. It is
evident from chapter 3 that the reference images concern mostly (but not always) palaeo-refer-
ences. Apparently the river system’s history (reference) plays an important role in determining
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its future (target). Working with reference and target images and linking them up explicitly is
therefore largely related to the factor ‘time’, the fourth dimension. They link the past and/or the
present with the future. This fourth dimension, in addition to the three physical dimensions
mentioned earlier, is also recognised by other scientists as being a decisive factor for river man-
agement (Boon, 1992 and 1998; Ojala & Louekari, 2002; Poudevigne et al., 2002; Ripl et al.,
1994; Townsend, 1996). In the remainder of this thesis, planning process factors related to the
usage of reference and target images and to ‘time’ in general are referred to as ‘factors of the
fourth dimension’.
2 A second group of factors that appears to be of importance for environmentally sound river man-
agement relates to the social aspects of river management. Involving parties and persons con-
cerned appeared to contribute to environmentally better management plans. Again, this was most
evident from the study regarding the construction of environmentally sound river banks. The
results from the analyses regarding the conservation of LNC-values in river dike reconstruction
projects also point in this direction (cf. also Wiering & Driessen, 2001). Especially when other
interests are at stake, for example agriculture or angling, it appears to make a difference regarding
the environmental result whether or not stakeholders are involved. Analogous to Boon (1998) I
refer to social factors as ‘factors of the fifth dimension’. It should be mentioned, however, that
Boon’s fifth dimension primarily refers to presentational aspects of river management directed
towards gaining support of a wide cross-section of society and to heighten public awareness. In
the context presented here, a broader understanding of the ‘fifth dimension’ is adhered.
3 Accurate and up-to-date surveys of LNC-values at stake also contribute to environmentally more
sound management plans. The study on the ecological sound river bank reconstruction clearly
shows that there is a positive correlation between the quality of such surveys and the quality of
the environmental management plan. From the analyses of the river dike reconstruction plans,
however, it appears that especially fauna surveys left much to be desired. Drees & Huitema
(1996) drew a similar conclusion regarding the usage of flora and fauna data in Environmental
Impact Assessments in general. The recent strict application of international and national legis-
lation regarding flora and fauna species protection (e.g. EU-Habitat directive, EU-Bird directive
and Bern Convention, and Flora and Fauna Act, respectively; see also chapter 5) only heightens
the necessity to carry out full range surveys by specialists on an appropriate level of scale. This
does not only apply to flora and fauna species surveys but also to mapping L- and C-values. 
The factors of the fourth and the fifth dimension in particular will be more closely examined in the
next sections. They contribute to the extention of the three-dimensional approach of river rehabili-
tation as often applied in river rehabilitation projects and, thus, to the construction of an integrat-
ed perspective for river rehabilitation in general.
4 Time: the fourth dimension in environmental rehabilitation
As concluded in the previous section, ‘time’ appears to be a common denominator in environ-
mental rehabilitation as far as the usage of reference and target images is concerned. Regarding
reference images, this does not merely apply to the usage of palaeoreferences but also to that of
actuoreferences. Temporal aspects of references concern the choice of the type of reference: ‘then’
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for palaeoreferences and ‘now’ for actuoreferences, but also the significance of ‘time’ within refer-
ences. This section deals with these temporal aspects of references. Subsequently, questions
regarding ‘linearity’ versus ‘cyclicity’ of the development and management of river systems, deter-
ministic and aggregate complexity and reference and target images are addressed. 
Linearity or cyclicity? 
The description of LNC-values in the Rhine-Meuse delta in chapter 2 suggests a linear understand-
ing of time in the development of river systems. This does not only apply to cultural-historical val-
ues, for which the linearity of time seems to be beyond discussion, but also to landscape and nat-
ural values as far as they are confronted with irreversible events, such as the palaeogeographical
occurrence of avulsions or the extinction of species. Such events are often spatio-temporally unique.
Examples of this are tectonic processes, but also the invention and/or application of newly invented
techniques by man (Naveh, 1998). Because of this spatio-temporally uniqueness, the exact results
of such events (the answers to the questions “what?” and “when?”) are largely unpredictable,
although the mechanisms that are brought into action by such events (“how?”) may be known
(Lenders, in prep.). This linear understanding of time may be predominantly found in scientific dis-
ciplines dealing with time spans that usually exceed human perception, the mega- and macro-scales
as discerned by Haila & Levins (1992) and the longue durée or geographical time of Braudel (1980).
Disciplines dealing with such time scales are geology, archaeology, science of history and evolution-
ary biology. Some scientists adhere a linear understanding of time, but believe in predictable out-
comes or at least in standing patterns of processes. Ripl et al. (1994), for example, depict a concept
of an irreversibly developing river in four successive stages. After the (post-glacial) pioneer phase, a
climax phase follows in which the river is characterised by a closed cycle of primary production and
decomposition and a closed water cycle. The third phase is the so-called cultural phase in which the
North-western river basins that we are presently living in are found. In this phase man has started
to exploit the river system, thus opening up the production-decomposition and water cycles, gradu-
ally bringing the river system out of balance. Hypothetically, the last phase is the breakdown phase
during which the water cycle will be totally disrupted and a maximum loss of minerals and nutrients
will occur. According to Ripl et al. (1994) some river systems presently located in arid, but formerly
humid and fertile areas have reached this phase (see also Nienhuis & Leuven, 1998). 
Running parallel to this linear understanding, a cyclic understanding of time is often applied, espe-
cially in ecology and nature management and other fields of environmental management. Generally
speaking, these disciplines express a strong belief in cyclic processes and/or dynamic equilibriums,
such as diurnal and seasonal cyclicity. One of the central elements of this belief is the high degree
of predictability, since cycli or dynamic equilibriums by definition return to their starting point or
fluctuate around an attractor. Examples that apply to river systems are Vera’s theory on cyclical veg-
etation turnover (1997) and ideas concerning cyclic rejuvenation (Smits et al., 2000). In the context
of these disciplines, cyclicity is an indispensable concept for management and closing circular
courses is the ultimate solution to environmental problems. After all, cyclicity or dynamic equilib-
riums imply predictability and reversibility. In river management, these characteristics offer per-
spectives for management and the endeavour for metastability (Poudevigne et al., 2002). Other
scientists, finally, believe in the cyclicity of river systems because otherwise the “remnants of bio-
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diversity will proceed on unidirectional trajectories towards senescence, without rejuvenation”
(Ward et al., 1999). In comparison to the adherents of a linear understanding of time, believers in
cyclicity generally consider relatively short periods of time. 
Apparently, there seems to be a contradiction or at least a tension between both approaches: can
the evolutionary characterised history of individual river systems with unpredictable outcomes of
highly stochastic processes comply with the high predictability of orderly cyclic processes and
dynamic equilibriums of river systems obeying to strict scientific laws? Are these fourth-dimen-
sional representations of river functioning really a dilemma for river management or are they a solv-
able paradox? Figure 1 tries to couple both approaches into a fourth-dimensional conceptual model
of river functioning. In the remainder of this section, this model is subjected to a closer examina-
tion and the implications for river management and rehabilitation are discussed.
Figure 1: Response of a (river) system (y-axis) to combined linear and cyclic temporal processes in time (x-axis).
The low-scale cyclic processes comprise, for example, diurnal (1), seasonal (2) and meso-climatic (3) cycles; the
high-scale linear processes geologic, macro-climatic and evolutionary developments. The direction of the process-
es is determined by driving forces such as tectonics and human activities bringing the system to ‘bifurcation
points’ or ‘avulsions in time’
The diagram represents the response (y-axis) of a fictitious river landscape to various factors
changing in time (x-axis). This response may relate to a wide variety of parameters, ranging from,
for instance, primary production by the ecosystem, over the presence of a particular flora or fauna
species to the degree to which humans exploit the system agriculturally. Both cyclic and linear time-
scales are present. The cyclic scales comprise diurnal cyclicity (1), seasonal cyclicity (2) and meso-
climatic cycles (3) determined by a.o. astronomic phenomena such as the rotation of the earth
around its own axis, the earth’s orbit around the sun and/or changing cycles of solar spot activity.
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Linear time-scales are determined by geological processes (tectonics), macro-climatic processes
and evolutionary processes mutually influencing each other. Human activity is obviously a factor in
these linear processes. At certain moments in time different driving forces exert such an influence
on the system that this system may transform into an essentially different system. Tectonics, for
example, may change the slope of a river, which will lead to an increase of erosion and subsequently
cause a decrease of primary production by the floodplain forests of that river. Such a decrease in
primary production might also be caused or enforced by climatic changes, an increased efficiency
of parasites or simply by logging. Mostly, such driving forces initiate irreversible processes. Driving
forces may be caused by continuous processes (by Ojala & Louekari (2002) also denoted as ‘forc-
ing functions’), but also by suddenly occurring disturbances: ‘major events’. Ojala & Louekari
(2002) state that the impact of such disturbances is determined by their severity, frequency, dura-
tion, spatial scale and points of interaction within the system. As the extinction of the Twaite shad
(Alosa fallax) population in the river Rhine shows (see chapter 2), the factor ‘moment of occurrence’
is also of importance. Major events that have altered the Rhine-Meuse delta in the Netherlands
since the last glacial are of both a natural and cultural origin. The palaeographic avulsions, for
example, as described in chapter 2, are of a natural origin, but also the increasing upstream reten-
tion of water after the last ice age. Major events of a cultural origin in the Rhine-Meuse delta are
given in Table 1 of chapter 2. Examples are the extinction of very large herbivores, the rise of agri-
culture, the construction of river dikes, river regulation works, and, recently, the abandonment of
agriculture and nature development. Remarkably, Ojala & Louekari (2002) sum up similar major
events of a cultural origin for the Finnish river Kokemäenjoki. 
River management and complexity in time
The moments at which major events take place may, metaphorically speaking, be denominated as
‘avulsions in time’, temporal analogies of palaeogeographic, spatial avulsions, forcing rivers to take a
new course. ‘Avulsions in time’ resemble deterministic bifurcation points as described in the com-
plexity theory. In this section, I discuss whether the understanding of ‘avulsions in time’ as deter-
ministic bifurcation points may contribute to a better understanding of the fourth-dimensional func-
tioning of rivers. Manson (2001) gives a comprehensive review of the complexity theory in which he
states that “complexity is concerned with how the nature of a system may be characterized with ref-
erence to its constituent parts in a non-reductionistic manner”. Therewith, the complexity theory links
up with ideas concerning holistic approaches of rivers. Two types of complexity might offer a better
insight into river functioning: deterministic complexity and aggregate complexity. 
According to Manson (2001), deterministic complexity lies in chaos and catastrophe theories. It
deals with systems that experience major and abrupt changes in some characteristic (cf. Figure 1)
due to a small change in another. One of the key characteristics of deterministic complexity is sen-
sitivity to initial conditions and bifurcation. In this context, the term bifurcation relates to the poten-
tial of system variables to jump suddenly from one attractor to another, an attractor being a value
towards which a system variable tends to settle over time. This might be translated as jumping
from one state of dynamic equilibrium to another (cf. also the ideas of Poudevigne et al. (2002) on
metastability of the Seine River, France). In the complexity theory, bifurcations are triggered by
minor events that normally would not abruptly change the system, but that do under certain given
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circumstances. Ojala & Louekari’s forcing functions fit in with the theory, but major events do not,
because of their scale of occurrence and the partly expected, often even intended outcome. Naveh
(1998) advocates the acknowledgement of chaotic relations between natural and human systems
within the context of landscape rehabilitation. Shallat (2000) even states that the chaos theory
undermines the concept of homeostasis in nature and that it thus even undermines the basis for
methods of conservation. The occurrence of chaotic events in (eco)systems has been submitted to
extensive research (see e.g. Hastings et al., 1993; Oosterveld et al., 1996; Schaffer, 1985). However,
with the exception of the occurrence of chaotic processes in current patterns in the Wadden Sea
(Ridderinkhof & Zimmerman, 1992) there is only little if any evidence for deterministic complexity
in (eco)systems (Manson, 2001). According to Manson, the concept nevertheless offers useful
ideas as he states that “effects such as sensitivity to initial conditions or strange attractors can spur
new thinking about accepted phenomena, especially when used in an analogical manner” and
“sensitivity to initial conditions and bifurcation undermine totalising discourses by supporting
unpredictability”. Naveh (1998) also uses the term ‘bifurcation’ in this sense, although he confines
the application of the term to culturally induced ‘major events’ such as the adoption of basic tech-
nological innovations (e.g. the use of stone tools and fire and the domestication of plants and ani-
mals in prehistoric times, and fuel-powered innovations of industrialisation in the last two cen-
turies). Finally, the concept of ‘bifurcation’ is also consonant with the idea of ‘punctuated equilib-
ria’ as postulated by Eldredge & Gould (1977), stating that under specific conditions (such as the
disappearance of a specific habitat) the evolution of species occurs abruptly. In Figure 1, the term
‘bifurcation’ is used in the broader sense of sudden leaps to different levels of organisation in order
to understand historical changes in river systems and their constituant parts. 
Aggregate complexity states that the capacities of a complex system are greater than the sum of its
constituent parts. Emergent qualities arise from synergism between system internal components.
Manson (2001) describes these emergent qualities as follows: “A complex system can deal with
novel situations because it has a wide array of internal components and sub-systems linked by
complex relationships. Some subset of these components may have some ability to accommodate
a novel relationship. In the rare cases when no suitable components or sub-systems exist, the sys-
tem cannot respond to new relationships with the environment, with potentially catastrophic
results”. In the latter cases, a system may drastically change and jump to another level of organi-
sation: an avulsion in time (see also Poudevigne et al., 2002). In this sense, a system never has
redundant components, since every component contributes to the system’s flexibility (now or in
future situations) in its relationship with other components. Catastrophic changes in aggregate
complex systems are irreversible. Therewith, the theory is also in accordance with the conceptual
model of river rehabilitation as described in chapter 3 of this thesis.
Finally, Manson (2001) states: “complexity also questions the long-held assumption that ecosys-
tems evolve towards an unchanging ‘climax’ structure (…). It may be more fruitful to consider eco-
logical landscapes as existing in a constant state of flux (…)”. One may question whether this is
only true for the ecological features of landscapes or for landscapes as a whole.
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Figure 2: Theoretical development of LNC-values in the Rhine-Meuse delta in time since the last glacial. The
development direction from the present on is dependent on conservation and rehabilitation measures; the sug-
gested direction is that of firm action taken.
Reference and target images
The spatio-temporal uniqueness of the Rhine-Meuse delta as described in chapter 2 is not confined
to this river system, but is also true for other river basins, as demonstrated by Ojala & Louekari
(2002) in their description of the Kokemäenjoki river in Finland, and in fact also for other types of
ecosystems. This is not only the case for these systems as a whole, but also for the individual val-
ues they represent. The developments in L-, N- and C-values as shown in Figure 2 can be derived
from chapter 2. At certain moments in time, events occur that cause abrupt changes in LNC-val-
ues presence (e.g. river dike constructions); other LNC-values change more gradually (e.g. the pres-
ence of softwood floodplain forests). 
From chapter 3 it has appeared that reference images are especially well elaborated in strategic
catchment area plans. Furthermore, these ‘visionary Leitbilder’ as Jungwirth et al. (2002) call them,
appear to be mainly based on palaeoreferences. In region-specific plans, the reference images are
far less elaborated and are mainly based on system theoretical knowledge. Actuoreferences have
hardly ever been used, neither in catchment area plans, nor in region-specific projects. Bootsma et
al. (2002), referring to our research presented in chapter 3, consider these results regarding the
usage of actuoreferences to be remarkable. They adduce that only knowledge obtained from
actuoreferences is used implicitly, leaving the user the opportunity to handle this knowledge freely
thus avoiding the actual comparison of the reference and target area regarding features that may
be in practice difficult to compare. Here, however, lies exactly the quintessence in the usage of
actuoreferences. The question may be raised to which degree the usage of actuoreferences (implic-
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itly or explicitly) is justifiable at all, if the reference and target area are not comparable. To what
extent can actuoreferences be regarded as situations reflecting ideal circumstances to be strived for
in environmental rehabilitation? This may already be applicable to L- and N-values, but is even
more true for C-values. After all, C-values by definition require a historical reference. To put it briefly
and in other words: actuoreferences appear to do little justice to the character of a river as the out-
come of a spatio-temporal process.
A similar, though less far reaching argumentation, however, may be held for the usage of palaeoref-
erences. Chapter 2 gives plenty of examples of irreversible changes giving rise for ‘bifurcations’ or
‘avulsions in time’ in the development of the Rhine-Meuse delta. According to the relational diagram
concerning the relation between manipulatable and non-manipulatable system features and the qual-
ity of nature (Figure 3 in chapter 3), such irreversible changes inevitably lead to different river systems.
Linear understanding of time and deterministic complexity and aggregate complexity analogies com-
ply with this image. Aggregate complexity, for example, states that different constituent parts of river
systems imply different emergent qualities. It may be stated in general that the significance of the
usage of references is constrained by the spatio-temporal unicity of river systems.
According to Gulinck & Dessein (2002), references are predominantly being sought in ‘pure’ and
‘original’ situations, either in place or in time. As is also advocated in chapter 3, the choice for a
particular reference either in time or in space is subjective. After all, ‘pure’, ‘original’ or ‘natural’ for
that matter, are no synonyms for ‘better’ although they are often used in that way (see also Eden et
al., 2000). Furthermore, these references are being used in a rather static way. Reference situations
normally comprise a limited time span. Van der Ploeg (2002), for example, deliberates on the ‘nat-
ural’ reference of sustainable bogs in the Netherlands. He states that agricultural practices on peaty
soils are inherently unsustainable since they lead to a process of drainage, subsequent oxidation
and decomposition of peat, the lowering of the surface level and eventually the need for further
drainage. Eventually, according to Van der Ploeg, only peaty ecosystems in which no form of
drainage takes place, whether it is of a natural or human origin, are to be considered sustainable. 
Following this argumentation, however, processes in sustainable reference systems may only be
regarded as contributing to sustainability as long as they do not lead to crossing the temporal
boundaries set for that system. The usage of references in this way may be compared to single-
compartment modelling of pollution. A chemical substance’s fate in time is modelled within the
spatial boundaries of the compartment (e.g. surface water). Such models do not take into consid-
eration the chemical substance’s state or even presence outside this compartment (e.g. air, soil or
groundwater) or consider these other compartments solely as black-box sources or sinks.
Regarding the usage of ‘reference images’, boundaries are not set in space, but in time. Processes
taking place before or after the reference chosen, in other words outside the reference, are not taken
into consideration. Implicitly, thus a cyclic understanding of time is operated within references, no
matter whether it concerns palaeo-, actuo- or system-theoretical references (cf. Vera’s (1997) theo-
ry on cyclical vegetation turnover). The reference as such cannot be maintained without the
premise of cyclicity of processes; sometimes this premise is even made explicit (e.g. Naveh, 1998).
Subsequently, these cyclic references are translated into cyclic target images (for example, cyclic
rejuvenation of floodplain as in Smits et al., 2000).
What, taking these comments into consideration, does remain of the significance of using refer-
ences for environmental rehabilitation? After all, they appear to be a decisive factor in successful
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environmental rehabilitation planning. In my opinion, references should be regarded as sources of
inspiration for target images of rehabilitation and not as, even albeit theoretical, blueprints. In a
methodological sense, we should not cling too much to references, but rather use them as a guide
to the future.
5 Social involvement: the fifth dimension in environmental rehabilitation
The second group of decisive factors in environmental rehabilitation to be discussed here relates
to the social involvement in the process of environmental rehabilitation. As demonstrated in sec-
tion 3 of this chapter and, especially, chapters 6 and 7, social involvement appears to be a factor of
importance. The approval of stakeholders, especially landowners, for environmental rehabilitation
plans does not only increase the feasibility of bringing these plans swiftly into execution (see, for
example Coeterier, 2002, and Wiering & Driessen, 2001), it also increases the environmental qual-
ity of the plans, for instance by giving literally more room to measures to be taken (chapter 7) or
by shedding different light on the subject by taking into account local contexts of projects (Freeman
& Ray, 2001; Rhoades et al., 1999; Ryan, 1998). Rhoades et al. (1999) even state that “watershed
management, although based on science and engineering, is first and foremost a social process”.
Bottom-up planning concepts are gaining influence in river management in general (Wiering &
Driessen, 2001), although many of these concepts are carefully managed from the top down by
means of strictly formulated participation and appeal procedures. Recently, however, in the Rhine
and Meuse basins traditional top-down approaches, especially regarding flood-risk reduction mea-
sures, are being put more into practice again. This section tries to shed some light on the under-
lying social processes and considerations that may explain the positive contribution of social
involvement to successful environmental rehabilitation of LNC-values in river basins. Subsequently,
the relation between tangible LNC-values and intangible social values, ‘culture-nature’ versus
‘nature-culture’ and social trends in time are discussed.
A circle of values
As is evident from chapter 2 and as will be examined in detail in this section, the L-, N- and C-value
of landscape elements may not always be discerned clearly as such: they are interconnected and
may even fully overlap. Some landscape elements thus comprise an N-value as well as a L- and a
C-value. An example from the Dutch river landscape is the so-called Meuse-hedges. These
hawthorn hedges (N-value) are characteristic structures (L-value) in the floodplain landscape of the
river Meuse, planted to function as a historical variant of barbwire to border grassland parcels (C-
value). Sometimes L-, N- and C-values (often literally) form the basis underneath each other’s exis-
tence, while in other cases they exclude each other. Abiotic landscape features, for example, are
often both literally and figuratively the substratum for both N- and C-values. In general, it is there-
fore not just to consider landscape, nature and cultural-historical values as communicating vessels
expressing that an increase in one kind of value might automatically imply a decrease in another
kind of value (Van der Ploeg, 2002). Often, an increase or decrease of one type of values goes hand
in hand with an increase, respectively, decrease of others.
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In the analyses of management plans regarding environmental rehabilitation of the Rhine-Meuse
delta as described in chapters 4 through 7, only tangible LNC-values were taken into consideration.
The Rhine-Meuse delta, however, is an ecosocial complex (see section 5.2) that also implies intan-
gible values. These intangible values are often directly or indirectly related to the LNC-values and
form a link between the three-dimensional reality of LNC-values in the Rhine-Meuse delta and the
fifth or social dimension of river rehabilitation thinking. These intangible values might diverge from
aesthetic (Jongman, 2002; Parsons & Daniel, 2002; Tunstall et al., 2000; Swart et al., 2001), to edu-
cational (Jongman, 2002; Tapsell et al., 2001) and recreational (Jongman, 2002; Tunstall et al., 2000)
but also, for example, relate to flood risk perception (Tunstall et al., 2000).
Figure 3 shows a simplified diagram of the relations between tangible and a limited number of
intangible values. Most of these values are interrelated, either in a positive or negative sense. For
the sake of clarity, Figure 3 shows only the two most logical positive relations of each value. The
entanglement of tangible, three-dimensional LNC-values and intangible fifth-dimensional values
makes it clear that social demands and wishes cannot be denied in making operational environ-
mental rehabilitation of rivers. The sustainability triangle is shown in the background, implying that
there might also be a (direct) relation between the environmental rehabilitation of LNC-values and
sustainable development. 
Figure 3: A circle of values. Tangible and intangible values of (river) systems and their positive (= enforcing) influ-
ence on each other. Only the two most logical relations to other values are given. As a frame of reference, the sus-
tainability triangle is shown in the background.
The link between the tangible cultural-historical values and the intangible values ‘identity’ and ‘well-
being’ is confirmed by Hendrikx (1999), who adduces that the human well-being is inextricably
associated with a feeling of identity. ‘Mental peace’ (well-being) can only be achieved if one knows
‘who one is’ (identity). At the same time, a single person’s identity is nearly always imbedded in a
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corporate social consciousness. Time after time it appears to be highly important for one’s own self
to know one’s ancestral roots. This inclination to intangible identity is for a not inconsiderable part
materialised in the wish to preserve the inheritance of one’s ancestors: the cultural-historical val-
ues. This is also in line with Schama (1995), who has stressed the importance of historic values for
human well-being.
A perhaps slightly less obvious relation exists between ‘well-being’ and ‘prosperity’. The point of
reference hereby is that one has to be able to fulfil at least the basic and essential necessities of life
(Maslov’s Pyramid) in order to reach and maintain a certain degree of well-being. There are, how-
ever, also clear restrictions to the positiviness of this relation. The relation between ‘prosperity’ and
‘economics’ is obvious again.
The circle of tangible and intangible values in Figure 3 is not closed and remains open regarding
the relation between economics and ecology (natural values). There seems to be a tension between
ecology and economics that requires further investigation: is or can this relation between ecology
and economics be mutually beneficial or is it still, in line with historical developments, a matter of
unilateral benefits? This question can be extended to landscape and cultural-historical values as
well. These issues are dominantly present in contemporary environmental sciences and have led to
the emergence of a new scientific discipline: ecological economics (see also Naveh, 1998). It would
be getting too far off the subject to go in to these issues in extension within the framework of this
thesis. A few research results on this subject with respect to ecological-economic relationships
within river systems, however, are briefly discussed.
There is research from all over the world that examines the questions whether stakeholders and
other parties involved would be inclined to pay for the conservation or rehabilitation of ecosystem
services of rivers, among which habitats for fish and wildlife, for example via the water bill
(Willingness To Pay: WTP) or to accept conservation and rehabilitation measures that would hin-
der normal business, if the damage suffered would be compensated for (Willingness To Accept:
WTA). Although there are differences between the results of the research projects, the overall pic-
ture seems to indicate that in all cases the revenues calculated on the basis of the WTP measured
would exceed the costs to compensate (WTA) and other costs for the conservation of LNC-values
(Amigues et al., 2002; Connely et al., 2002; Kline et al., 2000; Kosz, 1996; Loomis et al., 2000;
Tunstall et al., 2000). There are, however, also firm restrictions to the positive relationship between
economics and environment. Jongman (2002), for example, concludes that “problems related with
homogenisation and of fragmentation of the landscape show that integration of functions is facing
severe problems. The economic trend alone does not allow so much of integration, on the contrary
it tends into the opposite direction”.
The issue of managing local values and interests has been dealt with by Rhoades et al. (1999), who
have developed a bottom-up conceptual model of the social dynamics of – as they call it – com-
munity-based watershed management, in relation to the usage of scientific knowledge (see Figure
4). This model actually includes diverse aspects of the four- and five-dimensional approach of river
management as discussed in this thesis. The historical social/cultural context determines the val-
ues of and attitudes towards the environment within society. According to Rhoades et al. (1999),
this set of tangible and intangible values that members of society adhere holds a central position
in successful watershed management programs. After all, the outcome of the struggle between
competing values and attitudes yields a predominant ethic regarding the environment that, togeth-
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er with the legislation in force, the prevailing economic context and technology available, deter-
mines how society interacts with the environment. Scientific and local knowledge regarding envi-
ronmental responses is gathered through scientific research and place-based perceptual assess-
ment, respectively. This knowledge is brought into the process again by using it as feedback input
in the values/attitudes contest. 
Figure 4: Conceptual model of interaction between scientists and non-scientists in community-based watershed
management (adopted from Rhoades et al., 1999).
‘Culture-nature’ and ‘nature-culture’
Eden et al. (1999; 2000) have introduced the concept of ‘nature-culture’ to break through the seem-
ingly sharp Cartesian contradiction of ‘nature’ versus ‘culture’. I would like to adopt this concept
and refine it within the light of environmental rehabilitation of river systems. In the continuum
between nature and culture, several intermediate positions can be distinguished that may be indi-
cated as either ‘nature-culture’ or as ‘culture-nature’. In this context, nature as in ‘culture-nature’ is
an unintentional outgrowth of or a co-ordinate entity to cultural activities, especially agriculture. It
is nature that Westhoff, the renown Dutch botanist and nature conservationist calls ‘semi-nature’
(Westhoff, 1999). It is also nature as it is strived for in the classical nature management view (see
chapter 3). Nature in this sense can be denominated as of a sort of organic origination; it has –
given the man-influenced circumstances – developed spontaneously. ‘Nature-culture’ on the other
hand, relates primarily to nature as an intended cultural product. Katz (1992) refers to ‘nature-cul-
ture’ in a non-positive sense as “anthropocentrically designed human artefacts”. In a more positive
understanding it is nature as it is strived for in the nature development view (as distinguished in
chapter 3) and in ‘Plan Black Stork’ (De Bruin et al. 1987). In this case, form and function of nature
are carefully designed (constructed landscapes and restored processes) beforehand and compared
to – what are regarded to be – ideal ecological standards. Thus, the ‘degree of intentionality’ or, for-
mulated in the opposite way, the ‘degree of organic origination’ appears to be an important distin-
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guishing characteristic between ‘nature’ and ‘culture-nature’ on the one hand, and ‘culture’ and
‘nature-culture’ on the other hand. Except regarding intentionality, ‘nature’, ‘culture’, ‘nature-cul-
ture’ and ‘culture-nature’ also differ regarding the degree of naturalness and the position that
humans occupy within each entity; the latter both regarding the degree to which ‘culture’ and
‘nature’ are separated or interwoven and regarding the basic man-inclusiveness or man-exclusive-
ness of the entities. Figure 5 gives the profiles of the four basic entities where ‘nature-culture’ and
‘culture-nature’ occupy intermediate positions between ‘real (= Cartesian) nature’ and ‘culture’. 
Figure 5: The transformation process of four archetypical entities of (combinations of) ‘nature’ and ‘culture’; I =
degree of man-inclusiveness of the archetype; N = degree of naturalness of the archetype; S = degree of separa-
tion of man and nature within the archetype; O = degree of organic origination of the archetype. 
‘Nature’ as opposed to ‘culture’ is characterised by a total absence of human influence: the level of
man-inclusiveness is therefore zero, while the levels of naturalness, separation from man and
nature, and organic origination are at a maximum. In the post-glacial Rhine-Meuse delta, this first
phase of ‘pure nature’ did not last long, if ever, as is shown in chapter 2. Shallat (2000) draws sim-
ilar conclusions regarding the Snake River in the USA. If Svenning’s (2002) hypothesis about early
over-hunting pressure is correct (see also chapter 2), North-western Europe as a whole and river
systems in particular slipped into the second phase, that of ‘culture-nature’ at an early stage of their
existence. What we nowadays consider to have been an ‘undisturbed’, ‘unimpaired’ or ‘pristine’
river system, probably always has been a form of ‘culture-nature’ with a relatively high level of nat-
uralness, a low level of separation of man and nature and a high degree of organic origination.
‘Original’ river nature in the Netherlands has never been ‘undisturbed’ nature. This second phase
was nevertheless initially characterised by a relatively high degree of organic origination and natu-
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ralness. Ojala & Louekari (2002) refer to such systems of ‘culture-nature’ as ‘ecosocial complexes’.
In the course of ages, ‘culture-nature’ developed from a river landscape consisting of vast marsh-
es and ‘unnatural’ closed forests to a small-scale Arcadian landscape with a mixture of natural and
cultural elements (cf. the semi-natural nature of Westhoff, 1999), in which there was also room for
additional ‘new’ nature, that is to say, ‘natural systems’ that did not exist before, such as ‘meadow
bird ecosystems’ (Kuiper, 1998). 
Across large areas, the river landscape of the Rhine-Meuse delta developed further into the third
phase, that of a ‘pure’ cultural entity with not only urbanisation areas and infrastructure but also
agro-industrial complexes (Naveh, 1998). An increasing population and technological advance-
ment led to an increasing desire to master the natural circumstances. Also, the river regulation
works as described in chapter 2 fit in this development. Possibilities for organic origination thus
became virtually zero, as did the natural state of the ecosocial complex. The degree of separation
of humans from nature became maximal again, this time, however, in favour of man. The man-
inclusive state of ‘culture-nature’ was the only characteristic that was eventually preserved in the
‘culture’ system. 
The ecological rehabilitation or nature development movement that started during the last decennia
of the 20th century heralded the fourth and – for the time being – final phase. Large parts of the Rhine-
Meuse delta have become or are intended to become expressions of a ‘nature-culture’. Where the
entities ‘nature’, ‘culture-nature’ and ‘culture’ were the dominant systems during their era of exis-
tence, ‘nature-culture’ is in fact a subsystem of ‘culture’, inspired by ‘nature’ in a Cartesian under-
standing. It is the 20th century attempt to rehabilitate nature without really pulling down the walls
between ‘nature’ on one side and ‘culture’ on the other. Man-inclusiveness and the level of separa-
tion between man and nature are intentionally low and high, respectively. There is an inclination to
maximize naturalness and the level of organic origination but this maximization is constrained by cul-
tural pressures such as, especially in river systems, the safeguarding of lives and goods against flood-
ing and the maintenance of navigation. There are, however, also supporters that advocate a new kind
of ‘culture-nature’, seeking for new bonds between nature and culture in an organically growing mixed
complex (Kuiper, 1998; Naveh, 1998). In these supporters’ opinions, the landscape should supply
information about the natural and cultural heritage as well as about its present use and meaning
(Kuiper, 1998). It is acknowledged, however, that the objective of fitting functions for a dynamic soci-
ety into traditional landscapes is a huge objective (Jongman, 2002).
Social aspects in four-dimensional perspective
Social aspects are not stable over time, they are (as are other tangible and intangible values) influ-
enced by historical developments. As we have seen in chapter 2, the Rhine-Meuse delta has gone
through such a development as well and will continue to do so in the future. In the development
of the Rhine-Meuse delta, certain trends may be identified that will prove to be of great socio-eco-
nomic importance for the future of the river landscape and thus for environmental rehabilitation
planning. These trends are for the larger part not only applicable to river landscapes, but also to
landscapes in the western world in general (cf. Vos, 2000). 
1 From rural to urban. The Rhine-Meuse delta is gradually changing from an agricultural landscape
to a more industrial and urban landscape (Van den Heuvel et al., 1998; Van der Valk, 2002).
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Transport in particular, not only shipping traffic but transport by rail as well (the Betuwe railway)
and the accompanying infrastructure is increasingly determining the face of the Rhine-Meuse
delta, gradually deteriorating age-old, organically originated landscape patterns (Kuiper, 1998).
Furthermore, demands from city-dwellers are putting an increasing pressure on the river land-
scape. These demands vary from flood risk reducing measures for expanding urban areas (e.g. the
so-called Knooppunt Arnhem-Nijmegen) to seeking possibilities to rediscover nature (Van de Born
et al., 2001; in prep.), the preservation of cultural identity (Hendrikx, 1999) and the need for recre-
ational facilities (Van der Valk, 2002). Regarding nature, further urbanisation will most probably
only leave room for a stricter separation of man and nature (‘nature-culture’) and may lead to alien-
ation of non-culture (although De Groot (1999) and Van den Born et al. (in prep.) bring forward
the possibility that further urbanisation may lead to the rediscovery of nature). Agriculture will dis-
appear or become detached from typical river related landscape features (mental urbanisation of
farmers) leading to purely cultural agro-industrial landscapes (Naveh, 1998).
2 From local to global (see also Jongman, 2002, and Kuiper, 1998). Although early Roman interven-
tions and the international Strasbourg regulations seem to indicate otherwise, chapter 2 shows
that there is a clear trend in the scale on which river management measures are taken: from the
local scale of community-based river dike construction in the Middle-Ages to river regulation mea-
sures on a national level in the 19th century to the international abatement of pollution and flood
risk reduction in the 20th century. This trend offers the opportunity to approach and tackle prob-
lems from a river basin perspective, but also implies the risk of uniform and one-sided solutions
since national and international authorities are often not inclined to take local initiatives and dif-
ferences into consideration. In this context, it should be kept in mind that the diversity of LNC-val-
ues is partly the result of locally differing, small-scale natural and cultural processes. In this per-
spective, there appears to be a certain tension between the desire to tune local initiatives on a high-
er level (for example the development of a larger surface area of marshes in the Middle-Waal
region (chapter 4) or even whole-river catchment rehabilitation) and the need to let local natural
and cultural initiatives grow into a broad diversity of LNC-values. This paradox is also acknowl-
edged by Boon (1998) who accordingly pleas for taking into account river processes at the catch-
ment level in local rehabilitation projects, and by Rhoades et al. (1999) who concentrate this issue
on dealing with value-laden scientific and local knowledge (see above). 
This line of reasoning may be extended to higher levels of scale. It teaches us that identical
approaches of river basins on an international scale imply the risk of attenuating diversity between
rivers. In this perspective, planning diversity at a European level should be advocated, aiming at,
for instance, the contrast between the flat openness and mixed natural-cultural character of the
Dutch delta in contrast to the wilderness of the river Loire in France (see also Kuiper, 1998).
3 From involution to substitution. Chapter 2 demonstrates that technocratic designing, induced
by Enlightenment, started dominating over organic origination of river landscapes. The land-
scape did no longer develop gradually on the basis of natural characteristics under cultural influ-
ence but was more and more planned on the basis of technical possibilities to curb
unfavourable natural circumstances. This change from organic development (involution) to
planned design went hand in hand with the nearly overnight substitution of large parts of the
river landscape by ‘pure’ cultural forms of land use, for example, river regulations, but also
intensified agricultural practices, large scale sand- and gravel excavations and, more recently,
even nature development projects. Because it is true that even these environmental rehabilita-
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tion projects are mostly carefully planned: recreated side-channels are designed to withdraw
only a limited quantity of water from the main channel in order to guarantee navigation and the
resistance of newly developed floodplain forests is exactly calculated in consideration of design
discharge. Also, the relative ease with which LNC-elements in river dike reconstruction projects
are compensated for rather than preserved (chapter 6), fits in with this trend. Finally, this trend
is also in congruence with prevailing ideas on the makeability of the physical environment.
Different forms of land use follow each other in a high pace without taking into account the often
age-old characteristics of their predecessors. Also, the new flood risk reduction measures that
are presently being developed, for example, large-scale lowering of floodplains or even environ-
mentally well-meant measures like cyclic rejuvenation (Smits et al., 2000), imply the risk of wip-
ing away old landscape features.
The continuation of these trends into the future does not yield an optimistic picture of the Rhine-
Meuse delta as an ecosocial complex as far as LNC-values are concerned. Parts of the outer dike
areas, especially the floodplains, may be allowed to develop into ‘nature-culture’, but the opportunity
to do so freely will be restricted: the new nature will be carefully planned, both in space and in time
(e.g. only a few climax situations will be allowed to develop during a limited period of time). Inner dike
areas will be largely destined for economic functions. Overall, C-values in particular will be under pres-
sure and technocratic thinking will continue to prevail. If, however, one is aware of these processes in
management and reconstruction planning, then some obvious pitfalls may be avoided. Boersema &
De Snoo (2001), for example, plea for making a conscious linkage of new flood risk reducing mea-
sures to the cultural-historical past of the Netherlands. Creating new overflows, for example, should
in their opinion not be regarded as measures that break with the past, but rather as measures that
demonstrate respect for the history of hydrological engineering in the Netherlands. Naveh (1998) also
advocates such an approach, as he pleas that “we have to overcome the discordance between natur-
al and cultural biosphere landscapes by aiming to restore total landscape ecodiversity through inte-
gration of biological and cultural diversity within landscape heterogeneity, health, and integrity”. 
6 Conclusions
As usual, this thesis does not only solve questions but also raises new ones. One of the main ques-
tions that is put forward is, for example, whether (good) environmental rehabilitation plans are
actually executed and if the practice of good planning is accurately translated into good execution
and has yielded environmental benefits (monitoring and evaluation). 
The fact that important questions remain to be answered, should not be considered as a flaw but
– in the good tradition of scientific research – as a challenge for further research. Besides the mon-
itoring and evaluation questions mentioned above, research should focus on the crossroads of
(palaeo-)ecology, palaeogeography, history, archaeology, sociology, philosophy, environmental sci-
ences and many more scientific disciplines, where a multitude of fundamental descriptive and
explanatory research waits to be designed and executed. The results of this research must then find
their way into policy making and execution that offers another challenge to scientists. The ecoso-
cial or, perhaps better, socio-spatio-temporal complex that the Rhine-Meuse delta is, offers more
opportunities and challenges for such research than many other systems.
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The following conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the present findings:
· It is important for rehabilitation of the river landscape to acknowledge that during recent geo-
logical times (10,000 years BP) there has probably never been a ‘pure natural’ river landscape
in the Rhine-Meuse delta.
· There are essential differences between the ‘old culture-nature’ landscape and the ‘new nature-
culture’ landscape of the Rhine-Meuse delta; this, however, does not mean that one of these
is automatically better than the other.
· In order to take LNC-values sufficiently into account, these values should be surveyed and
mapped accurately.
· Besides a solid scientific foundation of the longitudinal, transversal and vertical dimensions of
rivers and accurate surveying and mapping LNC-values, environmental rehabilitation planning
is served by taking into account temporal aspects (the fourth dimension), especially, concern-
ing the usage of reference and target images, and social aspects (the fifth dimension), for
instance, involving citizens and stakeholders in early phases of the planning process.
· The linear understanding of time combined with the complexity theory-like behaviour of river
systems renders it unlikely that all of the LNC-values that have been lost can be recovered; a
cyclic understanding of time on the other hand, offers perspectives for bringing back lost val-
ues. Both understandings offer opportunities for future-directed development of new LNC-val-
ues in the river landscape.
· The usage of reference images, especially palaeo-references in formulating management and
reconstruction targets, contributes to better planning of environmental rehabilitation of LNC-
values in river systems; these reference images, however, should not be used as rigid straight-
jackets, but rather as sources of inspiration for future-directed solutions taking also into
account new and old functions of river systems.
· LNC-values are the tangible elements that link up the physical, three-dimensional landscape
with intangible social values; they thus form important focal points for environmental rehabil-
itation. 
· Spatial planning regarding river basins should not only take into account flood risk reduction
measures, but also the conservation and further development of LNC-values as our heritage
of a long history of nature-culture interactions. In this perspective, flood risk reduction mea-
sures offer both opportunities and constraints for LNC-values preservation.
· The trends observed in the river landscape from rural to urban, from local to global and from
involution to substitution offer both opportunities and threats to LNC-values; threats, howev-
er, seem to predominate. Opportunities may be found in creating new or reinforcing old bonds
between nature and culture.
· There is a tension between the need for a central direction of the process of river management
and reconstruction (from the viewpoint of both environmental rehabilitation as well as from
flood risk management and navigation) and the desire for bottom-up, locally grounded initia-
tives; river managers should find a way to deal with this tension.
· Well-considered and extensive river management planning, taking into account the foregoing
conclusions, does contribute to a sound environmental rehabilitation of the Rhine-Meuse
delta; Putting effort into the planning process pays regarding the effectiveness of LNC-values
preservation and development.
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Summary 
As is the case with more river basins in the world, the Rhine-Meuse delta in the Netherlands has
lost many of its environmentally valuable features. For this reason, river rehabilitation programs
have been developed and executed since the late 1980s. Also otherwise, environmental aspects
momentarily seem to be much more of an issue in river management than before (for instance, in
river dike reinforcement and shipping channel improvement projects). For environmental rehabili-
tation of river basins several concepts have been constructed that together may eventually form an
integrated perspective for river rehabilitation. The present thesis aims to contribute to such an inte-
grated perspective. It centres on the evaluation of river management plans as exponents of ‘envi-
ronmental rehabilitation’ policies on several levels of scale (from individual river system elements
such as winter dikes and river banks to substantial parts of the catchment area) and focuses on the
degree to which these plans may contribute to an actual environmental rehabilitation of the Dutch
river landscape and aims to detect decisive factors for sound management planning. The results of
these analyses are used to formulate and elaborate two additional dimensions for river rehabilita-
tion, viz., the dimensions time and social aspects.
The central question to be answered in this thesis is: 
Along which lines can an integrated perspective for 
environmental rehabilitation, that contributes to sound management, 
be developed for the rivers Rhine and Meuse in the Netherlands?
The environmental values of the Rhine-Meuse delta are determined by the historical context that
provided the conditions for some landscape features to originate and for others to decline. This his-
torical context of origination and decline of landscape, natural and cultural-historical features
(LNC-elements or -values) forms an important, but sometimes neglected background to environ-
mental rehabilitation. Chapter 2 describes this historical context in palaeogeographic, archaeolog-
ical, cultural-historical and palaeo-ecological terms. The main conclusions of this chapter are: 1)
the Rhine-Meuse delta must be considered to be a spatio-temporarily unique landscape compris-
ing important values from both natural and cultural origin; 2) human interference with the Rhine-
Meuse delta possibly started already during the last glacial period with the extinction of very large
grazers and later with upstream deforestation, and has both enriched and impoverished river char-
acteristic LNC-values; 3) natural values in particular declined as a result of major events induced
by man, such as river dike construction (11th-15th century) and river regulation (19th-20th century);
cultural-historical values declined from approximately halfway the 19th century on as a result of,
amongst others, river regulations, agricultural intensification and river dike reinforcement.
In chapter 3, the conceptual and philosophical context of river rehabilitation is subject of closer
examination, with special attention to river systems. First, the question is raised whether ‘ecologi-
cal recovery’ should be regarded as ‘restoration´ or as ‘rehabilitation´. Given the irreversible char-
acter of many developments in the Rhine-Meuse delta and the emphasis on giving more structur-
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al and functional space to the river, the usage of the term rehabilitation (as being more process ori-
ented) is preferred to the term restoration (more pattern oriented). 
Chapter 3 also gives possible strategies for rehabilitation by discussing rather abstract but achiev-
able end-points in terms of man-inclusive versus man-exclusive nature and of nature-in-flux versus
nature-in-balance and by depicting ways to reach these end-points. To that end, the chapter gives
some prominent views within nature conservation in the Netherlands on how to reach the targets
that have been set. Subsequently, a conceptual reference-target image framework for river rehabil-
itation is constructed and a number of river rehabilitation (policy) plans are analysed. This analysis
showed that there appeared to be remarkable differences in the use of reference image concepts in
‘catchment area’ projects and in ‘region-specific’ projects. Apparently, reference images are rarely
mentioned or made concrete in ‘region-specific’ projects. Actuoreferences are seldom used in all
types of projects, while palaeoreferences are mainly used in ‘catchment area’ projects. Target
images, especially those of ‘catchment area’ projects, rarely seem to function as quantitative stan-
dards. In nearly all cases, they mainly function as a depiction of goals at which developments have
to be directed. It appeared that in the first years of river rehabilitation and on the ‘catchment area’
level of planning, the nature development view and the functional nature view in particular domi-
nated environmental rehabilitation planning of rivers at the cost of the classical nature manage-
ment view, thus focussing strongly on the development of man-exclusive nature-in-flux where pos-
sible and trying to combine nature and culture in new, man-related functions of rivers where need-
ed. This, however, implied the risk of a strong decline of, especially, cultural-historical values. At the
lower planning level of ‘region-specific’ project plans, a partial return to the classical nature man-
agement view can be detected. 
The next four chapters focus on analysing actual management and/or reconstruction plans regard-
ing environmental rehabilitation of (parts of) the Rhine-Meuse delta.
Chapter 4 starts with the description of developments in fragmentation of riverine ecotopes (e.g. side
channels and sandy beaches) in floodplains along the middle reach of the river Waal. The total and
mean surface areas per ecotope type as well as the mean distance to the nearest similar ecotope were
regarded as indicators for the degree of ecotope fragmentation. The values of these indicators in the
present situation were compared to those at the end of the 19th century (reference period) and after
the execution of floodplain rehabilitation projects as planned (target image period). The indicator val-
ues for the reference period could be calculated for three ecotope types. The analysis showed that the
degree of fragmentation will decrease in the future if rehabilitation plans are executed as planned. In
order to determine whether this decreased ecotope fragmentation will also benefit so-called target
species, the potential occupation of the ecotopes was assessed for eight selected fauna species. It
was found that not all target species examined could be expected to be able to establish viable pop-
ulations. Only three species, Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), Night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax) and
Water shrew (Neomys fodiens), may find patches of habitat large enough to establish core populations.
Three other species, Bluethroat (Luscinia svecica), Little ringed plover (Charadrius dubius) and Spotted
crake (Porzana porzana), might be able to establish reproductive units but no core populations.
Finally, Great reed warbler (Acrocephalus arundinaceus) and Otter (Lutra lutra) are expected to be
unable to establish even one single reproductive unit. 
It is concluded that in spite of an expected increase in surface area of marshland in the Middle Waal
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region, this surface area will prove to be insufficient to harbour sustainable populations of marsh-
dependent fauna species. Involving more floodplain area surface or areas on the land-side of the win-
ter dikes (which were cut off of the river with the construction of the dikes and eventually drained and
cultivated on behalf of agriculture; see chapter 2) and tuning separate floodplain rehabilitation plans
by creating more coherent ecological networks might improve circumstances for marsh-dependent
species. Such an aim, however, would need a more top-down directed planning approach.
Chapter 5 presents a Spreadsheet Application For Evaluation of BlOdiversity (BIO-SAFE) on the
basis of political and legal criteria derived from national and international policy plans, laws,
treaties and directives. The BIO-SAFE was initially developed as a management tool to optimise
mutual attuning of nature conservation policies and other interests in spatial planning. Taxonomic
groups involved in BIO-SAFE are higher plants, dragonflies and damselflies, butterflies, fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. The development of BIO-SAFE was based on species
characteristic of rivers and their floodplains, but the principles of the method can easily be applied
to other ecosystems as well. 
The BIO-SAFE has been used to analyse a combined flood risk reduction and ecological rehabilita-
tion plan for the Rijnwaarden floodplains along the river Rhine for which four scenarios were devel-
oped (two high hydro-dynamic and two low-hydro-dynamic scenarios; two scenarios dimensioned
on a 16,000 m3/s discharge and two dimensioned on a 18,000 m3/s discharge) along with a
autonomous development-scenario. Application to flora and fauna data available for this area
showed, for instance, that a sharp drop in biodiversity potentials for nesting and non-nesting birds
is expected if high hydro-dynamics scenarios are to be executed. This is mainly the result of a sig-
nificant decrease in the surface area of floodplain meadow and floodplain production meadow in
these scenarios. Meadow birds and geese (‘new’ natural values in the Rhine-Meuse delta; see chap-
ter 2) in particular are dependent on these ecotope types. On the other hand, the potentials for
higher plants species and herpetofauna species strongly increase in all reconstruction scenarios. In
other words, increase of the potentials for one group of politically and legally relevant species can
involve a decrease of the potentials of another group. In our case study, the overall assessment of
the potentials of the high hydro-dynamics scenarios appeared to be even lower than that of the
autonomous development-scenario as a result of the drop in potentials for nesting and non-nest-
ing birds.
According to Dutch policy on river dike reinforcements, LNC-values should be safeguarded in plan-
ning and executing river dike reinforcement projects by following the ‘selective smart design strategy’
presented by the Boertien Commission and adopted by the Dutch government and parliament.
Chapter 6 presents an audit model, consisting of 20 modules, assessing the extent to which LNC-val-
ues are taken into account in the planning process. The model was applied to eight projects. The
results showed that in five of the eight projects examined, LNC values were sufficiently taken into con-
sideration. Aspects that were insufficiently taken into account concerned fauna surveys, valuation of
LNC elements and effect valuation. Moreover, LNC values were often restored or compensated for,
rather than preserved. Large differences were found between individual river dike reinforcement pro-
jects. In general, it may be concluded that especially projects that included some kind of public par-
ticipation by concerned citizens or environmental pressure groups via, for instance, an Environmental
Impact Assessment procedure, gained better scores regarding LNC-values preservation. 
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The SPEAR audit model (SPreadsheet application for the Ecological Audits of Riverbank recon-
struction planning) is presented in chapter 7. SPEAR was developed to enable quantitative ex-ante
and ex-posterior evaluations of the process and reconstruction designs of riverbank reconstruction
projects aimed at improving the ecological value of these riverbanks. Applying SPEAR to ten river-
bank reconstruction projects along the rivers Rhine and Meuse in The Netherlands showed that the
model met the objective very well. By comparing the model’s outcomes with normative standards,
it was found that two projects were rated as good, four as sufficient and four as insufficient. Further
analysis showed that there are strong correlations between the planning process – especially the
inventory of the present biotic and abiotic conditions, the inventory of societal demands and pref-
erences and the drawing up of a target image – and the expected ecological benefits after execu-
tion. 
The findings regarding the importance of involving social demands and preferences are of particu-
lar interest. It appears that if such demands and preferences, especially those of private land own-
ers, are met, then there may be literally more room for riverbank reconstruction, since these land
owners may be more willing to cooperate and put land at the disposal of the responsible authori-
ties. This, in turn may result in higher ecotope diversity and a higher degree of connectivity. It
appears that local social contexts are of great importance to ensure successful catchment area
management. In contrast to the findings in chapter 4 regarding the development of large areas of
marsh-land, this seems to call for a bottom-up approach in river management.
The strong correlation between the drawing up of reference images and target images is another
finding of particular interest. Drawing up good reference images probably improves the quality of
target images and, hence, the eventual design. It is concluded that, in general, drawing up a well-
considered target image (including societal functions) might be a key factor in successful ecologi-
cal riverbank reconstruction. The quality of the targets set appears to be highly dependent on the
inclusion of biotic and abiotic (especially physical) conditions on the one hand, and of societal
demands and preferences on the other.
Chapter 8 comprises the synthesis. The first overall conclusion to be drawn is that thorough and
well-thought environmental management planning appears to be a prerequisite for successful reha-
bilitation. It was found that there are three clusters of factors in environmental rehabilitation plan-
ning of the Rhine-Meuse delta that appear to be decisive. The first cluster comprises the usage of
reference and target images (especially on the basis of the findings in the chapters 2, 3 and 7), the
second the involvement of social aspects (especially on the basis of the findings in the chapters 6
and 7), and the third the need for accurate environmental surveys (on the basis of the chapters 4,
5 and 6). In the synthesis, this last cluster is not further discussed because of its obvious charac-
ter. The first two clusters are considered to be important building stones for an integrated per-
spective for river rehabilitation and referred to as factors of the fourth and fifth dimension, respec-
tively, thus linking up with the longitudinal (1st dimension), transversal (2nd dimension) and verti-
cal dimension (3rd dimension) that are generally acknowledged as important focal points for sound
environmental planning of river systems. The fourth dimension relates especially to the factor
‘time’ which seems to be an important factor in handling reference and target images. The fifth
dimension relates to the need to involve society in the planning process, ranging from individual
citizens to (organisations of) stakeholders. Both dimensions are submitted to a closer examina-
tion.
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The first issue that is to be discussed regarding the usage of reference and target images in river
rehabilitation planning is the question whether the factor time in the reference-target image para-
digm is by nature essentially cyclic or linear. If it is essentially cyclic, palaeoreferences can be
applied as realistic basis for target images; if not, than palaeoreferences can be no more than
sources of inspiration. Although true cyclic processes may be identified (e.g. diurnal and seasonal
cycles) the historical context as described in chapter 2 shows that major events in the history of the
Rhine-Meuse delta, be it of natural or cultural origin, evoke irreversible processes that match more
accurately with a linear understanding of time. These major events and the processes they evoke
resemble bifurcations as occurring in deterministic chaotic systems. Although there appears to be
no hard evidence for chaotic behaviour in river systems, deterministic complexity theory offers
opportunities for a conceptual representation of linear developments in river systems in an ana-
logical way. Aggregate complexity also offers opportunities for a better understanding of river sys-
tems, as it makes clear that such systems never have redundant components, since every compo-
nent contributes to the system’s flexibility.
Concerning the fifth dimension of river rehabilitation – social aspects – intangible values of land-
scapes in general and of the river landscape in particular are briefly discussed in relation to the tan-
gible L-, N- and, especially, C-values. Via the chain: C-values – identity – well-being – prosperity –
economics, environmental rehabilitation of rivers is drawn well into the societal domain. The need
for and chances offered by a bottom-up approach of environmental management planning are also
rooted for a not inconsiderable part in, especially, the feeling of identity that the direct surround-
ings offer. Linking up with such feelings may be a prerequisite for successful environmental reha-
bilitation planning.
The next issue – where temporal and social factors meet – is the difference between ‘culture-nature’
and ‘nature-culture’. ‘Culture-nature’ represents most of the history of the Rhine-Meuse delta and
refers to a so-called ecosocial complex, a situation in which man and nature are not separated, in
which man is a part of nature, that is originated more or less organically and that still is to a high
degree to be considered natural. Gradually, but especially in the last two centuries, ‘culture-nature’
is transformed more and more into ‘pure culture’. Striving for ‘nature-culture’, as an answer to this
development, appears to be a dominant line of thinking in many ecological rehabilitation projects
and is mainly inspired by ‘pure nature’, that is to say nature of which man is no part. This line of
thinking is in concordance with the nature-development view  described in chapter 3. The major
difference with pure nature, however, is the high degree of intentionality of ‘nature-culture’.
Finally, three trends in societal development are discussed that may be considered as a threat – but
in some cases maybe also as an opportunity – for the environmental rehabilitation of the Rhine-
Meuse delta: 1) from rural to urban, walking in pace with the transformation of the river landscape
from ‘culture-nature’ to ‘culture’; 2) from local to global linked up with the paradox of the ‘bottom-
up’ versus the ‘top-down’ approach in river management planning; and 3) from involution to sub-
stitution referring to the seemingly ever speeding up subsequent stages of transformation of the
landscape.
As usual, this thesis does not only solve questions but also raises new ones. One of the main ques-
tions that is evoked, for example, is whether (good) environmental rehabilitation plans are actual-
ly executed and if the practice of good planning is accurately translated in good execution and has
yielded environmental benefits (monitoring and evaluation). 
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The fact that important questions remain to be answered, should not be considered as a flaw but
– in the good tradition of scientific research –as a challenge for further research. Besides the mon-
itoring and evaluation questions mentioned above, research should focus on the crossroads of
(palaeo-)ecology, palaeogeography, history, archaeology, sociology, philosophy, environmental sci-
ences and many more scientific disciplines, where a multitude of fundamental descriptive and
explanatory research waits to be designed and executed. The results of this research have to find
their way into policy making and execution which offers another challenge to scientists. The ecoso-
cial or, perhaps better, socio-spatio-temporal complex that the Rhine-Meuse delta is, offers more
opportunities and challenges for such research than many other systems.
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De Rijn-Maas delta is – evenals vele andere riviersystemen elders in de wereld – sterk gedegene-
reerd wat betreft natuur- en landschapswaarden. Om deze degeneratie een halt toe te roepen en
ten goede te keren zijn vanaf de jaren tachtig vele tientallen herstelprogramma’s ontwikkeld en tot
uitvoering gebracht. Maar ook anderszins spelen milieuaspecten in het rivierbeheer een grotere rol
dan voorheen (zoals in rivierdijkversterking en vaarwegverbetering). In de loop der tijd zijn ver-
schillende concepten ontwikkeld die samen een integraal perspectief voor rivierherstel kunnen vor-
men. Dit proefschrift beoogt bij te dragen aan de verdere ontwikkeling van een dergelijk integraal
perspectief. De kern van het proefschrift wordt gevormd door de evaluatie van rivierbeheerplannen
in de brede zin van het woord. Deze rivierbeheerplannen kunnen worden beschouwd als exponen-
ten van het Nederlandse milieubeleid ten aanzien van rivieren. Onderzocht is in hoeverre verwacht
kan worden dat dergelijke plannen daadwerkelijk bijdragen aan het herstel van het Nederlandse
rivierenlandschap. Verder is geanalyseerd welke factoren bepalend zijn voor een succesvolle plan-
ning. De resultaten van deze analyses zijn gebruikt om twee aditionele dimensies van rivierherstel
te formuleren en vervolgens verder uit te werken, te weten de dimensies tijd en sociale aspecten.
De centrale vraag in dit proefschrift is:
Op welke wijze kan een integraal perspectief voor
rivierherstel worden ontwikkeld dat bijdraagt aan het duurzaam beheer
van de rivieren Rijn en Maas in Nederland?
Natuur- en landschapswaarden in de Rijn-Maas delta worden voor een groot deel bepaald door de
historische context. Deze context heeft de condities opgeleverd waardoor sommige voor het rivie-
rengebied kenmerkende natuur- en landschapswaarden konden ontstaan en weer andere verdwe-
nen. Deze historische context vormt dus een belangrijke maar vaak miskende achtergrond voor
herstel van het rivierenlandschap. In hoofdstuk 2 is deze context beschreven in termen van palae-
ogeografie, archeologie, cultuurhistorie en palaeo-ecologie van het Nederlandse rivierenlandschap.
De belangrijkste conclusies die in dit hoofdstuk worden getrokken zijn: 
1 De Rijn-Maas delta moet worden beschouwd als een ruimtelijk-temporeel uniek landschap dat
belangrijke waarden omvat van zowel natuurlijke als cultuurlijke oorsprong. 
2 De invloed van de mens op de Rijn-Maas delta kent zijn oorsprong wellicht al in de laatste ijs-
tijd, toen door menselijk toedoen zeer grote grazers werden uitgeroeid met alle gevolgen voor
de natuurlijke begroeiing van dien. Later werden grote oppervlakten in het bovenstrooms gebied
ontbost met grote consequenties voor de kwantitatieve waterafvoer en de sedimentbalans. Deze
menselijke invloeden hebben zowel een verrijkend als een verarmend effect gehad op de natuur-
en landschapswaarden van het rivierengebied. 
3 De achteruitgang van natuurwaarden in het rivierengebied is voor een belangrijk deel terug te
voeren op grootschalige menselijk ingrijpen in het landschap, met name de aanleg van rivier-
dijken in de 11de tot en met de 15de eeuw en rivierregulatie in de 19de en 20ste eeuw; cultuur-
historische waarden gingen sterk op hun retour vanaf circa halverwege de 19de eeuw onder
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andere ten gevolge van (wederom) rivierregulatie, intensivering van de landbouw en ingrijpen-
de rivierdijkversterkingen.
Hoofdstuk 3 gaat in op verschillen in mogelijke strategieën voor rivierherstel. Allereerst is daartoe
onderscheid gemaakt in de gehanteerde doelen in (abstract geformuleerde) termen van ‘mens-
inclusieve’ versus ‘mens-exclusieve’ natuur en van ‘dynamische’ versus ‘gebalanceerde’ natuur.
Tevens worden wegen geschetst waarop deze doelen bereikt kunnen worden. Daartoe worden een
aantal momenteel dominante visies op natuur en natuurbeheer geschetst. Als belangrijkste visies
worden onderscheiden: de klassieke natuurvisie, de natuurontwikkelingsvisie en de functionele
natuurvisie. Op basis hiervan is een conceptueel referentie-streefbeeld kader voor rivierherstel
opgesteld. De referentie vormt hierbij de vanuit het perspectief van natuur en landschap als ideaal
beschouwde situatie. Om diverse redenen is een dergelijke ideale situatie echter niet haalbaar of
wenselijk. Om deze reden wordt een op de referentie gebaseerd streefbeeld geformuleerd dat wel
als haalbaar wordt beschouwd. Vervolgens zijn een aantal rivierherstel(beleids)plannen geanaly-
seerd. Deze analyse laat zien dat er opmerkelijke verschillen zijn in de wijze waarop referentiebeel-
den worden gehanteerd in enerzijds plannen die een substantieel deel van een stroomgebied
omvatten (‘stroomgebiedsplannen’) en in anderzijds plannen die een concreet gebied op een lager
schaalniveau bestrijken (‘gebiedsplannen’: veelal één of enkele uiterwaarden). Het blijkt dat refe-
rentiebeelden in ‘gebiedsplannen’ niet of nauwelijks worden gehanteerd of geconcretiseerd maar
dat dat wel gebeurt in ‘stroomgebiedsplannen’. In de laatste gevallen is echter nauwelijks gebruik
gemaakt van actuo-referenties (gebaseerd op bestaande vergelijkbare systemen elders) maar wel
van palaeoreferenties (gebaseerd op de historie van het gebied zelf). Streefbeelden blijken nauwe-
lijks te worden gehanteerd als kwantitatieve norm, maar bijna altijd als een gemeenschappelijk
kader in de richting waarvan fysieke en maatschappelijke ontwikkelingen gestuurd dienen te wor-
den. 
Vooral in de begintijd van de planvorming van rivierherstel en dan met name in ‘stroomgebieds-
plannen’ domineerden de natuurontwikkelingsvisie en de functionele natuurvisie ten koste van de
klassieke natuurvisie. Op deze wijze werd ingezet op ‘mens-exclusieve’, ‘dynamische’ natuur waar
mogelijk en op een combinatie van natuur en cultuur waar de meer mensgerichte rivierfuncties
(scheepvaart, veiligheid) dit noodzakelijk maakten. Dit hield echter een groot risico in voor cul-
tuurhistorische waarden. Op de lagere schaalniveaus van de ‘gebiedsplannen’ is een gedeeltelijke
terugkeer naar de klassieke natuurvisie zichtbaar waarmee weer meer rekening wordt gehouden
met cultuurhistorische waarden.
In de volgende vier hoofdstukken zijn concrete inrichtings- en reconstructieplannen (rivierbeheer-
plannen) met betrekking tot herstel van (delen van) de Rijn-Maas delta geanalyseerd. Hoofdstuk 4
beschrijft allereerst de ontwikkeling in versnippering van riviergebonden ecotopen (zoals neven-
geulen en zandstranden) in de uiterwaarden van het Midden-Waal-gebied (tussen Nijmegen en
Tiel). De totale en de gemiddelde oppervlakte per ecotooptype alsook de afstand van een ecotoop
tot het meest nabijgelegen vergelijkbare ecotoop zijn beschouwd als indicatoren voor de mate van
ecotoopversnippering. De waarden van deze versnipperingsindicatoren in de huidige situatie (circa
1985) zijn vergeleken met die aan het einde van de 19de eeuw (de referentieperiode) en met de
waarden na uitvoering van natuurontwikkelingsplannen zoals die voor de verschillende uiterwaar-
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den in het Midden-Waalgebied zijn opgesteld (de streefbeelden). De analyse laat zien dat de mate
van ecotoopversnippering zal afnemen bij uitvoering van de voorgenomen natuurontwikkelings-
plannen. Om te bepalen of een dergelijke afname van versnippering ook doelsoorten van beleid en
beheer ten goede zal komen, is de potentiële bezetting van deze ecotopen door acht faunadoel-
soorten onderzocht. Hieruit bleek dat niet voor alle onderzochte soorten een wezenlijke verbete-
ring van de situatie te verwachten is. Slechts voor drie soorten (Aalscholver, Kwak en
Waterspitsmuis), kan worden verwacht dat ze een voldoende groot oppervlakte van de vereiste eco-
topen tot hun beschikking zullen hebben in het Midden-Waal-gebied om een (duurzame) kern-
populatie te kunnen vormen. Voor drie andere soorten (Blauwborst, Kleine plevier en
Porseleinhoen) kan verwacht worden dat ze in staat zijn om zich her en der met reproductieve een-
heden (paartjes) in het gebied kunnen vestigen en handhaven, maar niet met kernpopulaties. Van
de Grote karekiet en de Otter zullen zich naar verwachting zelfs geen reproductieve eenheden in
het gebied kunnen handhaven. 
Vooral de oppervlakte moeras zal ook na uitvoering van de natuurontwikkelingsplannen in te gerin-
ge mate aanwezig zijn om populaties van moerassoorten een duurzaam voortbestaan te garande-
ren. Uitbreiding van de oppervlakte moeras, hetzij in de uiterwaarden, hetzij in de binnendijkse
komgebieden  en een betere afstemming van de verschillende natuurontwikkelingsplannen op
elkaar, zouden de situatie voor moerassoorten waarschijnlijk kunnen verbeteren (ecologische net-
werken).
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt BIO-SAFE gepresenteerd (Spreadsheet Application For Evaluation of
BlOdiversity) waarmee biodiversiteit gewaardeerd kan worden op basis van politieke en wettelijke
criteria, ontleend aan nationale en internationale beleidsplannen, wetten, conventies en richtlijnen.
BIO-SAFE is aanvankelijk ontwikkeld als een beleidsondersteunend instrument voor een betere
afstemming van natuur en andere belangen in de ruimtelijke ordening van riviergebieden.
Taxonomische groepen die in BIO-SAFE zijn opgenomen zijn hogere planten, libellen en water-
juffers, vlinders, vissen, amfibieën en reptielen, vogels en zoogdieren. De ontwikkeling van BIO-
SAFE is gebaseerd op soorten die karakteristiek zijn voor rivieren en hun uiterwaarden, maar de
methode kan in principe ook voor andersoortige systemen worden toegepast. 
BIO-SAFE is gebruikt voor de analyse van een gecombineerd hoogwaterriscio-bestrijdings- en
natuurontwikkelingsplan zoals dat ontwikkeld is voor de uiterwaarden van Rijnwaarden langs de
Rijn. In dit plan zijn vijf scenario’s ontwikkeld (vier combinaties van hydrologisch gezien hoogdy-
namische en laagdynamische herinrichting met maatgevende afvoeren van 16.000 m3/s respectie-
velijk 18.000 m3/s en een autonoom ontwikkelingsscenario). Toepassing van BIO-SAFE op beschik-
bare verspreidingsdata van flora en fauna voor het onderzoeksgebied laten een sterke daling van
de biodiversiteitpotenties zien voor broedvogels en niet-broedvogels bij uitvoering van de hoogdy-
namische scenario’s. Dit is vooral te wijten aan een significante afname van de oppervlakte uiter-
waard(productie)graslanden. Vooral weidevogels en ganzen zijn afhankelijk van deze ecotopen.
Aan de andere kant nemen de potenties voor de hogere planten en amfibieën in alle herinrichting-
scenario’s sterk toe. Een toename van de potenties voor de ene groep (wettelijk beschermde) orga-
nismen kan dus een afname van de potenties voor een andere groep inhouden. In onze casestudie
bleek dat de overall potenties bij uitvoering van de hoogdynamische scenario’s zelfs ten opzichte
van het autonoom-ontwikkelingsscenario verslechterden. Ook dit was grotendeels terug te voeren
op een verslechterende situatie voor vogels.
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Conform het Nederlandse beleid ten aanzien van rivierdijkversterkingen dienen zogenaamde LNC-
waarden (Landschaps-, Natuur- en Cultuurhistorische waarden) zoveel mogelijk te worden behou-
den. Hiertoe is door de Commissie Boertien de strategie van ‘uitgekiend ontwerpen’ ontwikkeld.
Deze strategie is in het kader van het beleid ten aanzien van rivierdijkversterkingen overgenomen
door de Nederlandse overheid. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een auditmodel gepresenteerd waarmee
beoordeeld kan worden in welke mate met LNC-waarden rekening is gehouden bij de planning van
rivierdijkversterkingen. Het model is toegepast op acht rivierdijkversterkingsprojecten. De resulta-
ten laten zien dat in vijf van de acht onderzochte projecten in voldoende mate rekening is gehou-
den met de aanwezige LNC-waarden. Dat geldt echter niet in gelijke mate voor alle aspecten van
het planningsproces. Vooral het in beeld brengen van de verspreiding van faunasoorten, de waar-
dering van LNC-elementen en een goede inschatting van de effecten van de versterkingen op de
aanwezige LNC-waarden is in veel gevallen in onvoldoende mate in de planvorming meegenomen.
Bovendien lijkt de praktijk van rivierdijkversterkingen meer gericht te zijn op restauratie of com-
pensatie van verloren LNC-waarden dan op het daadwerkelijke behoud ervan. Verder laten de eva-
luaties van de verschillende rivierdijkversterkingsprojecten grote verschillen zien. In het algemeen
kan geconcludeerd worden dat vooral projecten waarbij een zekere mate van publieke inspraak
door burgers of belangengroeperingen gegarandeerd was – bijvoorbeeld via een MER-procedure –
beter scoorden ten aanzien van het behoud van LNC-waarden. 
Het auditmodel SPEAR (SPreadsheet application for the Ecological Audits of Riverbank recon-
struction planning) wordt besproken in hoofdstuk 7. SPEAR is ontwikkeld om een kwantitatieve
beoordeling mogelijk te maken van het ontwerpproces en het daadwerkelijke reconstructieontwerp
van natuurvriendelijke oevers langs rivieren. Toepassing van SPEAR op tien reconstructieprojecten
langs de Rijn en de Maas laat zien dat twee projecten als ‘goed’ kunnen worden gekwalificeerd, vier
al ‘voldoende’ en vier als ‘onvoldoende’. Verder bleek dat er een sterke correlatie was tussen het
proces van planning  – vooral het inventariseren van de biotische en abiotische uitgangssituatie,
het in beeld brengen van de maatschappelijke eisen en voorkeuren en het opstellen van een streef-
beeld – en de verwachte ecologische meerwaarde na uitvoering van het project. 
Met name de resultaten ten aanzien van de maatschappelijke eisen en voorkeuren zijn interessant.
Het blijkt dat er vaak letterlijk meer ruimte is voor natuurvriendelijke oevers wanneer aan de eisen
en voorkeuren van belanghebbenden, vooral particuliere grondeigenaren, tegemoet wordt geko-
men. Grondeigenaren vertonen in die gevallen een grotere bereidheid om grond af te staan voor de
aanleg van natuurvriendelijke oevers. Een groter oppervlakte beschikbare grond leidt weer tot een
hogere ecotoopdiversiteit en een betere ecologiche verbinding in de lengterichting van en dwars op
de rivier. Het rekening houden met de lokale sociale context levert dus een ecologisch gezien beter
resultaat op.
De waargenomen sterke correlatie tussen het opstellen van referentiebeelden en de kwaliteit van
de streefbeelden is een ander interessant resultaat van deze studie. Het opstellen van een accuraat
referentiebeeld versterkt de kwaliteit van het streefbeeld en zo ook van het ontwerp. In het alge-
meen kan worden geconcludeerd dat het opstellen van goeddoordachte streefbeelden een sleutel-
rol kan vervullen in succesvol ecologisch herstel van natuurvriendelijke oevers.
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Hoofdstuk 8 omvat de synthese van dit proefschrift. Drie clusters van factoren lijken bepalend te
zijn voor succesvol herstel van natuur en landschap in de Rijn-Maas-delta. Het eerste cluster van
factoren heeft betrekking op het gebruik van referentie- en streefbeelden (hoofdstukken 2, 3 en 7),
het tweede cluster op het rekening houden met onderliggende sociale aspecten (hoofdstuk 6 en 7)
en het derde cluster op de noodzaak tot het goed in beeld brengen van de diverse milieuaspecten
(hoofdstuk 4, 5 en 6). Vanwege het evidente karakter van dit laatste cluster wordt hieraan in de syn-
these geen aandacht meer besteed. De eerste twee genoemde clusters worden beschouwd als
belangrijke bouwstenen voor een integraal perspectief voor rivierbeheer en worden aangeduid als,
respectievelijk, factoren van de vierde en de vijfde dimensie. Deze factoren sluiten daarmee aan op
de drie algemeen geaccepteerde dimensies van rivierbeheer, te weten de longitudinale (1ste dimen-
sie), transversale (2de dimensie) en verticale dimensie (3de dimensie). De vierde dimensie heeft
vooral betrekking op de factor ‘tijd’ die van groot belang is bij het goed hanteren van referentie- en
streefbeelden. De vijfde dimensie is gericht op de noodzaak om rekening te houden met sociale
aspecten van het rivierbeheer en heeft zowel betrekking op de belangen van individuele burgers als
op die van maatschappelijke organisaties van belanghebbenden (stake-holders). Beide dimensies
worden in de synthese aan een nadere beschouwing onderworpen.
Ten aanzien van de vierde dimensie wordt allereerst de vraag opgeworpen of de factor ‘tijd’ in het
paradigma van referentie- en streefbeelden primair moet worden opgevat als wezenlijk cyclisch of
lineair van aard. Als de factor ‘tijd’ als wezenlijk cyclisch wordt beschouwd kunnen palaeoreferen-
ties bijna één op één worden vertaald in streefbeelden. Wanneer ‘tijd’ echter wezenlijk lineair van
aard is, kunnen palaeoreferenties slechts fungeren als inspiratiebronnen voor het opstellen van een
streefbeeld. Hoewel er sterke aanwijzingen zijn voor een cyclisch karakter van ‘tijd’ en dergelijke
opvattingen van ‘tijd’ in de realiteit ook ondersteuning vinden (bijvoorbeeld in dag-nacht-cycli en
seizoensritmiek) lijkt vooral de historische context van de Rijn-Maas-delta zoals beschreven in
hoofdstuk 2 duidelijk te maken dat ‘tijd’ vooral moet worden opgevat als wezenlijk lineair van aard.
Bepaalde natuurlijke en cultuurlijke gebeurtenissen in de geschiedenis van het rivierengebied heb-
ben geleid tot irreversibele processen die terugkeer naar een vroegere situatie onmogelijk maken.
Dergelijke gebeurtenissen (major events) en de processen die ze oproepen vertonen grote gelijke-
nis met gebeurtenissen zoals die optreden in deterministisch chaotische systemen en die leiden tot
vertakkingen (bifurcaties) in dergelijke systemen waarbij een systeem van de ene (stabiele) toe-
stand in een andere (stabiele) toestand geraakt. 
Met betrekking tot de vijfde dimensie van rivierherstel – sociale aspecten – zijn de niet-materiële
waarden van het rivierenlandschap van belang in relatie tot de materiële waarden zoals worden ver-
tegenwoordigd door de LNC-waarden. Vooral de cultuurhistorische waarden lijken hierbij een grote
rol te spelen. Via de reeks cultuurhistorische waarden – identiteit – welzijn – welvaart – economie
begeeft rivierherstel zich duidelijk in het socio-economische domein. Het maakt duidelijk dat de
noodzaak tot en de kansen die geboden worden door een bottom-up benadering van rivierherstel
diep geworteld zijn in het gevoel van identiteit dat de rivier en haar omgeving oproept bij bewoners
en andere belanghebbenden. Het zoeken van aansluiting bij dergelijke gevoelens lijkt een voor-
waarde te zijn voor succesvol herstel van het rivierengebied.
Temporele en sociale factoren raken elkaar in de ontwikkeling van het rivierengebied van ‘puur
natuur’ via ‘cultuur-natuur’ en ‘cultuur’ naar ‘natuur-cultuur’. ‘Cultuur-natuur’ vertegenwoordigt in
deze het grootste deel van de geschiedenis van de Rijn-Maas-delta en refereert aan wat wel een eco-
sociaal complex wordt genoemd, namelijk een situatie waarin mens en natuur nog niet gescheiden
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waren. Geleidelijk echter, maar vooral gedurende de laatste twee eeuwen, is deze ‘cultuur-natuur’
getransformeerd in nagenoeg ‘pure cultuur’. Het momenteel dominante antwoord op deze ont-
wikkeling wordt gevormd door het streven naar ‘natuur-cultuur’. Dit streven naar ‘natuur-cultuur’
behelst het trachten te realiseren van natuur waarvan de mens geen (dominant) onderdeel uit-
maakt en dat zijn inspiratie vooral vindt in situaties van ‘puur natuur’. We zien dit streven terug in
de natuurontwikkelingsvisie (zie hoofdstuk 3) en in de vele natuurontwikkelingsprojecten in het
rivierengebied.
Zoals gebruikelijk is in proefschriften worden ook in deze thesis niet alleen antwoorden gegeven.
Ze roept ook nieuwe vragen op. Een van de resterende vragen is bijvoorbeeld of (goed doordach-
te) rivierbeheerplannen ook daadwerkelijk in de praktijk zodanig worden uitgevoerd en of er dus
ook winst wordt behaald voor natuur en landschap? In deze context bestaat er duidelijk behoefte
aan correlatief en verklarend onderzoek waarbij de relaties planning - uitvoering en uitvoering -
milieuwinst centraal staan. ‘Monitoring’ en ‘evaluatie’ zijn hierbij de sleutelwoorden.
Behalve de aan monitoring en evaluatie gerelateerde vragen zoals die hiervoor zijn geformuleerd,
gaat het daarbij met name om onderzoek op het snijvlak van meerdere disciplines zoals (palaeo-)-
ecologie, palaeogeografie, geschiedkunde, archeologie, sociologie, filosofie en milieukunde waar
nog een veelvoud aan fundamenteel beschrijvende en verklarende onderzoeksvragen op een ant-
woord wachten. De resultaten van dergelijk onderzoeken dienen daarbij hun weg te vinden in beleid
en beheer hetgeen een uitdaging vormt voor wetenschappers. Het ecosociaal of, wellicht beter
geformuleerd, socio-spatio-temporeel complex van de Rijn-Maas-delta biedt hiertoe meer en bete-
re mogelijkheden en uitdagingen dan welk ander systeem dan ook.
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Dankwoord
“Het schrijven van een proefschrift is geen sinecure”. Ik vraag me af hoeveel dankwoorden van
proefschriften op deze of vergelijkbare wijze beginnen. Mijn ervaring is in ieder geval geen andere.
De notie van de zwaarte van het schrijven van een proefschrift is echter misschien wel de ultieme
wetenschap voortkomend uit het doorlopen van een promotietraject. 
Mijn ambitie om te werken in een universitaire omgeving werd geconfronteerd met de alom geui-
te noodzaak tot het wegstrepen van een van de letters in mijn titel: van drs. naar dr. Hoewel ik me
aanvankelijk nogal eens heb verzet tegen deze noodzaak, ben ik nu, aan het einde van het traject,
wel tot de overtuiging gekomen dat een promotie op zak in de universitaire wereld wellicht geen
conditie sine qua non is maar op zijn minst toch wel een voordeel. In ieder geval heeft het proces
van het schrijven van mijn proefschrift me gevormd. Het nu voorliggende product, het proefschrift
zelf, is slechts een zwakke afspiegeling van dit proces.
Het startpunt van de weg die ik heb afgelegd is niet meer exact te achterhalen. Het zal ergens in
1994 zijn geweest dat de eerste contouren van mijn promotie zich begonnen af te tekenen. Het idee
daartoe bestond echter al veel eerder en daar past dan ook gelijk mijn eerste woord van dank. Het
was immers Dick Schoof, toen nog hoofd van de afdeling Milieukunde, die zijn vertrouwen in me
uitsprak door het openen van de deuren van de universitaire gemeenschap. Dick, bedankt voor het
op het spoor zetten! De sfeer van de jonge groep waarmee wij vanaf het begin van de jaren negen-
tig onderwijs en onderzoek in de Milieukunde aan de KUN van de grond trachtten te brengen, was
ongeëvenaard. Behalve Dick wil ik die collegae van het eerste uur bedanken: Ad, Bart, Carlo, Gina,
Harry, Marco, Marlie en Rob. Onze roots liggen in het uitzetten van konijnen en kippen in dosis-
effect-diagrammen.
De datum van de eerste bijeenkomst van mijn begeleidingscommissie heb ik nog wel terug weten
te vinden: 16 februari 1996. Aan de toentertijd aan de commissie voorgelegde opzet voor mijn
proefschrift is in de loop der jaren nog veel veranderd: sommige onderwerpen vielen af; andere
kwamen daar voor in de plaats. De grote lijnen maar vooral het doel dat ik voor ogen had, heb ik
in al die tijd echter weten te handhaven en ik moet aan mezelf durven toe te geven dat ik uiteinde-
lijk best trots ben op het resultaat. Voor de leden van de begeleidingscommissie moet het echter af
en toe een verrassing zijn geweest als ze weer eens plotseling werden geconfronteerd met een
nieuw hoofdstuk, soms na een periode van jaren van radiostilte. Dat is tot op het laatste moment
op deze wijze gebeurd. Met name het huidige hoofdstuk 2, de historie van het Nederlandse rivie-
rengebied, is echter rechtstreeks het gevolg van de immer opbouwende kritieken van de leden van
de begeleidingscommissie zelf. Als Eric Marteijn me niet had gevraagd om “de kenmerken van het
Nederlandse rivierengebied goed weg te zetten in het proefschrift, vooral ten behoeve van niet-
Nederlandse lezers” was ik wellicht nooit aan dit hoofdstuk begonnen. Voor de coherentie van mijn
proefschrift is dit hoofdstuk misschien wel het belangrijkste chapiter geworden. Eric, bedankt!
Gerard van der Velde dank ik voor zijn nimmer aflatende vraag “wanneer komt dat boekje nou eens
een keer”, maar ook voor zijn opbouwende kritiek en constructieve aanvullingen en zijn gezellige
conversaties in de kantine en de (wandel)gangen van de universiteit. Joost de Jong was wellicht het
meest kritische lid van mijn begeleidingscommissie. Zijn opmerkingen bij concept-hoofdstukken
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van dit proefschrift hebben mijn hersenen af en toe doen kraken in hun voegen. In alle gevallen
heeft dat echter bijgedragen aan een duidelijke verbetering van mijn proefschrift. Waar ik niet in
staat ben geweest om alle commentaren en aanwijzingen van mijn begeleidingscommissie in vol-
doende mate te verwerken is dat mijn tekortkoming geweest; waar ik daar wel in ben geslaagd is
dat in belangrijke mate hun verdienste. 
Een periode van circa negen jaar is lang om over een proefschrift te doen. In acht nemend dat ik in
die periode ook een groot stuk onderwijs van de afdeling Milieukunde heb ontwikkeld en verzorgd
en dat ik wegens een langdurige ziekte mijn onderzoek lange tijd heb moeten stil leggen vind ik
toch dat ik er niet te lang over heb gedaan. De afronding had ik echter niet kunnen opbrengen als
mijn ‘onderwijs’-collegae mij daartoe niet in staat hadden gesteld. In een roerige tijd van bijstelling
van het onderwijs in de transformatie naar een Bachelor-master-structuur hebben zij mij weten te
verschonen. In alfabetische en dus willekeurige volgorde: Ad, Inge, Mark, Marlie, Piet en Rob,
bedankt! Ook mijn andere (ex-)collegae, toegevoegde docenten, junior onderzoekers en AIO’s, wil
ik in mijn dankwoord betrekken. Hun steun, warmte, gezelligheid of zuiver en alleen gezelschap
hebben in belangrijke mate de omgeving gecreëerd waarin ik me prettig genoeg voelde om aan
mijn promotie te kunnen werken. Hoewel het er te veel zijn om allemaal op te noemen, kan en wil
ik enkele van hen die ik elders niet heb genoemd niet passeren: Bart, Gertjan, Gillis, Jeroen, Jos,
Kiki, Lammert, Marieke, Marjo, Nellemiek, Peer, Rampal, Stan en Toine.
Zoals mijn collega Ad Ragas in het dankwoord van zijn proefschrift al heeft gezegd: “het schrijven
van een proefschrift doe je helemaal alleen”. Of toch niet? Het was in ieder geval niet gelukt zon-
der de hulp van (ex-)collegae, studenten (waarvan inmiddels enkele ook collega zijn geworden) en
externen die als mede-auteurs van hoofdstukken van mijn thesis hebben willen optreden. Wederom
in willekeurige volgorde: Bram, Chris, Gerard, Henk, Karin, Paul, Piet, Mark, Rob en Sabine:
bedankt! In dit rijtje ontbreekt Reinier. Voor hem wil ik toch een speciale plaats inruimen in dit dank-
woord. Behalve voor zijn bijdragen als co-auteur van twee hoofdstukken ben ik Reinier meer dan de
gewone dank verschuldigd voor het mij weer op de rails helpen na mijn ziekte, maar ook voor het
fungeren als klankbord voor mijn ideeën. Reinier, bedankt!
Ook een woord van dank aan de vele studenten die ik heb mogen begeleiden tijdens hun stages
(mijn teller staat voorlopig op 51). Jullie hebben allen een groot aandeel aan dit proefschrift gehad.
Sommigen van jullie zijn voor deze inzet beloond met een co-auteurschap; voor de anderen geldt
dat ze – of ze zich daar bewust van zijn of niet – in belangrijke mate hebben bijgedragen aan mijn
gedachtevorming over ‘environmental rehabilitation’. De besprekingen die ik met jullie heb gehad
tijdens je stage hebben mij misschien wel verder vooruit geholpen dan jullie. 
Mijn gedachtevorming over natuur en landschap in het algemeen – zeker in de laatste jaren – was
niet mogelijk geweest zonder de discussies met een aantal collegae van de Faculteit der Sociale
Wetenschappen. Wouter de Groot, Riyan van den Born en Luc Knippenberg. Ik hoop dat we onze
gezamenlijke interesses ook in de toekomst in een vruchtbaar samenwerkingsverband kunnen
onderbrengen. Jullie hebben me altijd geïnspireerd en inspireren me nog steeds.
Promotor en co-promotor mag je niet uitgebreid bedanken. Beste Piet en Rob, beschouw dit dan
ook niet als een dankwoord maar als een – niet als zodanig gevoelde – verplichting mijnerzijds.
De lijst van dankzegging zou nagenoeg oneindig worden als ik ook de medewerkers van al onze
netwerk-groepen zou opsommen. Laat ik dat dan ook maar niet doen en jullie proberen te vatten
in “alle medewerkers van Bargerveen, RAVON, VOFF, Natuurloket en NCN, bedankt!”
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Traditioneel wil ik afsluiten met een woord van dank aan degenen die zich buiten mijn directe werk-
omgeving bevonden maar die gedurende het gehele promotietraject meer te lijden hebben gehad
dan ik, de promovendus. 
Dat zijn natuurlijk mijn vrienden, mijn broer, mijn zussen en zeker niet in de laatste plaats mijn
moeder. Ik heb het gevoel dat ik sommigen van jullie heb verwaarloosd terwijl jullie er altijd wel
voor mij waren. Vergeef me. Ik hoop het de komende jaren meer dan goed te maken.
Negen jaar waren voor mij niet te lang. Dat was het wel voor jullie, Irma, Sjors en Fieke. Te vaak
hebben jullie me chagrijnig en klagend in je omgeving moeten dulden als het weer eens niet ging
zoals ik dat wilde en ik daar op mijn eigen, introverte manier zelf uit wilde komen. Te vaak was ik
er ook niet bij. Fysiek en geestelijk. Dat jullie dat hebben weten te verdragen is meer dan een ver-
dienste. Jouw begrip, Irma, was de pijler waar ik altijd weer tegen aan kon leunen. En jullie vrolijk-
heid, Sjors en Fieke, beurden mij altijd weer op ook al leek alles tegen te zitten. Ik kan dat jullie
nooit terug betalen, maar alleen plechtig beloven dat ik er vanaf nu ook weer voor jullie zal zijn. 
Dit alles is natuurlijk meer dan genoeg reden om dit proefschrift aan jullie op te dragen. Toch heb
ik na veel wikken en wegen besloten dat niet te doen. De opdracht is gericht aan mijn vader. Hij
heeft mijn promotie niet mogen meemaken. Op 5 december 1995 is hij mij en mijn familie ontval-
len. Zijn rust en, samen met mijn moeder uitgeoefend, bindend vermogen zijn voor mij altijd een
voorbeeld geweest. Pap, je was klaar met het leven, ik met mijn proefschrift.
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Rob Lenders werd op 25 februari 1961 geboren te Helden-Panningen. Hij is de jongste uit een gezin
van vier kinderen. Na het met succes afronden van zijn VWO-opleiding aan het Thomascollege te
Venlo begon hij in 1979 met zijn studie Biologie aan de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen. Zijn
levenspartner Irma schonk hem twee kinderen, Sjors (1994) en Fieke (1997). 
Gezien zijn grote belangstelling voor de milieu-problematiek lag de keuze voor onderzoeksstages
in die richting voor de hand. Allereerst deed hij in opdracht van het toenmalige Rijksinstituut voor
Natuurbeheer (RIN) een populatieonderzoek aan de Boomkikker (Hyla arborea) in Zeeuws-
Vlaanderen waar zijn toch al grote belangstelling voor reptielen en amfibieën verder werd aange-
wakkerd. Hij vervolgde zijn studie met een onderzoek bij de toenmalige afdeling Dieroecologie van
de KUN. Dit onderzoek had de verwerking van meerjarige gegevens betreffende de verspreiding en
populatieopbouw van de Levendbarende hagedis (Lacerta vivipara) in de Overasseltse en Hatertse
Vennen bij Nijmegen tot onderwerp. Gedurende zijn derde stage onderzocht hij onder verant-
woordelijkheid van de Vakgroep Natuurbeheer van de Landbouwuniversiteit Wageningen de relatie
tussen het voorkomen van sprinkhanen en het beheer van graslanden, met name met betrekking
tot bemestingsgraad en begrazings- en maairegimes. In 1987 rondde hij zijn studie af met een
onderzoeksstage bij de afdeling Milieukunde waarin hij de mogelijkheden voor de implementatie
van ecologische gegevens in de milieuhygiënische vergunningverlening aan een vliegasverwerkend
bedrijf in Winterswijk onderzocht. Deze stage leverde hem in het jaar daarna bij dezelfde afdeling
Milieukunde zijn eerste arbeidscontract op. In opdracht van de Provincie Gelderland werkte hij de
mogelijkheden voor de inbreng van ecologische gegevens in de vergunningverlening verder uit.
In 1989 was hij korte tijd in dienst van de afdeling Natuur en Landschap van de Provincie
Gelderland waar hij onderzoek deed naar de verspreiding van reptielen en amfibieën in de Gelderse
Vallei ter voorbereiding van de planvorming voor geïntegreerd gebiedsgericht milieubeleid voor dit
agrarische gebied. Ook anderszins hadden reptielen, amfibieën en, later, vissen zijn warme belang-
stelling. Hij was een van de oprichters van de Stichting Herpetologische Studiegroepen, het latere
RAVON (Reptielen-, Amfibieën- en Vissen-Onderzoek Nederland) en bekleedde daar de bestuurs-
functies secretaris (tot 1994) en voorzitter (1994-heden). 
Inmiddels was hij weer gerecruteerd door de afdeling Milieukunde van de KUN voor het mede ont-
wikkelen van de bovenbouwstudie Natuurwetenschappelijke Milieukunde (de huidige opleiding
Milieu-Natuurwetenschappen). Als ambtelijk secretaris van de Programmacommissie Miliekunde
was hij nauw betrokken bij de programmatische opbouw van deze opleiding. Sinds 1991 verzorgt
hij – aanvankelijk als toegevoegd docent en onderzoeker, thans als universitair docent – binnen
deze opleiding onderwijs op het gebied van natuur- en landschapsbeheer en heeft hij meer dan 50
studenten begeleid tijdens hun stages. Ook ontwikkelde hij een hand- en leerboek Natuurbeheer en
–Ontwikkeling dat in 1997 bij uitgeverij Boom te Amsterdam is verschenen. 
Gaandeweg verlegde hij zijn activiteiten meer van onderwijs naar onderzoek waarbij de evaluatie
van natuur- en landschapsbeheer in het Nederlandse rivierengebied het centrale onderwerp vorm-
de. Het thans voorliggende proefschrift is hiervan het resultaat. Tijdens dit onderzoek kreeg hij
meer en meer belangstelling voor de maatschappelijke, sociale en filosofische achtergronden van
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natuur- en landschapsbeheer die door natuurwetenschappers vaak niet of slechts in geringe mate
werden (en worden) onderkend als relevante factoren voor de problematiek waarmee natuur en
landschap in Nederland kampt. Thans werkt hij met enkele collegae van de afdeling
Sociaalwetenschappelijke Milieukunde van de KUN aan een wetenschappelijk boek over Visions of
Nature. Zijn onderzoek in de toekomst zal gericht zijn op natuur en landschap in het rivierengebied
op het snijvlak van natuurwetenschappelijke, sociaal-wetenschappelijke en maatschappijweten-
schappelijke disciplines. 
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